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When attempting to generalize recursion theory to admissible ordinals, it may

seem as if all classical priority constructions can be lifted to any admissible ordinal

satisfying a sufficiently strong fragment of the replacement scheme. We show,

however, that this is not always the case. In fact, there are some constructions

which make an essential use of the notion of finiteness which cannot be replaced

by the generalized notion of α-finiteness. As examples we discuss both codings of

models of arithmetic into the recursively enumerable degrees, and non-distributive

lattice embeddings into these degrees. We show that if an admissible ordinal α is

effectively close to ω (where this closeness can be measured by size or by cofinality)

then such constructions may be performed in the α-r.e. degrees, but otherwise they

fail. The results of these constructions can be expressed in the first-order language

of partially ordered sets, and so these results also show that there are natural

elementary differences between the structures of α-r.e. degrees for various classes

of admissible ordinals α. Together with coding work which shows that for some

α, the theory of the α-r.e. degrees is complicated, we get that for every admissible

ordinal α, the α-r.e. degrees and the classical r.e. degrees are not elementarily

equivalent.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The study of recursive ordinals and hyperarithmetic sets that began with the

work of Church and Kleene [CK37], Church [Chu38] and Kleene [Kle38] suggested

many analogies between the Π1
1 and hyperarithmetic sets and the recursively enu-

merable and recursive ones, respectively. The analogy was not perfect, however.

At the basic level, for example, the range of a hyperarithmetic function on a hy-

perarithmetic set is always hyperarithmetic rather than an arbitrary Π1
1 set. At a

deeper level, all nonhyperarithmetic Π1
1 sets are of the same hyperarithmetic de-

gree. Kreisel [Kre61] studied this situation and came to the realization that while

Π1
1 is analogous to r.e., the correct analog for hyperarithmetic is not recursive but

finite. This insight lead first to the development by Kreisel and Sacks [KS63, KS65]

of metarecursion theory as the study of recursion theory on the recursive ordinals

(those less than ωCK
1 , the first nonrecursive ordinal) or, equivalently, on their no-

tations in a Π1
1 path through Kleene’s O. In this setting, the meta-r.e. subsets of

ω are the Π1
1 ones and the metafinite ones are hyperarithmetic.

Another approach to generalizing recursion theory to ordinals started with

Takeuti’s [Tak60, Tak65] development of Gödel’s [G3̈9] constructible universe L

through a recursion theory on the class of all ordinals. These two approaches came

together in the common generalization of recursion on admissible ordinals of Kripke

[Kri64] and Platek [Pla65]. Here the domain of discourse is an ordinal α or the

initial segment Lα of L up to α for admissible α, i.e. Lα satisfies Σ1-replacement.

In this vein, α-r.e. is Σ1 over Lα, α-recursive is then ∆1 over Lα while α-finite

means a member of Lα. These notions coincide with those of metarecursion theory

when α = ωCK
1 .

1
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We should also note that care has to be taken in the definition of “α-recursive

in”, the analog of Turing reducibility. Here too, the crucial issue is that of finite-

ness. It no longer suffices to require that one be able to answer single membership

question about A in a computation from B to say that A is reducible to B. Instead

one defines α-reducible, 6α, by requiring that all α-finite sets of such questions

about A can be computed on the basis of α-finitely much information about B.

The motivation and goals for generalizing recursion theory in this way included

the hopes of elucidating the underlying nature of the notions fundamental to re-

cursion theory and the essences of the constructions that are used to prove its

most important theorems. In accordance by Kreisel’s insight, a prominent role

should be played by the analysis of finiteness along with recursive and recursively

enumerable. Such an analysis might lead to a good axiomatic treatment or reveal

approaches that would be less dependent on the specific combinatorial properties

of ω exploited in these notions and constructions. In this way the study might

also produce applications to both classical recursion theory and other domains

(set theory, model theory, proof theory and, in hindsight, computer science) where

the notions of effectiveness play many roles.

It was relatively easy to formalize the basic notions of recursion theory in these

settings but also in much more general ones. Kreisel’s test of a generalization

worthy of investigation was the Freidberg-Muchnik theorem solving Post’s problem

by showing that there are incomparable r.e. degrees. As Sacks [Sac90, p. ix] puts

it, this brings us from the static or syntactic realm into the dynamic one. It is in

this domain that priority arguments and the deeper investigations into the notion

of enumerability and relative computability were developed in classical recursion

theory. First metarecursion theory (Sacks [Sac66]) and then α-recursion theory
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(Sacks and Simpson [SS72]) passed this test.

The route to the solution to Post’s problem in α-recursion theory was the abil-

ity to make Σ1-replacement suffice for arguments that in classical recursion theory

seemed to naturally rely on Σ2-replacement (or induction). Further investigations

in α-recursion theory indicated that many of the more complicated priority argu-

ments of the classical subject used yet higher levels of replacement and did not

generalize so readily to all admissible α. The density theorem was successfully

generalized to all admissible α (Shore [Sho76b]) but to this day the theorems epit-

omizing the basic construction of classical recursion theory have not been settled

for all admissible ordinals. Almost always more admissibility suffices and at times

other conditions as well. Early examples include the existence of an incomplete

high α-r.e. degree (Shore [Sho76a]) and minimal pairs (Lerman and Sacks [LS72])

for which Σ2 admissibility suffices and at times something less. Eventually, an ele-

mentary difference between the r.e. degrees and the α-r.e. degrees for some α was

established by finding certain admissible ordinals for which, contrary to Lachlan’s

[Lac76] nonsplitting theorem, one can combine splitting and density for all pairs of

α-r.e. degrees (Shore [Sho78]). (That is, for certain α it is always possible to find,

for every pair a < b of α-r.e. degrees, two incomparable α-r.e. degrees b0 and b1

between a and b such that b0∨b1 = b.) This work did indeed elucidate the role of

various replacement or induction-like principles in recursion theoretic arguments

and much later played a role in analyzing such arguments in reverse mathematics

(e.g. Slaman and Woodin [SW89] and Mytilinaios [Myt89]). Other aspects of gen-

eralized recursion theory found applications in complexity theory (e.g. Shinoda

and Slaman [SS90]). They did not however have much to say directly about the

role of finiteness. Moreover, once the basic techniques are understood, all these
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constructions can be fairly easily carried out in metarecursion theory.

The crucial fact about ωCK
1 needed to carry out all these arguments is that there

is a metarecursive projection of ωCK
1 into ω. This allows one to arrange priority

requirements in an ω list and so carry out constructions in such a way that one only

ever really needs to worry about there being truly finitely many predecessors of

any requirement. For example, density was proved by Driscoll [Dri68] and minimal

pairs constructed by Sukonick [Suk69]. It seemed as if everything one could do in

classical recursion theory could be done in metarecursion theory as well. It was in

this setting that Sacks [Sac63] posed as his final question whether RωCK
1

, the meta-

r.e. degrees with ωCK
1 -reducibility, and R, the r.e. ones with Turing reducibility,

are elementarily equivalent. This seemed possible at the time. Indeed, at that time

people still thought that there should be some nice characterization of the structure

R that would indicate that it was simple in some way. Shoenfield’s conjecture that

it was ω-saturated and so categorical had been disproven with the construction of

a minimal pair of r.e. degrees but, nonetheless, Sacks still conjectured in [Sac63]

that the theory was decidable and that the structure was isomorphic to the degrees

r.e. in and above d for every degree d.

Both of these conjectures turned out to be false (Harrington-Shelah [HS82],

Shore [Sho82]). Indeed, these results and others showed that R was very compli-

cated in various ways. Shore [Sho82] showed that it is not recursively presentable

and later Harrington and Slaman and Slaman and Woodin (see Slaman [Sla91])

showed that its theory is recursively isomorphic to true arithmetic. These sorts

of results changed the paradigm for understanding R from a hope for simplicity

to an approach to its characterization by its complexity. (For more of the history

and further discussion, see Shore [Sho97] and [Sho99]). Once one had this view
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of R, it became natural to believe that the answer to Sacks’ question was “no”

just because it seemed that one could prove all the results of classical recursion

theory in metarecursion theory. If the meta-r.e. degrees, like the r.e. ones, are as

complicated as possible then RωCK
1

is more complicated than R. In this way, Odell

[Ode83] established an analog of Shore [Sho82] for the meta-r.e. degrees to show

that RωCK
1

is not arithmetically presentable and so not isomorphic to R. Once

Harrington and Slaman and Slaman and Woodin had proven that the theory of R

is recursively isomorphic to true arithmetic, it became “morally certain” that the

two structures are not even elementarily equivalent.

Shore and Slaman, as announced in Shore [Sho97], managed to carry out enough

of the relevant constructions in metarecursion theory to prove this result. The

proof was fairly elaborate and required lifting several major theorems of classical

recursion theory to ωCK
1 . It also failed to give a full characterization of the degree

of the theory of RωCK
1

. The expected result was that it should be recursively

isomorphic to the theory of 〈LωCK
1
,∈〉 or, equivalently, of degree O(ω). This result

awaited further developments in classical recursion theory. Nies, Shore and Slaman

[NSS98] provided a definable standard model of arithmetic in R and so a more

direct proof that the degree of its theory is 0(ω). In [GSS], the same original

intuition from the 60s about the similarity of R and RωCK
1

was followed, to lift

enough of Nies, Shore and Slaman [NSS98] to metarecursion theory to prove that

a standard model of arithmetic with a predicate for O is definable in RωCK
1

and so

its theory, as expected, is recursively isomorphic to both that of LωCK
1

and to O(ω).

These results thus answered Sacks’s original question by providing an elementary

difference between R and RωCK
1

. However, they did so by continuing along the

path following the intuition that one can lift all constructions of r.e. degrees to
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ωCK
1 by using projectability to convert requirements lists to ones of length ω and

to any admissible ordinal satisfying enough replacement to handle requirements in

order type α.

These illusions are hereby dispelled in this present work, whose aim is to illumi-

nate the role of true finiteness in various classical constructions in the setting of the

r.e. degrees (Lerman and Simpson [LS73] and Lerman ([Ler74]) gave such results

in the context of the lattice of r.e. sets). We show here that constructions given in

[NSS98] can be performed in the α-r.e. degrees (for Σ2-admissible α) if and only if

the cofinality of α, as measured by some relatively effective class of functions, is ω.

Another line of investigation considers construction which are used to embed some

nondistributive lattices into the r.e. degrees. Lachlan ([Lac72]) has shown that

the 1-3-1 lattice, the one of the two basic nondistributive lattices which includes

a critical triple, is embeddable in the r.e. degrees. We show that this construction

uses finiteness in an essential way; it can only be performed in the α-r.e. degrees

(here α is any admissible ordinal) if α is countable in some effective sense. All of

the work taken together shows that no Rα is elementarily equivalent to R.

Notation and Terminology

Rather than give a long list of definitions of the concepts used in this work and of

the notation associate with them, we prefer to place each definition in its natural

context as it comes up in the work. Many of these definitions make sense only

together with facts concerning the objects involved; in the appendices we develop

much of the theory which is needed to make most of the definitions comprehensible.

The basics of admissible recursion theory are developed in appendix A. It is

there where we define our “playing ground”, namely Jensen’s Jα hierarchy, describe

the notions of amenability and admissibility, discuss α-recursive enumerations and
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α-reductions, and in that context it makes sense to define nice functionals, which

are not used in the standard texts of the field (Sacks [Sac90] and Chong [Cho84].)

We also define there effective versions of cofinality, such as the Σn cofinality of α

and the recursive cofinality of a degree.

Further notions of α-recursion theory include the jump operator (and the notion

of lowness which accompanies it), described in appendix B, and the projectum %n
α,

which is discussed in appendix C.

Notions from classical recursion theory, often more algebraic in nature (such as

the lattices we try to embed in the degrees, or the coding of models of arithmetic

in the degrees), are defined in the body of the text as they appear.

The notation used follows modern set-theoretic standards (see, for example,

Jech [Jec03]). Thus for example we use f“X to denote the pointwise image of X

under the function f . ⊂ means inclusion, whether proper or not (when we want to

stress proper inclusion we will use (). Club means closed and unbounded (usually

in the fixed admissible ordinal α).

For recursion theory we use the functional notation which has become standard

in recent years. the meaning of this notation in the context of admissible recursion

theory is explained in appendix A. During effective constructions or enumerations

we use Lachlan’s notation ([Lac79]) of modifying objects and whole expressions

by [s] to denote they are viewed in stage s of the construction or enumeration. In

general notation will be similar to the one used in [Soa87, XIV s.4].

1.1 The Results

In this thesis we show how the proximity of an admissible ordinal α to ω is reflected

in the structure of the α-recursively enumerable degrees (which we denote by Rα).
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1.1.1 Lattice Embeddings

Theorem 1.1. There is a sentence ψ (in the language of partially ordered sets)

such that for every admissible ordinal α, Rα |= ψ iff %2
α = ω and cfΣ2(Jα)(α) = ω.

The sentence ψ states the existence of an embedding of the 1-3-1 lattice (also

known as M5; see [Soa87, IX 2.7] and figure 6.1) into Rα with an incomplete top.

The class of ordinals α such that Rα |= ψ is exactly the class of admissible ordinals

α such that there is an incomplete degree a ∈ Rα such that rcf(a), the recursive

cofinality of a, is ω. For the definition of recursive cofinality and Σ2(Jα) cofinality,

see the end of appendix A. For the definition of the Σ2-projectum %2
α see appendix

C.

In chapter 5 we show (theorem 5.4) that if α is admissible and rcf(a) > ω then

the 1-3-1 lattice cannot be embedded below a; in fact, there is no weak critical

triple below a (see definition in chapter 5). In chapter 6 (theorem 6.1) we show that

if a ∈ Rα is collapsible then we can embed the 1-3-1 lattice below a. In appendix

D (where the notion of a collapsible degree is defined) we quote Shore ([Sho76b])

and see that if a ∈ Rα is incomplete and rcf(a) = ω then a is collapsible.

The following theorem is also an immediate consequence of these results:

Theorem 1.2. Let α be admissible. The following are equivalent for an incomplete

degree a ∈ Rα:

1. There is a weak critical triple in Rα(6 a).

2. There is an embedding of the 1-3-1 lattice into Rα(6 a).

3. rcf(a) = ω.
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This gives us two formulas ϕ0 and ϕ1 (which are not equivalent in the theory

of partial orderings or in the theory of upper semi-lattices) such that for every

admissible α,

ϕ0(Rα) = ϕ1(Rα) = {a ∈ Rα : a < 0′ & rcf(a) = ω}.

1.1.2 Effective Successor Models

In chapter 3 we show that if α is Σ2-admissible and cfΣ3(Jα) = ω then one can

embed an effective successor copy of the standard model of arithmetic into Rα

below any promptly permitting degree u, such that below u there is no least

upper bound for the elements of the model. [See the definition of our coding

of models of arithmetic in chapter 2 and that of an effective successor model in

chapter 3. Prompt permission is discussed in appendix E.] In chapter 4 we show

that for various classes of α, including the class of Σ2-admissible ordinals such that

cfΣ3(Jα)(α) > ω, there can be no such embedding below any low2 degree u.

We give some details. Let χeffective(p̄, ē) be the formula stating that p̄ codes an

effective successor model of arithmetic, witnessed by ē; see chapter 3 [We denote

the model coded by p̄ by Mp̄]. Theorem 3.1 states that if α is Σ2-admissible,

cfΣ3(Jα) = ω and u is a promptly permitting degree then there are some p̄, ē 6 u

satisfying χeffective such that Mp̄ is standard (i.e. is isomorphic to the standard

model of arithmetic), and such that there is an exact pair c0, c1 6 u for the

elements of Mp̄. The existence of such a pair implies that in Rα(6 u), the degrees

below u, Mp̄ has no least upper bound. Also, because Mp̄ is standard, Mp̄ is the

only nontrivial initial segment of Mp̄ closed under the successor operation.

However, in chapter 4 we show (theorem 4.4) that there is a formula θ such

that if α is Σ2-admissible, cfΣ3(Jα)(α) > ω and u is low2, then for all p̄, ē 6 u
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which satisfy χeffective there is some c 6 u which is the least upper bound for

the standard part of Mp̄ in the degrees below u; moreover, that standard part is

definable as θ(Rα, c, p̄).

We can thus let the formula φ0(y, c, p̄, ē) state that c, p̄, ē < y, and that

χeffective(p̄, ē) holds, that θ(Rα, c, p̄) is a nontrivial initial segment of Mp̄ closed

under the successor operation, and that c is the least upper bound for θ(Rα, c, p̄)

in the degrees below y. Let φ(y) state the existence of some p̄, ē below y such

that χeffective(p̄, ē) holds but for no c below y does φ0(y, c, p̄, ē) hold. We thus

argued that for a Σ2-admissible ordinal α such that cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω, φ(u) holds

(in Rα) for all u which permit promptly; and that if α is Σ2-admissible such that

cfΣ3(Jα)(α) > ω, then ¬φ(u) holds for all u which are low2.

LetX be an additional unary predicate. Let PS denote the collection of degrees

which permit promptly; let L1 and L2 denote the classes of low and low2 degrees

respectively. Now there is always a low promptly permitting degree. Together

with the results mentioned, we get the following:

Theorem 1.3. Let α be a Σ2-admissible ordinal.

1. (Rα,PS) |= ∀y ∈ X φ(y) iff cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω.

2. (Rα,L1) |= ∃y ∈ X φ(y) iff (Rα,L2) |= ∃y ∈ X φ(y) iff cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω.

One would like of course to improve this by eliminating the extra unary pred-

icate; one would think that the most likely candidate is the class of promptly

permitting degrees, which is definable in Rω. The classical proof can be carried

out if, for example, %2
α = ω, but fails miserably in other cases, and we in fact sus-

pect that in some cases there may be a noncapping degree (i.e. a degree which is

not half of a minimal pair) which is not promptly promptly permitting. It follows,
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though (as no degree which permits promptly can be half of a minimal pair), that

if we let X state that y is noncappable then for every Σ2-admissible ordinal α, if

cfΣ3(Jα)(α) > ω then Rα |= ∃y ∈ X φ(y) and if %2
α = ω then Rα |= ¬∃y ∈ X φ(y).

If we are willing to go one level higher to the Σ3 level, then we get the follow-

ing (this is also a consequence of theorem 4.4 and the examples given after that

theorem).

Theorem 1.4. If cfΣ4(Jα)(α) > ω and either α is Σ3-admissible or %3
α = α, then

Rα |= ¬∃y φ(y).

This is an elementary difference between such αs and Σ2-admissible αs such

that cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω.

1.1.3 Rα is Sometimes Complicated

In chapter 2 we show that for some α, the theory of Rα is complicated, in terms

of its complexity. We show:

Theorem 1.5. Let α be an admissible ordinal. If %2
α = ω or if α is Σ2-admissible

and cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω then O(ω) 61 Th(Rα) (where O is Kleene’s complete Π1
1 set).

The method of proof is detailed in section 2.1. The general idea follows the

constructions of [NSS98]. We show that there is a way to code structures in the

language of arithmetic in a uniform way using parameters; and then show that

there is a nonempty correctness condition on the parameters which is first order

and which ensures that the model coded is standard. Further, we show that there

is a uniform way to define the isomorphism between any two such models, so that

identifying all copies we get a parameterless interpretation of N in Rα. Further,
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we show that we can code O in such a way and get a parameterless definition of

O (in the coded model); this implies the theorem.

Let ψ be the sentence given by theorem 1.1. ψ holds in the classical r.e. degrees.

For Rα we get a dichotomy: if %2
α > ω then ψ fails in Rα; and if %2

α = ω then

Th(Rα) is complicated (in particular, it is not hyperarithmetic, whereas Th(Rω)

which has complexity 0(ω) lies low in the hyperarithmetic hierarchy.) We get the

following.

Theorem 1.6. For every admissible ordinal α, Rα and Rω are not elementarily

equivalent.



CHAPTER 2

CODING INTO THE R.E. DEGREES

In this chapter we use the machinery of SW-sets developed in [NSS98] and

apply it to the α-r.e. degrees for various admissible ordinals α. Using it we code

models of arithmetic (with an extra unary predicate) into the α-r.e. degrees, and

show how (using the machinery of comparison maps) we can pick out the standard

models in which the unary predicate is interpreted as a relatively complicated set

(the main example is Kleene’s O). For these αs we immediately get that Th(Rα)

is at least as complicated as the set coded (and in particular is not hyperarithmetic

and not equal to Th(Rω)).

2.1 The Coding

Fix an admissible ordinal α and work in the α-r.e. degrees, Rα. We repeat the

coding machinery which is developed in [NSS98].

Definition. The SW set defined by a quadruple of parameters p̄ = (p,q, r, l)

(denoted by Gp̄) is the collection of g < r which are minimal solutions of the

inequality g ∨ p > q. For g0,g1 ∈ Gp̄, we let g0 6p̄ g1 if g0 6 g1 ∨ l.

Remark 2.1. Gp̄ may be empty, finite or infinite, but if not empty is always an

antichain of degrees. 6p̄ is always a pre-partial ordering on Gp̄.

Next, we decode structures for the language of arithmetic from the partial

ordering 6p̄. Let p̄ be a quadruple of parameters. In what follows we define

several relations on Gp̄ and describe conditions on the sets and relations defined.

All of these conditions together are taken as a correctness condition χSW(p̄) on the

13
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parameters (and indeed we note that all conditions are expressible in a first order

way in the language of partial orderings, so that χSW(Rα) is definable in (Rα,6α).)

1. Gp̄ is nonempty and 6p̄ is a partial ordering on Gp̄.

2. Mp̄ is defined to be the collection of 6p̄-minimal elements. Mp̄ is nonempty.

3. pairp̄(a,b, c) holds if a,b ∈ Mp̄ and there is a 2-chain (in 6p̄) between a

and c and a 3-chain between b and c. pairp defines a total function from

M2
p̄ to Gp̄ and so we write c = pairp̄(a,b).

4. +p̄(a,b, c) holds if a,b, c ∈Mp̄ and there is a 4-chain in 6p̄ between c and

pairp̄(a,b). +p̄ defines a total function on M2
p̄; we write c = a +p̄ b.

5. ×p̄(a,b, c) holds if a,b, c ∈Mp̄ and there is a 5-chain in 6p̄ between c and

pairp̄(a,b). ×p̄ defines a total function on M2
p̄; we write c = a×p̄ b.

6. (Mp̄,+p̄,×p̄) satisfies some sufficiently rich finite fragment of arithmetic (say

Robinson arithmetic); the important fact is that Mp̄ always has a standard

initial segment. As is a usual practice, if ϕ is a formula in first order arith-

metic then we let ϕ(Mp̄) or ϕMp̄ denote its interpretation in (Mp̄,+p̄,×p̄).

We thus get nMp̄ for each n < ω, 6Mp̄ (not to be confused with 6p̄), etc.

7. We let Xp̄ be the collection of a ∈ Mp̄ such that there is a 6-chain in 6p̄

above a.

Remark 2.2. Let X ⊂ ω. Then we can easily produce a partial ordering 4X which

codes the standard model of arithmetic with extra predicate X. That is, there is

some partial ordering 4X on ω (which is effectively computed from X) such that

for all p̄, if χSW(p̄) holds and (Gp̄,6p̄) ∼= (ω,4X) then (Mp̄,+p̄,×p̄) is isomorphic

to the standard model of arithmetic and X = {n < ω : nMp̄ ∈ Xp̄}.
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We proceed along with [NSS98] to construct comparison maps. We first spell

out the necessary recursion theoretic facts that are used.

For the rest of the section, let α be an admissible ordinal which satisfies one of

the following:

• %2
α = ω.

• α is Σ2-admissible and cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω.

See appendix A for the definitions of Σ2-admissibility and the Σn-cofinality,

and appendix C for the definition of the Σ2-projectum %2
α.

For such α, we will prove the following theorems:

Theorem 2.3. Let 4 be an α-recursive partial ordering on ω, and let a > 0 be

a nonzero α-r.e degree. Then there is a tuple p̄ = (p,q, r, l) such that r is low,

r 6 a, and such that (ω,4) ∼= (Gp̄,6p̄).

If r is low we also say that the SW set Gp̄ is low. If r 6 a then we say that the

SW set Gp̄ is coded below a. If (ω,4) ∼= (Gp̄,6p̄) we say that Gp̄ codes 4.

Theorem 2.4. Let 4 be an α-recursive partial ordering on ω and let H be an α-

recursive set of 4-minimal elements. Also let 〈ui〉i∈H be a sequence of uniformly α-

r.e. degrees, and 〈vi,j〉i∈H,j<ω be an array of uniformly α-r.e., uniformly low degrees

such that for all i ∈ H and j < ω, ui 66 vi,j. Then there is a tuple p̄ = (p,q, r, l)

such that r is low and such that we can enumerate Gp̄ = {gi : i < ω}, such that

(ω,4) ∼= (Gp̄,6p̄) by the isomorphism i→ gi and such that for i ∈ H and j < ω,

gi 6 ui and gi 66 vi,j.

In the above theorems and in the following arguments we use the notion of

lowness, which is discussed in appendix B.
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We first show that there is a uniform way to define comparison maps from

models Mp̄0 →Mp̄1 if both models are low and Mp̄0 is standard.

Definition. Let p̄0, p̄1 be tuples such that χSW(p̄i) holds for i < 2. A function

h is a comparison map from Mp̄0 to Mp̄1 if it is a 1-1 function from an initial

segment of Mp̄0 onto an initial segment of Mp̄1 preserving the least element (i.e.

h(0Mp̄0 ) = 0Mp̄1 and the successor relation.

Lemma 2.5. There is a formula maplow(x, y, w̄, z̄) such that for all tuples p̄0, p̄1

satisfying χSW such that r0, r1 are low and Mp̄0 is isomorphic to the standard model

of arithmetic, maplow(x, y, p̄0, p̄1) defines a comparison map from Mp̄0 to Mp̄1 which

is total on Mp̄0.

If χSW(p̄) holds and Mp̄ is isomorphic to the standard model of arithmetic then

we say that Mp̄ is standard . If χ(p̄) holds and Gp̄ is low then we also say that Mp̄

is low; if Gp̄ is coded below a then we also say that Mp̄ is coded below a.

Proof. The formula maplow is defined as follows. Let ψ(x, y, ū, v̄, z̄, t) state that χSW

holds for ū, v̄ and z̄; that x ∈ Mū, y ∈ Mv̄ and t ∈ Mz̄; and that there is some

s ∈Mz̄ such that s <Mz̄ t and such that

1. x is the least element of Mū (according to <Mū) such that s 6 x; and

2. y is the least element of Mv̄ (according to <Mv̄) such that (s+z̄ t) 6 x.

We let maplow(x, y, ū, w̄) state the existence of some z̄ and t such that

ψ(−,−, ū, v̄, z̄, t)

defines a comparison map from Mū to Mv̄, and such that this map takes x to y.
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Now it is clear that if Mp̄0 is standard then for any p̄1 (satisfying χSW of course),

maplow(x, y, p̄0, p̄1) defines a comparison map from Mp̄0 to Mp̄1 . We wish to show

that if in addition both Mp̄0 and Mp̄1 are low then maplow(x, y, p̄0, p̄1) is total. Fix

such p̄0 and p̄1. It suffices to show, for every n < ω, the existence of some p̄ such

that χSW(p̄) holds and such that the further following property holds:

• For all i, j < n, iMp̄ 6 jMp̄0 iff i = j and (i+ n)Mp̄ 6 jMp̄1 iff i = j.

The existence of such p̄ (we can even require that Mp̄ be standard) follows

from theorem 2.4 by making the following substitutions. We let 4 be the usual

partial ordering which codes the standard model of arithmetic (see remark 2.2).

For m < ω let hm be the element of 4 coding m and let H = {hm : m < 2n}.

For m < n we let uhm = mMp̄0 and uhm+n = mMp̄1 . For i, j < n such that i 6= j,

let vhm,j = jMp̄0 and vhm+n,j = jMp̄0 ; for all other j < ω, let vhi,j = vhi+n,j = 0.

The condition ui 
 vi,j is fulfilled because Mp̄0 and Mp̄1 are antichains of α-r.e.

degrees. Finally, the (uniform) lowness condition follows from the lowness of Mp̄0

and Mp̄1 .

Fix n < ω and get p̄ as described.

It is clear that for all m < n, ψ(mMp̄0 ,mMp̄1 , p̄0, p̄1, p̄, n
Mp̄) holds. What we

need is to show that ψ(x, y, p̄0, p̄1, p̄, n
Mp̄) defines a comparison map from Mp̄0 to

Mp̄1 . But in fact it is not difficult to see that for all x and y, ψ(x, y, p̄0, p̄1, p̄, n
Mp̄)

holds iff for some m < n we have x = mMp̄0 and y = mMp̄1 . For suppose that

ψ(x, y, p̄0, p̄1, p̄, n
Mp̄) holds; let s ∈ Mp̄ witnesses this fact. ψ implies that s <Mp̄

nMp̄ and so s = mMp̄ for some m < n. Then s 6 mMp̄0 , x and both are minimal

with respect to that property, so x = mMp̄0 ; similarly, y = mMp̄1 .

We now get a correctness condition strengthening χSW which implies that the
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model coded is standard, and we get comparison maps between the models Mp̄

satisfying this condition.

Theorem 2.6. There is a formula χstandard(p̄) (implying χSW(p̄)) such that for

all p̄ satisfying χstandard, Mp̄ is standard. There is a formula map such that for

every p̄0, p̄1 satisfying χstandard, map(x, y, p̄0, p̄1) defines the isomorphism between

Mp̄0 and Mp̄1. Further, if X ⊂ ω is α-recursive, then there is some p̄ such that

χstandard(p̄) holds and Mp̄ codes X.

Proof. χstandard(p̄) states that χSW(p̄) holds and that for every other tuple p̄′ =

(p′,q′, r′, l′) satisfying χSW such that r′ 6 r, maplow(x, y, p̄, p̄
′) defines a total map

on Mp̄.

Suppose that χstandard(p̄) holds. By theorem 2.3, we know that there is some

p̄′ such that r′ 6 r and such that Mp̄′ is standard. Totality of the comparison map

from Mp̄ into Mp̄′ implies that Mp̄ is standard as well.

To define map, we note that in the proof of lemma 2.5, we say that whenever

Mp̄ is standard and Mp̄′ is any other coded model, maplow(x, y, p̄, p̄
′) defines a

comparison map from Mp̄ to Mp̄′ , not necessarily total. For such p̄ and p̄′, let

hp̄,p̄′ denote this comparison map.

Now let p̄0, p̄3 be two tuples satisfying χstandard. We let map(x, y, p̄0, p̄3) state

that there are p̄1, p̄2, also satisfying χstandard, such that

y = h−1
p̄3,p̄2

◦ hp̄1,p̄2 ◦ hp̄0,p̄1 (x).

An inverse of a comparison map, a composition of comparison maps, and the

union of comparison maps, is a comparison map, if the domain is standard. Thus

map(x, y, p̄0, p̄3) defines a comparison map from Mp̄0 to Mp̄3 ; we need to see that

this is always total. Well, theorem 2.3 implies the existence of standard low Mp̄1
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and Mp̄2 such that r1 6 r0 and r2 6 r3. Lowness of Mp̄1 and Mp̄2 implies that

χstandard(p̄i) holds for i = 1, 2; this follows from lemma 2.5.

Now totality of hp̄0,p̄1 and hp̄3,p̄2 follows from the fact that χstandard(p̄i) holds

for i = 0, 3; totality of hp̄1,p̄2 follows from the fact that Mp̄1 is low and standard.

The last assertion of the theorem follows immediately from theorem 2.3; again

any low, standard model satisfies χstandard.

Theorem 2.6 enables us to interpret in Rα, without parameters, an ω-model

M = (NM ,RM) of second order arithmetic. The first order part NM is given

by identifying all copies Mp̄ of the standard model of arithmetic for p̄ satisfying

χstandard, under the isomorphisms given by the formula map. In detail, let p̄, p̄′

satisfy χstandard, and let x ∈ Mp̄, y ∈ Mp̄′ . Let (x, p̄) ∼N (y, p̄′) if map(x, y, p̄, p̄′)

holds. NM is defined as ∼N-equivalence classes. As map defines isomorphisms, ∼N

is a congruence relation for the operations of arithmetic, and so the arithmetical

structure of NM is also definable in Rα.

RM consists of all sets which are coded as Xp̄ for p̄ satisfying χstandard. Namely,

for p̄, p̄′ satisfying χstandard, let p̄ ∼R p̄′ if for all n < ω, nMp̄ ∈ Xp̄ iff nMp̄′ ∈ Xp̄′ .

This relation is definable in Rα. We let RM be the set of ∼R-equivalence classes.

For n < ω and Y ∈ RM , n ∈M Y if for some (any) p̄ ∈ Y , nMp̄ ∈ Xp̄. This too is

Mp̄0

hp̄0,p̄1

��

// Mp̄3

	

Mp̄1 hp̄1,p̄2

// Mp̄2

h−1
p̄3,p̄2

OO

Figure 2.1: The definition of map
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definable in Rα. We can quantify over RM by quantifying over such p̄.

Proof of theorem 1.5. Let A ⊂ ω be any Σ1
1 set and suppose that α > ωCK

1 . In

this case, A is α-finite, and so there is some Mp̄ which codes A; so A ∈ RM . Let ψ

be an arithmetical formula such that for all n < ω, n ∈ A iff there is some X ⊂ ω

such that ψ(n,X). We actually know that if n ∈ A then there is some X 6T O

such that ψ(n,X) holds (this is because the witness X can be taken to be any

infinite path in an ω-splitting recursive tree, so we can take the least one). We

have X ∈ RM , and ψ is absolute for ω-models of second order arithmetic, and so

A is definable in M . It follows that Th(N, A) 61 Th(Rα). If A is Σ1
1-complete

then O(ω) ≡1 Th(N, A)

A very similar proof of theorem 1.5, following [GSS]. By the same argument, O ∈

RM . Further, there is some arithmetical formula ψ such that O is inclusion-wise

the least solution of ψ (see [Sac90, p.8]). Again ψ is absolute for M and set

inclusion is also definable in M and so this definition of O holds in M .

The case α = ωCK
1 has to be treated slightly differently (as is done in [GSS])

because O is not ωCK
1 -recursive. Nevertheless even for α = ωCK

1 we get O ∈ RM

(In fact ∆2(Jα)∩R ⊂ RM) and the previous arguments hold. We give more details

about the required recursion-theoretic constructions (i.e. the proofs of theorems

2.3 and 2.4 where “4 is α-recursive” replaced by “4 is ∆2(Jα)”) in section 2.3.1.

In fact, if α > ωCK
1 then iterating this coding shows we can recover more

complicated sets. If α is the nth admissible ordinal then these techniques show

that O〈n〉, the nth iterate of the hyperjump, is in RM . As O〈n+1〉 is definable from

O〈n〉 in much the same way that O was, we can recover it definably in the model
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interpreted in Rα. This yields elementary differences between the structures of

α-r.e. degrees for these ordinals.

This process of coding and recovery can be carried into the transfinite; for

example, if α is the ωth admissible ordinal then O〈ω〉 is α-finite and so can be

coded; it can be recovered by the inductive formula which recovers each of its

columns.

2.2 A Template for the Constructions

The proofs of theorems 2.3 and 2.4 are done by priority constructions which depend

on the properties of the underlying admissible ordinal α. To avoid repetition and

to add rigor, we first present a general template to fit all of these constructions,

and prove general facts which are shared by all constructions. Familiarity with the

techniques of constructing SW sets in the ω-r.e. degrees, as presented in [NSS98],

would be helpful, but we give a complete proof.

From now on we omit the prefix α from the terms ‘recursive‘ and ‘r.e.’. Again

we remind the reader that the definitions of various notions used in admissible

recursion theory (such as strong, weak or nice functionals) are given in appendix

A.

2.2.1 The Requirements

We are given a recursive partial ordering 4 on ω. We construct sets Gn, P , Q and

L. We let R = ⊕Gn. We strive to meet the following requirements.

1. Tn: Q 6α Gn ⊕ P .

2. MΘ,Φ,W : If Θ(R) = W and Φ(W ⊕ P ) = Q then there is some j such
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that Gj 6α W . Here (Θ,Φ,W ) ranges over triples consisting of a strong

functional, a weak functional and an r.e. set.

3. Di,j,Ψ: If j 6= i, then Ψ(Gi) 6= Gj. Here Ψ ranges over weak functionals.

4. Ni,j,Ψ: If j 64 i then Ψ(Gi ⊕ L) 6= Gj. Ψ ranges over weak functionals.

5. KΞ,K : If for all x ∈ K there are unboundedly many s such that x ∈ Ξ(R ⊕

P ⊕Q⊕L) [s] then from some s onward, K ⊂ Ξ(R⊕P ⊕Q⊕L) [s] is correct.

Here Ξ ranges over enumeration functionals, including ones appearing in the

construction with approximations as built in the construction. K ranges over

all α-finite sets which have a greatest element.

We further ensure that if j 4 i then Gj 6α Gi ⊕ L.

Constructions proving theorem 2.3 (‘type 1 constructions’) are also given a

nonrecursive r.e. set A (which by Sacks’s theorem we may assume is amenable),

and try to ensure that R 6α A.

Constructions proving theorem 2.4 (‘type 2 constructions’) are also given a

recursive set of 4-minimal elements H, and uniformly r.e., uniformly amenable

arrays 〈Ui〉i∈H and 〈Vi,j〉i∈H,j<ω, the latter being also uniformly low, such that for

all i ∈ H and j < ω, Ui 
α Vi,j. We add the requirement

6. Zi,j,Ψ: If i ∈ H, then Gi 6= Ψ(Vi,j). Ψ ranges over weak functionals.

We may assume that the enumeration given for Vi,j is low for Ψ.

We also assume that all functionals given to us are nice.
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2.2.2 Elements of the Constructions

All constructions will use a tree of strategies. Each node on the tree (we can

always thing of the node as an α-finite sequence of ordinals below α) is an agent ,

which at various stages of the construction may be assigned requirements for which

they work. The lexicographic ordering on the tree is the priority ordering (so an

agent η is stronger than agent ρ if η ( ρ or if η lies on the tree to the left of ρ

(lexicographically).) The path of agents accessible at stage s of the construction

is always defined, is well-ordered by inclusion and is denoted by δ [s].

Initialization. The way agents impose finitary-type restraint is by initializing all

weaker agents. Whenever an agent enumerates a number into a set or whenever

it declares victory, it initializes all weaker agents. Also, at the end of stage s we

initialize all agents which lie to the right of δ [s]. Whenever an agent is initialized,

all weaker agents are initialized as well.

We also ensure that a change in the requirement to which an agent is assigned

entails the initialization of the agent: if η ⊂ δ [s] and there is no t < s such that

η ⊂ δ [t] and η is assigned to a fixed requirement from t to s, then we initialize η

at s.

When an agent gets initialized, we cancel all of its followers, chits and pointers

(these are various numbers whose proper definitions will shortly follow). All func-

tionals defined by the agent are abandoned. Of course, if a stage s is a limit of

stages at which an agent was initialized, then the agent starts afresh at s as well.

We let init(η)[s] = sup{t < s : η is initialized at t }.

Agreement, Expansion and Restraint. Let M = MΘ,Φ,W be a minimality
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requirement. A number y is M-confirmed at s if

Φ(W ⊕ P, y) ↓ = Q(y)[s]

with use σ ⊕ π = φ(y)[s], and

σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s].

The length of agreement is

`(M)[s] = max{z | ∀y < z, y is M -confirmed at s}.

Suppose that at s, agent η ∈ δ [s] is working for M . A stage s is η-expansionary

if for all t < s such that η ∈ δ [t], `(M)[t] < `(M)[s].

At stage s, if agent η is working for M , we let

r(η)[s] =

 0 if s is η-expansionary or a limit of η-expansionary stages,

t if not, and t = sup{u < s : u is η-expansionary}.

We let Rest(η)[s] = supρ(η r(ρ)[s] (agents ρ which lie to the left of η impose

restraint by was of initialization so η does not have to take r(ρ) into consideration

for such ρ).

T Requirements. Suppose that agent η is assigned to Tn. The agent η defines a

functional Γη, with the intention of having Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) = Q. η may only add an

axiom to Γη when it is accessible.

All uses of Γ functionals are successor ordinals; γη(x) = γη(Gn ⊕ P, x) denotes

the length of the use of the computation Γη(Gn⊕P, x) minus one, so enumerating

it into Gn or P destroys the computation.

The following is important.

Definition. When we design the tree and assign requirements to agents, we always

make sure that for every agent η (and at every stage s), only finitely many agents
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ρ ⊂ η are assigned to some Tn requirement at s. We let n(ρ)[s] < ω be the

maximum of n such that some η ⊂ ρ is assigned to Tn (at s).

Followers. Agents working for D, N or Z requirements may have followers . A

follower x < α for an agent η working for Di,j,Ψ is targeted for Gj and for L. It is

realized at s if Ψ(Gi, x) ↓= 0 [s]. If η works for Ni,j,Ψ then x is targeted for Gk for

every k such that j 4 k (including of course j itself). In this case x is realized if

Ψ(Gi ⊕ L, x) ↓= 0 [s].

In type 2 constructions, a follower x for an agent η working for Zi,j,Ψ is targeted

for Gi and for L; it is realized if Ψ(Vi,j, x) ↓= 0 [s].

In type 1 constructions, a follower x (for any agent) is permitted at s if some

number y < x enters A at s.

In type 2 constructions, if x is a follower targeted for Gi and i ∈ H then x is

permitted at s if some number y < x enters Ui at s. In these constructions, if x

is not targeted for Gi for any i ∈ H then x is always permitted. Note that by our

instructions, and by the fact that H is a set of 4-minimal elements, a follower x

may be targeted for Gi for at most one i ∈ H.

Pointers. An agent η working for a requirement KΞ,K keeps a pointer i(η)[s],

which is the next element of K of which it needs to take care. Unless initialized,

at a limit stage s we have i(η)[s] = min(K \ sup{i(η)[t]}t<s). When η is initialized

we set i(η) = minK. If η acts at s then we update the pointer: i(η)[s + 1] =

min(K \ i(η)[s] + 1). If i(η)[s] = maxK and η acts at s then η declares victory.

Chits. Suppose that agent η works for M = MΘ,Φ,W . η defines weak functionals

∆η,j for every j 6 n(η), with intended oracle W ; the intention is that if the

hypothesis of M holds then for some j 6 n(η) we’ll have ∆η,j(W ) =∗ Gj.
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η is allowed to extend the definition of ∆η,j(W ) (i.e. to enumerate a new axiom

into ∆η,j) at stages which are η-expansionary. As is implies by the intention, η

always defines the value of ∆η,j(W,x)[s] to be Gj(x)[s].

η makes ∆η,j monotone, so that at any stage we’ll have dom ∆η,j(W ) an ordinal.

If η wishes to extend ∆η,j at s then it defines one new axiom on the input x =

dom ∆η,j(W ) [s] (we’ll ensure that the use is larger than the uses δη,j(W, y) [s] for

all y < x so that indeed monotonicity is maintained.)

To each computation (σ;x, l) ∈ ∆η,j is associated a chit (y, π) (we sometimes

also refer to y as the chit). When η wishes to define ∆η,0(x) at stage s, it picks

a new suitable chit. A chit (y, π) is suitable to be picked for a new computation

∆η,0(W,x) [s] if:

1. y ∈ α[η].

2. y < `(M)[s].

3. φ(W ⊕ P, y)[s] = σ ⊕ π.

4. y > init(η)[s] and y > t for any t < s at which η defined any ∆η,0 compu-

tation.

If s is η-expansionary and there is a suitable chit y, then it defines ∆η,0(W,x)

with use σ.

Now let j > 0. Suppose that at s, η wishes to define ∆η,j(W,x). To do so, it

needs to find a chit (y, π) which is suitable to be picked for this computation (we

also say that the chit is j-suitable). The suitability conditions are:

1. (y, π) is a chit for a computation ∆η,j−1(W,x
′)[s] (whose use is σ).
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2. Further, that chit is still active, which means that π ⊂ P [s] (an inactive chit

is also called cancelled).

3. The computation ∆η,j−1(W,x
′)[s] is failed , which means that its value dis-

agrees with Gj−1(x
′) (necessarily x′ entered Gj−1 at some stage after the

computation was defined).

4. The size condition: y > t for any t < s at which η defined any ∆η,j compu-

tation.

If such a chit is found then η defines ∆η,j(W,x)[s] with the same use σ as the

accompanying computation ∆η,j−1(W,x
′)[s].

If a computation ∆η,j(W,x) which is defined at s becomes incorrect at a later

stage t (that is some number smaller than the use entersW ) then the accompanying

chit (y, π) is cancelled and never considered again. Note again that if (y, π) is a chit

for ∆η,j(W,xj) for j 6 i (where i 6 n(η)) then the uses of all of these computations

are the same and so all such computations disappear together). However, (2) shows

that the chit may be cancelled even if the computations still hold.

At stage s, η may wish to use a chit (y, π) for purposes of victory. Suppose

that ρ ⊂ η is an agent which works for Tn at s. A chit (y, π) is cleared by ρ at

stage s if ¬(Γρ(B ⊕ Gn ⊕ P, y) ↓= 0[s]), or if Γρ(B ⊕ Gn ⊕ P, y) ↓= 0[s] with use

γρ(y)[s] > domπ. The chit y is victorious if it is M -confirmed at s, still active, is

greater than Rest(η) [s], and is cleared by all such agents ρ below η.

Guessing

This pertains only to type 2 constructions. The fact that Vi,j are uniformly low

implies that there are recursive functions f, g with the following properties: for all
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i, j,Ψ, η, lims→α f(Zi,j,Ψ, s) and lims→α g(η, Zi,j,Ψ, s) exist and are either yes or no.

Also,

lims→α f(Zi,j,Ψ, s) = yes iff there is some stage s of the construction and some

x ∈ Gi[s] which at s is realized (Ψ(Vi,j, x) ↓= 0) by a correct computation;

lims→α g(η, Zi,j,Ψ, s) = yes iff there is some stage s of the construction at which η

works for Zi,j,Ψ, η is eligible to act and does not believe it is satisfied, and η

has a follower x which is permitted and is realized by a correct computation.

The recursion theorem allows us to use these function during the construction.

Suppose that at stage s, η is an agent working for Zi,j,Ψ. Suppose that x ∈ Gi[s]

is realized at s. To check whether η believes this realization is correct, it looks for

the least stage t > s at which either the computation realizing x at s is discovered

to be incorrect, or f(Z, t) = yes. If it gets the latter outcome then η believes the

realization and believes that it is satisfied and does not need to act.

Suppose that η is eligible to act at s and that at s, η has a follower x which

is realized and permitted. Before acting, η makes a guess about x’s realization in

much the same way: it looks for t > s at which this realization is discovered to be

incorrect, or g(η, Z, t) = yes. Again η believes this realization if the latter is the

outcome.

2.2.3 Construction

The structure of every stage in all constructions is fixed. Every stage consists of

two pahses : at the first, agents who have finitary-type actions to perform may do

so (these actions need to be performed immediately, and the agents cannot wait
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until they are accessible.) At the second phase, less pressing matters are dealt

with.

The First Phase

At the first phase, agents working for finitary-type requirements – D,N,Z,K re-

quirements – that wish to act and are eligible to act, are allowed to act. An agent

η is eligible to act at the first phase of stage s if there was a stage t < s such that

η was accessible at t, and such that between t and s, neither was η initialized, nor

did it act.

No agent η wishes to act at s (at either phase) if it declared victory since

init(η)[s].

K. Suppose that at stage s, η works for KΞ,K . η wishes to act at s if i(η)[s] ∈

Ξ(R ⊕ P ⊕ Q ⊕ L) [s]. To act, it initializes weaker agents. As described above,

after acting η either updates i(η) or declares victory.

N and D. Suppose that at s, η works for some N or D requirement. η may have

three reasons to wish to act:

1. It has a follower which is both realized and permitted.

2. It has a follower which is realized for the first time.

3. All of its followers are realized (this includes the possibility that there are no

followers).

η’s action corresponds to the case of affairs:

1. η enumerates the follower into the sets it is targeted for and declares victory.

2. η initializes weaker agents.
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3. η appoints a new, large follower (taken from α[η]), and initializes weaker

agents.

Z. Suppose that at s, η works for some Z requirement. η first guesses if it is

already satisfied. If not, and if η has some follower that is both permitted and

realized, then η guesses whether this realization is correct; if so, it wishes to act

and indeed enumerates the follower into the sets for which it is targeted. It also

initializes weaker agents.

If it didn’t act, then η may yet wish to act if all of its followers are realized at s

(it does not perform further guesses). In this case it appoints a new, large follower

and initializes weaker agents.

We need to note something important. It may seem futile to let every agent

that wishes to act at the first phase the right to do so, as action by a stronger

requirement will immediately initialize it. This is correct, except for agents work-

ing for Z requirements. They may succeed even if initialized, and for the tactic of

low guessing to succeed we need to allow them to act whenever they wish. Fur-

thermore, the priority ordering on all agents may not be a well-ordering, so there

isn’t necessarily a strongest agent wishing to act. [This leads to intriguing conse-

quences. Suppose we wished to overcome the first difficulty by adding the phrase

“and no stronger requirement wishes to act” to the properties of g (and thus of

the guessing). Suppose further that there is an infinite descending chain of agents

for Z requirements which have realized, permitted followers ready for the testing.

The agents now have no idea whether they should perform the guess; if the guess

for a stronger agent succeeds then their own guess may never terminate.]
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The Second Phase

At the second phase, all agents which are currently accessible and which work for

an M requirement or a T requirement follow the following orders. We note that

δ [s] is well-ordered, so if some agent wishes to declare victory and initialize weaker

agents then we let the strongest one do so.

M . Suppose that at stage s, η works for M = MΘ,Φ,W . As usual, if η declared

victory since init(η)[s] then it does absolutely nothing.

If there is some σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s] and some x < domσ such that σ(x) = 0 and

x ∈ W [s] then η declares victory (this is called “easy victory”).

If easy victory was not declared, and if r(η)[s] > 0, then η does nothing at

this stage. Otherwise, η looks for victorious chits. If there is one, it enumerates

the least one y into Q, and for all ρ ⊂ η, if Γρ(Gn(ρ) ⊕ P, y) ↓= 0[s], it puts

γρ(Gn(ρ) ⊕ P, y)[s] into P ; η declares victory.

If η hasn’t won yet, and the stage is η-expansionary, then η tries to extend

∆η,j(W ) as described above. Suppose η just defined ∆η,j(x). Suppose that ρ ⊃ η

is an agent extending η which works for some D,Z or N requirement and has a

follower x, targeted for Gj. Then ρ now initializes all weaker agents.

T . If η ∈ δ [s] works for Tn at s, then η extends Γη: it finds the least x such that

Γη(Gn ⊕ P, x) ↑ [s], and sets Γη(Gn ⊕ P, x) ↓= Q(x) [s] with large use.

What we didn’t specify

We note that in order to specify a construction, all we need to do is specify what

the tree of agents is, how to calculate δ [s] and how to assign requirements to agents

at each stage; and we need to verify that n(ρ) < ω for every agent ρ.
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2.2.4 Verifications

We first remark that the properties of the functions f and g ensure that every par-

ticular search must terminate by a bounded amount of time; either the realization

of the number x being tested is incorrect, or x and s are witnesses to the limit

value being yes.

It follows that the searching period at the beginning of the first phase of every

stage does indeed take only α-finitely much time. For the function taking each

instance of guessing to the stage at which the guess is resolved is recursive, and at

each stage only α-finitely many guesses are made.

Fairness Attempted

Suppose that η is an agent that eventually stops being initialized:

r∗ = init(η)[α] < α.

It follows that η works for a fixed requirement after r∗ (or works for no requirement

at all). Further assume that η is accessible unboundedly often.

We examine how η affects weaker requirements.

M . If η works for an M requirement then η initializes weaker agents at most once

after r∗ (when declaring victory).

K. Suppose that η works for the requirement KΞ,K . After r∗, i(η)[s] is non-

decreasing. Let K ′ = {i(η)[s] : s > r∗}; K ′ is α-finite as it is an initial segment

of K. The function which takes x ∈ K ′ to the least s > r∗ at which i(η)[s] = x is

recursive and so bounded by some s∗. After s∗, η does not initialize weaker agents.

Suppose that η works for a D or an N requirement.
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Observation 2.7. If x is a follower for η which is realized at s > r∗, then this

realization is preserved by η’s initializing of weaker agents at s.

Lemma 2.8. Eventually, η stops appointing new followers.

Proof. This is a standard permitting argument. If η declares victory at s > r∗

then after s, η ceases all action. Otherwise: suppose we are dealing with a type

1 construction. If at stage s > r∗, x is a follower for η which is realized, then

A � x [s] = A � x. This is because x remains realized and η does not act; so x

is never permitted after s. If the lemma fails then η keeps appointing followers

which are unbounded in size (as it appoints large followers), and each follower

eventually gets realized (by the time a larger follower gets appointed). This allows

us to compute A.

If this is a type 2 construction and η appoints followers targeted for Gi, i ∈ H,

then this argument holds, with Ui in place of A. If η does not target followers for

Gi for any i ∈ H, then η only appoints one follower after r∗: whenever a follower

gets realized it can be enumerated.

Suppose that η works for Z = Zi,j,Ψ.

Lemma 2.9. η eventually stops appointing new followers or enumerating followers

into Gi.

Proof. This is classical. If lim f(Z, s) = yes, then from the stage at which

f(Z, s) stabilizes, η always guesses itself to be successful and does nothing. If

lim g(η, Z, s) = yes then lim f(Z, s) = yes; the witness for the former is believed

useful and enumerated.

Suppose that lim g(η, Z, s) = lim f(Z, s) = no and both stabilize after t > r∗.

Then after t, no follower is deemed useful, so η doesn’t enumerate followers after
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t.

Suppose that η keeps appointing new followers. Let x be a follower for η,

appointed at s > r∗. At every stage u > s at which η appoints another follower,

x is realized. The enumeration 〈Vi,j[s]〉 is low for Ψ so x is eventually correctly

realized. After t∗, a correctly realized follower cannot be permitted: η does not

believe itself successful after t∗ and so a correctly realized, permitted follower

would be a witness for lims→α g(η, Z, s) = yes. As the size of followers appointed

is unbounded, this gives us a procedure of computing Ui from Vi,j.

It follows that if η works for a D,N or Z requirement, then η eventually stops

initializing weaker requirements on its own accord. We still have to verify it stops

initializing weaker requirements when it is instructed to do so by a stronger agent.

Suppose then that ρ ( η works for M = MΘ,Φ,W , fix j 6 n(ρ) and suppose that η

targets followers for Gj.

Observation 2.10. Suppose that s > t > init(ρ)[α]. Suppose that ∆ρ,j(W,x) ↓ [t]

with use σ, and that σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s]. Then ρ does not redefine ∆ρ,j(x) at stage s. For

if it does, then ∆ρ,j(W,x) ↑ [s] which means that σ 6⊂ W [s] anymore; necessarily

some y < domσ entered W between t and s. But then ρ can get an easy victory

at s and defines nothing.

Let K(η) be the final set of followers for η (it is α-finite), and let r∗∗ > r∗ be a

stage after which η neither appoints any followers, nor enumerates followers into

sets. Suppose that x ∈ K(η) and suppose that at some stage s > r∗∗, ρ defines

∆ρ,j(x), say with use σ. At some stage t > r∗, x is chosen as a follower for η. Since

large followers are chosen, we must have t < s; so η initializes weaker agents at s.

η’s action at s ensures that σ ⊂ Θ(R) from s onwards (this is because s > r∗∗). It

follows that ρ will not redefine ∆ρ,j(x) at any other stage after r∗∗.
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Let K ′(η, ρ, j) be the set of followers x ∈ K(η) such that η initializes for the

sake of a ∆ρ,j(x) computation after stage r∗∗. Let x0 = minK ′(η, ρ, j), x2 ∈

K ′(η, ρ, j) and x1 ∈ K(η) ∩ (x0, x1). Say that η initializes on behalf of ∆ρ,j(x0) at

s0 > r∗∗ and on behalf of ∆ρ,j(x2) at s2 > r∗∗. By the above analysis, and since

∆ρ,j(W,x0) ↓ [s2], we know that s2 > s0 and that at some stage s1 ∈ (s0, s2), ρ

defines ∆ρ,j(x1). It follows that x1 ∈ K ′(η, ρ, j). Thus K ′(η, ρ, j) is the intersection

of K(η) with an interval, and so is α-finite.

For x ∈ K ′(η, ρ, j), let sη,ρ,j(x) be the (unique) stage at which ρ defines ∆ρ,j(x)

(and η initializes for x). As K ′(η, ρ, j) is α-finite, sη,ρ,j“K
′(η, ρ, j) is bounded. We

get:

Lemma 2.11. Let η be any agent such that init(η)[α] < α. There is a stage after

which η does not initialize weaker requirements on its own behalf. If η works (after

init(η)[α]) for a D,N or a Z requirement, then for every ρ ⊂ η there is a stage

after which η does not initialize on ρ’s behalf.

The Fairness Assumption

We now make the fairness assumption on the construction:

For every requirement R there is an agent η which is not initialized

unboundedly often (init(η)[α] < α), is accessible unboundedly often,

and which eventually works for R. Furthermore, if R is an M require-

ment, then there are club many stages at which η is accessible and on

which Rest(η) is bounded.

We show that if the assumption holds then the construction succeeds.
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Success of the Finitary-Type Requirements

Lemma 2.12. Every K requirement is met.

Proof. Suppose that η is the agent working for KΞ,K . If η acts at s > init(η)[α]

then i(η)[s] ∈ Ξ(R⊕P ⊕Q⊕L) is permanently correct. Thus if η declares victory

after init(η)[α] then it succeeds.

If not, let i be the final value of i(η)[s], stabilizing after s∗. For no s > s∗ do

we have i ∈ Ξ(R⊕ P ⊕Q⊕ L) [s] and so the requirement is met vacuously.

Corollary 2.13. All sets constructed are amenable.

Proof. Fix β < α. Let Ξ = {p : dom p > β}. Success of KΞ implies that there is

some stage s < α after which R⊕ P ⊕Q⊕ L � β is fixed.

Corollary 2.14. All sets constructed are low, hence admissible.

Proof. We show that some functional is low for X = R⊕ P ⊕Q⊕ L. Fix some Ξ

such that Ξ(X) = X ′. Success of KΞ,{x} for all x < α shows that Ξ is weakly low

for X. Suppose further that K is α-finite; we want to show that if K ⊂ X ′ then

from some stage we have K ⊂ Ξ(X) [s]. If K has a maximal element then this is

ensured by the success of KΞ,K . Otherwise, this is ensured by the success of KΞ′,K′

where K ′ = K ∪ {supK} and Ξ′ = Ξ ∪ {(〈〉, supK)}.

Let η be the agent working for Tn.

Claim 2.15. If Γη(Gn ⊕ P, y) ↓ then Γη(Gn ⊕ P, y) = Q(y).

Proof. Let s > r∗ = init(η)[α], and suppose that Γη(Gn ⊕ P, y) ↓ [s] and that at

s, agent ρ, working for MΘ,Φ,W puts y into Q. ρ cannot be stronger than η since
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s > r∗. Also, ρ cannot be to the right of η; η defined Γη(y) at stage t < s and

initialized all nodes to its right at t; and new chits y are picked large. Thus η ⊂ ρ.

Therefore ρ puts γn(y)[s] into P at s, removing the computation Γρ(Gn⊕P, y).

If the computation is defined later then the value must be correct.

Claim 2.16. Suppose that β < α and that Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) � β stabilizes by some

α-finite stage. Then Γη(Gn ⊕ P, β) ↓.

Proof. Suppose that after t > r∗, Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) � β is fixed. At every later stage at

which η is allowed to define Γρ, if Γρ(Gn ⊕ P, β) ↑ then it gets defined, say with

use τ . At such a stage enumerate τ into a functional Ξ. Let ρ be the agent which

works for KΞ. At some stage t > s, Ξ acts and so preserves τ ⊂ Gn ⊕ P .

Lemma 2.17. Every T requirement is met.

Proof. For every β, Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) � β eventually stabilizes. This follows from the

fact that Gn ⊕ P is admissible and is proved by induction. Assume up to β; the

function taking y < x to the stage at which the correct computation Γη(Gn⊕P, y)

is defined is weakly recursive in Gn ⊕ P and so is bounded.

It follows that Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) = Q. As Gn ⊕ P is admissible, Q 6α Gn ⊕ P .

Let η be the agent responsible for a D or an N requirement, and let K(η)[s]

be the set of followers η has at stage s > r∗ (K(η) = K(η)[α]).

Claim 2.18. Every x ∈ K(η)[s] is realized at s, except perhaps for a maximal

element.

Proof. We show this by induction on s. Assume that s is a limit stage and that

x ∈ K(η)[s] is not maximal. Take some y > x, y ∈ K(η)[s]. For some t < s,
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x, y ∈ K(η)[t]. By induction, x is realized at t. By observation 2.7, x is realized

at s as well.

Assume the statement holds for K(η)[s]. Then it holds for K(n)[s+1], because

at stage s all previously realized numbers are still realized (same observation),

and η perhaps appoints a new follower, larger than supK(η)[s], but only if every

x ∈ K(η)[s] is realized.

Lemma 2.19. Every D and N requirement succeeds.

Proof. If η declares victory after r∗ = init(η)[α] then the diagonalization is pre-

served. Otherwise, suppose that after t > r∗, η appoints no new followers. This

means that there is one maximal follower x which is never realized. Success fol-

lows.

Lemma 2.20. Every Z requirement succeeds.

Proof. Let η be the agent working for Z = Zi,j,Ψ. If lim f(Z, s) = 1 then success

is clear. If not, let K(η) be the set of final followers (that are not enumerated into

Gi); after some t > init(η)[α], η does not enumerate any followers or appoint new

ones.

We claim that there is some x ∈ K(η) which is not realized (at α). Otherwise,

there is a stage at which all permanent followers are correctly realized: the function

taking the follower to the stage at which it is correctly realized is computable from

Vi,j, which is admissible, andK(η) is α-finite. But after that stage, η would appoint

a new follower: it does not believe itself to be successful.

Suppose that j 4 i. We want to show that Gj 6wα Gi ⊕ L. To determine

whether x ∈ Gj, we first wait until stage x to see if x was chosen as a follower for
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some agent η which targets x to Gj. If not then x /∈ Gj. Suppose that it is. If η

works for Dk,j,Ψ or Zj,k,Ψ then x ∈ Gj iff x ∈ L. If η works for Nk,l,Ψ (so l 4 j)

then x ∈ Gj iff x ∈ Gi (since l 4 i too). Admissibility implies that Gj 6α Gi ⊕ L.

Overall we see that indeed the partial ordering coded by L is 4.

Finally we mention that the permitting method indeed ensures that in type 1

constructions, R,L 6α A, and that in type 2 constructions, Gi 6α Ui for i ∈ H.

The Minimality Requirements

Let η be the agent working for M = MΘ,Φ,W , and let r∗ = init(η)[α].

Observation 2.21. Suppose that s > t > r∗. Suppose that at t, (y, π) is picked as a

chit for a computation ∆η,0(x) with use σ. Suppose that at s, (y, π) is transferred

as a chit for a ∆η,j computation. Definitions of ∆ computations are done only at

η-expansionary stages, so y < l(M)[t] < l(M)[s], so y is M -confirmed at s. Also,

(y, π) is still active at s. This implies that φ(W ⊕P, y)[s] = σ⊕π (we use niceness

of Φ here). Thus σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s]. Note that once the chit is cancelled it is never

active again (and will never be picked again as a new chit for ∆η,0 as we pick large

chits).

Lemma 2.22. If η declares victory after r∗, then the hypotheses of M do not hold.

Proof. If easy victory is declared then η preserves a discrepancy between Θ(R)

and W . Suppose that at s > r∗, η enumerates a victorious chit y into Q. Let

σ ⊕ π = φ(W ⊕ P, y)[s]. σ ⊂ Θ(R) [s] holds by observation 2.21 and is preserved

by η’s action at s (so if σ 6⊂ W we again get an easy win.) We claim that π ⊂ P is

preserved (and so that y is not M -confirmed at α). The only obstacle can be the

uses of the form γρ(Gn ⊕ P, y) which η enumerates into P as it declares victory.
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A use of this kind is enumerated only if Γρ clears y at s, thus all γρ(Gn ⊕ P, y)

enumerated are greater than dom π.

The following lemma will be needed here and also in the following section in

order to ensure that the fairness assumption holds.

Claim 2.23. r(η)[s] is bounded on a recursive club.

Proof. r(η)[s] is constant on a recursive club: if there are unboundedly many η-

expansionary stages, then the set of stages at which r(η) = 0 is a (recursive) club.

If not, then r(η)[s] is eventually constant.

Assume that the hypotheses of M hold.

Claim 2.24. lims→α l(M) [s] = α.

Proof. This is because W⊕P⊕R is admissible. The least stage at which a number

x is M -confirmed with correct uses for Θ(R) and Φ(W ⊕ P ) is computable (as a

function of x) from W ⊕ P ⊕R; hence bounded on initial segments of α.

It follows that there are unboundedly many M -expansionary stages.

Let n = n(η).

Claim 2.25. Let j 6 n. For all x, there is a stage after which η stops defining

∆η,j(x).

Proof. At each stage s at which η defines ∆η,j(x), say with use σ, enumerate

θ(R; domσ) [s] into a functional Ξ (recall observation 2.21). The success of the

agent ρ which works for KΞ ensures that if unboundedly many attempts at defining

∆η,j(x) are made, then θ(R; domσ)[s] for some such definition will be preserved.

By observation 2.10, ∆η,j(x) doesn’t get redefined after s.
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Claim 2.26. dom ∆η,0(W ) = α.

Proof. By induction on x, we show that ∆η,0(W,x) ↓. If x 6 dom ∆η,0(W ), then

by admissibility of W , we know that ∆η,0(W ) � x eventually stabilizes. It is enough

now to show that for unboundedly many s, ∆η,0(W,x) ↓ [s]; by claim 2.25, after

some t, η stops defining ∆η,0(x), hence all computations ∆η,0(W,x)[s] for s > t

must be the same computation, which is permanent.

Suppose that by s∗ > r∗, ∆η,0(W ) � x is permanent. Suppose that t > s∗ and

∆η,0(W,x) ↑ [t]. Find some M -expansionary stage s > t such that l(M)[s] is large

enough so that there is some y ∈ α[η] such that t < y < l(M)[s]. Now if η didn’t

define ∆η,0(x) between t and s, then y is a suitable chit (because η did not define

any ∆η,0 computations between t and s), thus η would define ∆η,0(x) at s.

Claim 2.27. Say j ∈ [1, n]. If there are unboundedly many chits which are even-

tually j − 1-suitable (and never cancelled), then dom ∆η,j(W ) = α.

Proof. This is like the previous claim. Letting x, s∗, t be as above, we find an

expansionary stage s > t such that at s, there is a chit y which is already j − 1-

suitable and is never cancelled, such that t < y < l(M)[s]; this is possible by the

assumption that there are unboundedly many such y.

Claim 2.28. Suppose that at stage s, y is an active chit for a failed ∆η,j compu-

tation. Suppose that ρ ⊂ η works for Tj. Then Γρ clears y at s.

Proof. We show that if Γρ(Gj ⊕ P, y) ↓ [s] then this computation must have been

defined after the stage t < s at which the chit was originally picked as a chit

for a computation ∆η,j(x). Obviously (by the size requirement for y) we have

x 6 y. As the computation is failed at s, x enters Gj at a stage u ∈ (t, s);
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now x 6 y 6 γρ(Gj ⊕ P, y) [u] (if Γρ(Gj ⊕ P, y) ↓ [u]), destroying the latter

computation.

Lemma 2.29. There cannot be unboundedly many chits which are eventually n-

suitable and which are never cancelled.

Proof. We show that if there are unboundedly many such chits then η declares

victory after r∗.

By the fairness assumption, there is some β < α such that

C0 = {s > r∗, : Rest(η)[s] 6 β & η ∈ δ [s]}

contains a recursive club. Further, we know that

C1 = {s > r∗ : r(η)[s] = 0}

is a recursive club. Let C = C0 ∩ C1; C contains a recursive club.

By assumption we can find y > β and a stage s ∈ C such that at s, y is an

active chit for a failed ∆η,n computation and such that y < l(M)[s]. Then y is

victorious at s, and at s, η may win by enumerating y into Q.

The following concludes the verifications. For A,B ⊂ α, we say that A =∗ B

if there is some β < α such that A � (β, α) = B � (β, α). A corollary of the next

and previous lemmas is that there is some j 6 n such that ∆η,j(W ) =∗ Gj. As W

is admissible and Gj amenable we get Gj 6α W .

Lemma 2.30. Suppose that j 6 n and dom ∆η,j(W ) = α but ∆η,j(W ) 6=∗ Gj.

Then there are unboundedly many chits which are eventually j-suitable and are

never cancelled.
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Proof. Much of the proof goes along classical lines. Fix β < α. Let the functional

Ξ converge at t > r∗ with use ρ⊕π ⊂ R⊕P [t] if there is some σ ⊂ W [t] such that

σ ⊂ Θ(ρ)[t] and there is some y > β such that at t, (y, π) is an active chit for a

failed ∆η,j computation with use σ. If Ξ converges unboundedly often, the success

of KΞ would show that there is some j-suitable chit which is never cancelled and

which is greater than β (protection of ρ⊕ π ⊂ R⊕ P ensures that σ ⊂ W ).

Suppose that t∗ > r∗ is any stage. Take some x > β, t∗ such that ∆η,j(W,x) 6=

Q(x). Suppose that the correct ∆η,j(x) computation is defined at stage s > t∗ with

associated chit (y, π). Let t > s be the stage at which this computation fails; some

agent ρ enumerates x into Gj at t. The standard argument shows that η ⊂ ρ:

ρ cannot be stronger than η as t > r∗, and η cannot lie to the right of ρ since

η initializes nodes to its right at s and s > x. This argument shows that x is a

follower for ρ at s and so that ρ initializes weaker requirements on η’s behalf at s.

Let u be the least stage greater than t at which r(η) = 0. The key is noticing

that u is M -expansionary, as it cannot be a limit of M -expansionary stages. Thus

y < l(M)[u].

We verify that π ⊂ P is preserved until u. As mentioned, ρ initializes weaker

agents at s. ρ is not initialized until at least after t, as x is still a follower at t.

Thus π ⊂ P is preserved between s and t by ρ’s action. Between t and u, restraint

which is imposed by η protects π ⊂ P ; recall that s is an M -expansionary stage.

Now at u, y is M -confirmed so σ ⊂ Θ(R)[u] (note that σ ⊂ W is always true

since we picked the correct ∆η,j(W ) computation). Thus Ξ(R⊕ P ) ↓ [u].
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2.3 Various Constructions

Here we apply the template to particular classes of admissible ordinals α. We

recall that we need to describe the tree of agents, assign requirements, define δ [s],

and make sure that n(ρ) < ω for all ρ and that the fairness assumption holds.

2.3.1 %α = ω

Suppose that %α = ω. Fix a partial recursive, 1-1 and onto p : ω � α.

The biggest obvious difference between the classical construction and this one

is the number of requirements. Initially, we arrange the requirements effectively

in order-type α. We then use the map p in order to re-arrange the requirements

in order-type ω. The tree of agents is thus ω, and at stage s, agent m is assigned

the requirement p(m) [s]; if p(m) ↑ [s] then m is not assigned any requirement at

stage s. We let δ [s] = ω for all s. As every agent is preceded by only finitely many

agents, n(m)[s] < ω for all m and s.

The fairness assumption is not hard to verify. Each agent is assigned a require-

ment at most once. By induction we show for every agent m that init(m)[α] < α

and that eventually m does not initialize weaker agents. The first holds by induc-

tion, because agent m is initialized only when it is assigned a requirement or when

stronger agents initialize it. The second holds because of lemma 2.11 and the fact

that for every m there are only finitely many agents k < m.

The fact that α > ω and as far as we can effectively tell, is a regular cardinal,

allows for some simplifications in comparison with the classical construction: we no

longer require a tree of outcomes to guess the true restraint on a particular agent.

For all k, r(k) is constant on a recursive club Ck (claim 2.23) and so Rest(m) is
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bounded on ∩k<mCk, which is a recursive club.

[We notice that the price to pay for this simplification is that the restraint

has to fall back on limits of expansionary stages, which may be not expansionary

themselves; thus in theory a requirement might wish to impose further restraint

at such a limit stage, and dropping the restraint might damage the success of the

requirement. We noticed however that this does not happen in our construction,

as the responsibility to act often lies with the lowness requirements associated

with specific tasks (which are of a simpler, finitary nature); the minimality (M)

requirements only need to act at successor expansionary stages, so dropping the

restraint at limits of expansionary stages does not harm their success.]

A Remark on the Case α = ωCK
1

As mentioned in section 2.1, if α = ωCK
1 then Kleene’s O is not α-recursive, so

the theorems proved do not imply that models with Kleene’s O can be coded.

However, O is ωCK
1 -r.e., and so can be recursively approximated. We can modify

both theorems 2.3 and 2.4 to make 4 recursively approximated in a ∆2-fashion,

rather than α-recursive. There are only minor changes to the construction. A

requirement Ni,j,Ψ may change its mind about its own necessity, but eventually it

guesses correctly. As far as a D- or an N -requirement η initializing on the behalf

of a stronger M -requirement ρ, to avoid confusion, we let the former initialize

whenever the latter define a ∆ρ,j(x) computation when x is a follower for η, no

matter to which set it is targeted. It is easy to see this doesn’t affect fairness of the

construction. Finally, the positive ordering requirements Gj 6α Gi ⊕ L for j 4 i,

also may change their mind, but eventually, every number put into j is put into L

or Gi and the reduction still holds.
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The full details can be found in [GSS].

2.3.2 %2
α = ω but %α > ω

The main hurdle in this case is of course that we cannot effectively put the require-

ments in a list of length ω; we can only effectively approximate such a list. The

problem with the approximation is that an agent which is not assigned any require-

ment may guess unboundedly often that it is assigned some requirement; under

the previous rules, each such time would be destructive to weaker agents. [Thus

if the ∆2-projectum of α is ω then the previous construction can be performed

without difficulty.]

To overcome this difficulty, we let the tree of agents be 2<ω. Each agent guesses

whether it, and the agents below it, would be really assigned a requirement or not;

agents whose guess is correct will perform their duty successfully.

We noticed that a pure tree construction interferes with the finitary-type re-

quirements, which demand immediate access when they discover a computation

they wish to protect, or a follower that is permitted; they cannot wait. We thus

rigged the construction in their favor by introducing the first phase of each stage,

at which agents working for finitary requirements are allowed to elbow their way

to the front of the line. As we shall shortly see, this implies that in order to prove

fairness, we need to use the assumption that %α > ω. Thus the arguments for the

case %α = ω are actually needed independently.

We need to approximate a partial, onto map w → α; for this we need a notion

of approximation of a partial function. We use the following:

Definition. Let β 6 α and f : β → α be partial. A function f(x)[s] is a strong

approximation of f if:
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1. For every x ∈ dom f , f(x)[s] = f(x) on all s but an initial segment of α.

2. For every x /∈ dom f , f(x)[s] = 0 for unboundedly many stages s.

3. For all x, the set of stages s at which f(x)[s] = 0 is closed.

The approximation is tame if for all γ < β, (1-3) hold at once for all x < γ.

Namely: for all γ < β there is some s∗ such that:

a. For all x ∈ γ ∩ dom f and s > s∗, f(x)[s] = f(x).

b. Kγ = {s : f(x)[s] = 0 for all x ∈ γ \ dom f} is a club.

[It follows that if f has a recursive tame strong approximation, then for all γ < β,

γ∩dom f and f � (γ∩dom f) are α-finite. If f has a recursive strong approximation

then we could in fact, in (b), only require that the set Kγ be merely unbounded,

rather than a club; it would still follow that γ ∩ dom f is α-finite, and then Kγ

would be a uniform intersection of recursive clubs (the stages s > s∗ at which

f(x)[s] = 0 for any particular x /∈ dom f) and so a club.]

If dom f = ω then any recursive strong approximation of f is also tame; this

is because a finite intersection of recursive clubs is a club.

Proposition 2.31. For every admissible α and β 6 α, every Σ2(Jα) f : β → α

has a recursive strong approximation.

Proof. We approximate f in a similar way to that of lemma B.1. Let Φ be a nice,

weak functional such that Φ(0′) = f . For any x < β and s < α, if there is some

s∗ < s and some i such that for all t ∈ [s∗, s] we have Φ(0′, x)[s] = i then let

f(x)[s] = i. Otherwise, let f(x)[s] = 0.
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Fix p : ω → α which is partial, Σ2(Jα), 1-1 and onto. Get a recursive, strong

approximation p[s]. δ [s] ∈ 2ω is defined by δ [s] = 1 iff p(n) [s] > 0.

As usual, all requirements are arranged effectively in a list of length α. Call

an agent η active if η(|η| − 1) = 1. An active agent η is assigned to requirement

p(|η| − 1) [s] if the latter converges at s. Passive (that is, non-active) nodes are

never assigned requirements. Again since every agent is preceded by finitely many

agents, n(ρ) [s] < ω for all ρ and s.

The true path is, of course, dom p. We let, for m < ω,

Cm = {s : dom p � m ⊂ δ [s]};

Since p[s] → p is a tame strong approximation, we know that Cm contains a club.

By induction we can show that for every m, init(dom p � m)[α] < α and that

dom p � m does not initialize weaker requirements. Assume up to m. If dom p � m

is passive then it is never assigned any requirement. Otherwise p(m) ↓ correctly

by some stage, and after that stage dom p � m will not be initialized because of

a reassignment of its requirement. By induction there is a stage after which no

ρ ⊂ dom p � m initialized dom p � m.

In both cases we know that there is some stage s0 after which no ρ which lies

to the left of dom p � m is accessible. Let K be the set of agents which lie to the

left of dom p � m that act after stage s0. This is an r.e. subset of 2<ω. Of course

|2<ω|Jα = ω, and % > ω, so K is α-finite. Every ρ ∈ K acts exactly once after

s0. The function taking ρ ∈ K to the stage at which it acts is recursive, hence

bounded. Thus eventually dom p � m is not initialized by nodes to its right, and

we have init(dom p � m)[α] < α.

There are only finitely many ρ ⊂ dom p � m, so lemma 2.11 shows that even-
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tually dom p � m stops initializing nodes extending it.

By claim 2.23, for every k there is a recursive club Dk on which r(dom p � k)

is bounded. It follows that on the club ∩k<mDk ∩Cm, dom p � m is accessible and

Rest(dom p � m) is bounded.

2.3.3 α is Σ2-admissible, but cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω

To enable us to handle trees of height greater than ω, we assume Σ2-admissibility.

Let λ = %2
α.

Claim 2.32. Let g : λ → α be Σ2(Jα) and partial. Then for all β < λ, g � β is

α-finite.

Proof. The structure M = (Jα,∈, 0′) is admissible. λ = %M and g is M -partial

recursive. For every β < λ, β ∩ dom g is M -r.e. and so α-finite, and so g � β is

∆1(M) and so α-finite.

It follows that every such g has a recursive, tame strong approximation. It has

a recursive strong approximation by proposition 2.31. Further, for every β < λ,

the function taking x ∈ β ∩ dom g to the least s such that g(x)[t] is constant on

[s, α) is Π1(Jα) on an α-finite set, hence bounded. Also, as β \ dom g is α-finite,

{s < α : for all x ∈ β \ dom g, g(x)[s] = 0}

is an α-finite intersection of recursive clubs, hence is a club. Thus every recursive,

strong approximation of g is tame.

Σ3(Jα) functions will not have strong approximations; we need a notion of a

weak approximation.
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Definition. Let β 6 α and f : β → α be total. f : β × α → α is a weak

approximation of f if for all x < β,

1. {s : f(x)[s] = f(x)} is unbounded.

2. f(x)[s] > f(x) except for s in an initial segment of α.

3. For all limit stages t, f(x)[t] 6 lim infs→t f(x)[s].

It follows that for all x for some s∗ < α, {s > s∗ : f(x)[s] = f(x)} is a club.

Again, a tame, weak approximation is an approximation for which (1-3) hold

simultaneously for all γ < β. Namely, for all γ < β there is some s∗ < α such that

for all x < γ and s > s∗, f(x)[s] > f(x) and {s : f(x)[s] = f(x) for all x < γ}

contains a club. If dom f = ω then any weak approximation is also tame.

Let p : λ → α be partial, Σ2(Jα), 1-1 and onto, and let p[s] be a recursive,

tame, strong approximation to p.

Claim 2.33. cfΣ3(Jα)(λ) = ω.

Proof. Let f : ω → α be Σ3(Jα) and cofinal. Consider p−1 ◦ f : ω → λ; it is a

Σ3(Jα) function. Let β = sup range p−1 ◦ f . If β < λ then p“β is bounded below

α, but p“β contains range f .

Lemma 2.34. There is an increasing and cofinal f : ω → λ that has a recursive,

weak approximation f [s] such that each f [s] is increasing.

Proof. Fix g : ω → λ cofinal such that

g(n) = β ⇔ ∃x∀y∃z R(n, β, x, y, z)
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where R is recursive. For simplicity assume that always x > 0. Let the length of

agreement be

l(n, β, x)[s] = min {y < s : ¬∃xR(n, β, x, y, z)}.

Use the standard pairing function i→ ((i)0, (i)1); λ is closed under this pairing.

Let f0(n)[s] be the least i < λ such that letting β = (i)0 and x = p((i)1)[s] > 0,

for all t < s, l(n, β, x)[t] < l(n, β, x)[s] (if no such pair exists let g0(n)[s] = s.)

Fix n < ω. Let i(n) be the least i < λ such that for β = (i)0(= g(n)) and

x = p((i)1), for all y < α there is some z < α such that R(n, β, x, y, z).

Claim 2.35. lims→α l(n, β, x)[s] = α.

Proof. By admissibility; the function taking y < α to the least z such that

R(n, β, x, y, z) is recursive and so bounded on every y < α.

Let Kn = {i < i(n) : (i)1 ∈ dom p}; Kn is α-finite. For all i ∈ Kn there is

some y such that for no z do we have R(n, (i)0, p((i)1), y, z). Let yi be the least

such y. i → yi is a Σ2(Jα) function (as p � Kn is α-finite) and so is bounded. It

follows that from some stage, f0(n)[s] > i(n) > g(n), and that f0(n)[s] = i(n) for

unboundedly many s. Also, i : ω → λ is cofinal.

We now define f1(n)[s] by induction on s. In general, we let f1(n)[s] equal

f0(n)[s], unless s is limit and lim inft→s f1(n)[t] < f1(n)[s]; in that case we let

f1(n)[s] = lim inft→s f1(n)[t]. Suppose that after sn, f0(n)[s] > i(n); and let Cn be

the set of limit points of {s > sn : f0(n)[s] = i(n)}. Cn is a club and f1(n)[s] = i(n)

if s ∈ Cn. Also, f1(n)[s] > i(n) for all s > sn. Thus f1[s] is a weak approximation

of i.

Finally, let f2(n)[s] = max {f1(k) : k 6 n}. Then f2[s] is a weak approximation

of f(n) = max{i(k) : k 6 n} and is as required.
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We now describe our constructions. The tree of agents is the subtree of (α ∪

{yes, no})<λ of nodes η satisfying the following:

1. For every even ordinal i < dom η, η(i) ∈ α, and for every odd ordinal i <

dom η, η(i) ∈ {yes, no}.

2. The set {i < dom η : η(i) = yes } is finite.

First, all requirements (except for the Tns) are placed in an effective list of

length α. In place 0 we place no requirement.

An agent η of limit length works for no requirement. An agent η of length

β + 1 works for η(β), if β is even. If β is odd and η(β) = no then η works for

no requirement. If β is odd and η(β) = yes then η works for Tn, where n =

|{i < β : η(i) = yes }|. These assignments are fixed throughout the construction,

so no initializations are made on account of agents discovering they are working

for a new requirement. The restriction on agents exactly implies that for all η,

n(η) < ω.

The nodes are ordered lexicographically; yes is stronger than no.

At stage s, we define the path of accessible nodes. Let

δ0(i)[s] =


p(β)[s] if i = 2β < λ,

yes if i = 2β + 1 < λ and β ∈ range f [s],

no if i = 2β + 1 < λ and β /∈ range f [s].

Let δ [s] be the maximal η ⊂ δ0[s] such that for all i < dom η, η � i is a node

on the tree of agents.
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The true path δ is defined in a similar fashion to δ0[s]:

δ(i) =



p(β) if i = 2β < λ and β ∈ dom p,

0 if i = 2β < λ and β /∈ dom p,

yes if i = 2β + 1 < λ and β ∈ range f,

no if i = 2β + 1 < λ and β /∈ range f.

Lemma 2.36. For every i < λ, δ � i is a node on the tree of agents. For every

i < λ, δ � i ⊂ δ [s] for club many s, and there is some si < α after which no

η <` δ � i is accessible.

Proof. For every β < λ, p � β is α-finite; f � f−1β is finite and so α-finite; this

implies that δ � 2β is α-finite. It mentions only finitely many yes answers so it is

a node on the tree of agents.

The second and third statements follow from the fact that p[s] → p is a tame,

strong approximation and that f [s] → f is a tame, weak approximation. Fix

β < λ. Let nβ be the least n such that f(n) > β. Let sβ be a stage such that:

• For all γ ∈ β ∩ dom p and s > sβ, p(γ)[s] = p(γ).

• For all k 6 nβ and all s > s∗, f(k)[s] > f(k).

• The set

Cβ =

s > sβ :
∀γ ∈ β \ dom p, p(γ)[s] = 0 &

for all k 6 nβ, f(k)[s] = f(k)


is a (recursive) club.

If s ∈ Cβ then δ � 2β ⊂ δ [s]. Also, no η <` δ � 2β can be accessible after sβ: say

s > sβ and δ � 2β 6⊂ δ [s]; let ρ = δ ∩ δ [s] and let i = dom ρ. If i = 2β then since

δ [s](i) = p(β)[s] > p(β) = δ(i)
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we have δ <` δ [s]. Suppose that i = 2β + 1. ρ ⊂ δ, δ [s] implies that range f ∩ β =

range f [s] ∩ β. If f(n)[s] = β then f(n) 6 f(n)[s] must also equal β. So we must

have f(n)[s] > β = f(n) so δ(i) = yes and δ [s](i) = no and again δ <` δ [s].

We want to show that the fairness assumption holds. As usual, we first show

that for all η on the true path, init(η)[α] < α and that η eventually stops initial-

izing all weaker nodes. Assume η ⊂ δ and that this holds for all ρ ( η.

Say that after sη, no node to the left of η is ever accessible. The set of agents to

the left of η ever accessible is α finite, and each acts at most once after sη. %α = α

and so the set of such nodes that ever act after sη is α-finite. It follows that after

some stage, η does not get initialized by some node to its left. By the induction

assumption, we have init(η)[α] < α.

To show that after some stage, η does not initialize weaker agents, it is enough,

by lemma 2.11, to show that if η works for a D, N or a Z requirement, then η

eventually stops initializing on behalf of agents ρ ( η. We know that for each

ρ ( η there is a stage after which η does not initialize on ρ’s behalf; call the least

such stage tρ. ρ→ tρ is Π1(Jα) on dom η and so bounded, as required.

Finally, we need to show that for all η ⊂ δ, Rest(η)[s] is bounded on a recursive

club. In fact, we know that for all ρ ( η, r(ρ)[s] is either eventually constant or 0

on a recursive club. The set K of ρ ( η such that r(ρ)[s] is eventually constant is

Σ2(Jα), hence α-finite. The function taking ρ ∈ K to that constant value is also

Σ2(Jα), hence α-finite (and bounded); so is the function taking ρ ∈ K to the least

stage uρ from which r(ρ) is constant.

Let, for ρ ∈ K, Dρ = α \ uρ, and for other ρ ( η, Dρ = {s : r(ρ)[s] = 0}.

D = ∩ρ(ηDρ is a club on which Rest(η)[s] is bounded.



CHAPTER 3

CODING EFFECTIVE SUCCESSOR MODELS

In this chapter we combine the construction of effective successor models (see

[NSS98, Thm. 6.1]) with the tree techniques of section 2.3.3 and add the con-

struction of an exact pair to code an effective model of arithmetic into the α-r.e.

degrees, when α is Σ2-admissible but cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω. This contrasts with the

results of chapter 4.

We first define the notions used. We modify the definition of an SW set to

adjust to working above a bottom degree b.

Definition. The SW set defined by a quintuple of parameters p̄ = (b,p,q, r, l)

(denoted by Gp̄) is the collection of g ∈ (b, r) which are minimal solutions above

b of the inequality g ∨ p > q. For g0,g1 ∈ Gp̄, we let g0 6p̄ g1 if g0 6 g1 ∨ l.

Next, the definition of the correctness condition χSW and the associated notions

which define a model of Robinson arithmetic coded by 6p̄ are taken from the

beginning of chapter 2 verbatim, but with Gp̄ according to the new definition

(working above b).

Definition. Let p̄ be a quintuple satisfying χSW. We say that Mp̄ is an effective

successor model if the following two conditions hold.

1. There is some quadruple ē = (e0, e1, f0, f1) such that for all x ∈ Mp̄, if

(x > 0)Mp̄ , i < 2 and Mp̄ |= “x = i mod 2”, then

x = (ei ∨ (x− 1)Mp̄) ∧ fi.

2. For every x ∈Mp̄, the set

{y ∈Mp̄ : y <Mp̄ x}
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has a least upper bound (in Rα) which we denote by
∑

p̄ x. Further, for all

y ∈Mp̄ such that y >Mp̄ x we have y 

∑

p̄ x.

We let χeffective(p̄, ē) state that p̄ satisfies χSW and that ē witnesses that Mp̄

is an effective successor model. Note that χeffective can indeed be stated in a

first-order fashion.

Also, we note that if p̄ satisfies χSW, Mp̄ is standard and the elements ofMp̄ form

an independent set, then (2) of the definition holds automatically, so (1) is really

the interesting requirement for effectiveness of the model, as far as constructions

go. The second condition will be used in chapter 4.

We also recall that if H is an independent set of degrees, then an exact pair

for H is a pair of degrees c0, c1 such that the intersection of the principal ideals

determined by c0 and c1 is exactly the ideal generated by H; namely, for all x,

x 6 c0 & x 6 c1

iff there is some finite F ⊂ H such that

x 6
∨
F .

In this chapter we prove:

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that α is Σ2-admissible and that cfΣ3(Jα)(α) = ω. Let u be

a promptly permitting α-r.e. degree. Then there is a quintuple p̄, a pair c0, c1 and

a quadruple ē, all below u, such that Mp̄ is a standard effective successor model

(witnessed by ē), and such that c0, c1 form a minimal pair for Mp̄.

For the definition of prompt permitting and a discussion of how it is used in our

construction, see appendix E. We also remark that the theorem can be proven for
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admissible ordinals α such that %2
α = ω; the construction is similar, except that the

trees of agents that we use are ω (if %α = ω or 2<ω (if %2
α = ω < %α); assignments

of requirements to nodes and the accessible nodes are defined as in sections 2.3.1

and 2.3.2.

3.1 Construction

We are given a promptly permitting set U . We are also given an α-finite partial

ordering 4 on ω, together with an infinite, α-finite set of 4-minimal elements H

which we enumerate as {hn : n < ω}. We construct sets B,P,Q, L,E0, E1, C0, C1

and Gn (for n < ω); we require that for all n < ω, G
[0]
n = B. We denote Ghn by

Hn. We let R = ⊕n<ωGn, F0 = ⊕n<ωH2n and F1 = ⊕n<ωH2n+1.

The requirements are:

1. Tn: Q 6α Gn ⊕ P .

2. MΘ,Φ,W : If Θ(R) = W and Φ(B ⊕W ⊕ P ) = Q then there is some j such

that Gj 6α B ⊕W .

3. Dj,Ψ: Ψ(⊕i6=jGi) 6= Gj.

4. Ni,j,Ψ: If j 64 i then Ψ(Gi ⊕ L) 6= Gj.

5. KΞ,K : If for all x ∈ K there are unboundedly many s such that x ∈ Ξ(R ⊕

P ⊕Q⊕L) [s] then from some s onward, K ⊂ Ξ(R⊕P ⊕Q⊕L) [s] is correct.

6. Yn,Φ for n > 0: Let i = n mod 2. If Φ(Hn−1 ⊕ Ei) = Φ(Fi) is total then

Φ(Fi) 6α Hn.

7. AΦ: If Φ(C0) = Φ(C1) is total then for some n, Φ(C0) 6α ⊕k6nHk.
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The positive ordering requirements (which are met by permitting and coding

techniques), are:

• If j 4 i then Gj 6α Gi ⊕ L.

• If n > 0 and i = n mod 2 then Hn 6α Hn−1 ⊕ Ei.

• All sets constructed are recursive in U .

Let λ = %2
α. Let p : λ → α be partial, 1-1, onto and Σ2(Jα); let p [s] be a

recursive, strong, tame approximation to p (see proposition 2.31 and the discussion

after claim 2.32). Let f : ω → λ be increasing and cofinal, with a recursive weak

approximation f [s], such that each f [s] is increasing (see lemma 2.34).

3.1.1 The Machine

We use a tree of strategies (a subset of α<λ) which is almost identical to the tree

of section 2.3.3; nodes of the tree guess the values of p and f . However, we also

treat the tree as a pinball machine, where certain nodes act as holes from which

balls are released; other nodes act as gates at which balls may reside.

As in section 2.3.3, only nodes which guess only finitely many elements to be in

the range of f are considered as agents on the tree. An agent η which is responsible

for guessing if some number ε is in range f , and guesses in the affirmative, is called a

pregate. A block consists of the collection of nodes which lie between two pregates.

For simplicity, in this construction we let all nodes in each block work on the same

kind of requirement; we will need to show that every for requirement R there is

indeed a node on the true path working for R. Luckily, elementary arithmetic

suffices: all we need to do is to require that for all n < ω, f(n+1) > f(n) · 2. This
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will ensure that the blocks on the true path are long enough so that no requirement

is missed. We can easily arrange for that, as λ is closed under addition.

We only assign tasks to agents of successor length. Let η be an agent of length

β + 1.

1. If β is even then we let η guess the range of f . η is a pregate if η(β) = 0.

Definition. An agent is a node ρ ∈ α<λ such that there are only finitely

many pregates η ⊂ ρ. If ρ is an agent then we let n(ρ) be the number of

pregates properly contained in ρ.

If η is a pregate then we let η work for Tn(η).

2. Suppose that β is odd. Suppose that (n(η))0 = 〈X, k〉. We have the following

cases:

• If X = M and η(β) = (Θ,Φ,W ) then η works for MΘ,Φ,W .

• If X = K and η(β) = (Ξ, K) then η works for KΞ,K .

• If X = D and η(β) = Ψ then η works for Dk,Ψ.

• If X = N , k = 〈i, j〉 and η(β) = Ψ then η works for Ni,j,Ψ (Note that

i, j 6 k 6 n(η)).

• If X = Y and η(β) = Φ then η works for Yk,Φ.

• If X = A and η(β) = Φ then η works for AΦ.

(We use (n(η))0 = 〈X, k〉 (rather than n(η) = 〈X, k〉) because we want each

〈X, k〉 to appear infinitely often on the true path.)

For every node η, we let ε(η) be the ordertype of nodes preceding η which work

for the same kind of requirement as does η. To formally define “same kind”:
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• All K requirements are of the same kind.

• All M requirements are of the same kind.

• For any j, all Dj,Ψ requirements are of the same kind.

• For any i, j, all Ni,j,Ψ requirements are of the same kind.

• For any n, all Yn,Φ requirements are of the same kind.

• All A requirements are of the same kind.

Also, all nodes of odd, non limit length (these are the codes which guess the

range of f) are of the same kind.

δ [s], the path of accessible nodes , is calculated by induction; the induction halts

at a limit level when we reach a node which is not an agent (n(η) = ω). Suppose

that η ⊂ δ [s]; we want to find which immediate successor of η is also accessible

at s (assuming we did not halt the definition of δ [s]); there are two cases. Let

β = dom η and ε = ε(ηa0).

1. If β is even then ηa0 is accessible at s if ε ∈ range f [s]; otherwise, ηa1 ⊂ δ [s]

(that is, we define δ(β) = 0 [s] in the first case, 1 in the other).

2. If β is odd then ηap(ε) [s] ⊂ δ [s].

Definition. A Y -gate is a pregate ρ such that the nodes in the block which ends

with ρ work for a Y requirement (that is, (n(ρ))0 = 〈Y, k〉 for some k). An A-gate

is a pregate such that the nodes in the block which ends with ρ work for an A

requirement.
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Restraint

Let M = MΘ,Φ,W be a minimality requirement. A number y is M-confirmed at s

if

Φ(B ⊕W ⊕ P, y) ↓ = Q(y) [s]

with use ζ ⊕ σ ⊕ π = φ(B ⊕W ⊕ P, y) [s], and

σ ⊂ Θ(R) [s].

The length of agreement is

`(M)[s] = max{z | ∀y < z [y is M -confirmed at s]}.

We also let

`(Yn,Φ)[s] = max {β : Φ(Hn−1 ⊕ Ei; β) ↓ = Φ(Fi; β) ↓ [s]}.

Similarly, we let

`(AΦ)[s] = max {β : Φ(C0; β) ↓ = Φ(C1; β) ↓ [s]}.

Let η be an agent which works for requirement X of type M,Y or A. A stage s

is η-expansionary if η is accessible at s and for all t < s at which η was accessible,

`(X)[t] < `(X)[s].

Again suppose that η is an agent working for an M,Y or A requirement, and

suppose that η is accessible at s. At s, η imposes restraint r(η) on weaker nodes.

The restraint is 0 if s is η-expansionary, or is a limit of η-expansionary stages.

Otherwise, we let the restraint be

sup{t < s : t is η-expansionary}.
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For agent η, the restraint Rest(η) [s] imposed on η at s is

sup
η′(η

r(η′) [s]

(where for an agent η′ working for a requirement which is not M,Y or A, r(η′) = 0

always.) We emphasize that in calculating the restraint on η we only consider nodes

properly contained in η and not other nodes which are stronger than η (nodes which

lie to η’s left); these nodes impose restraint by means of initialization).

For shorthand, we let χ [s] : dom δ [s] → α be defined by

χ(β) = r(δ � β) [s].

We often say that the pair η, ξ is accessible at s if η ⊂ δ [s] and ξ ⊂ χ [s].

Followers and Balls

A node η working for a D or an N requirement attempts to meet the requirement

by appointing followers . A follower x for a node η working for Dj,Ψ is realized at

s if Ψ(⊕i6=jGi, x) ↓= 0 [s]; a follower x for a node η working for Ni,j,Ψ is realized at

s if Ψ(Gi ⊕ L, x) ↓= 0 [s].

As we’ll describe shortly, some of these followers will develop long entourages

and will trickle down the path of nodes which lie below η in that part of the

construction which is the pinball machine. To avoid interfering with infimum re-

quirements (Y,A,M), such followers need to guess the restraint imposed by various

nodes preceding η. The classical construction would have the tree do the guess

work by adding nodes which guess the outcome r(η′) of every agent η′. However,

in the setting of admissible recursion theory (even under the assumption of Σ2-

admissibility), this approach unfortunately produces problems: it would make the

true path too complicated so that it may have length less than λ. We thus need
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to leave the individual guesswork to every follower. If x is a follower for η, then

we let ξ(x) = χ [s] � dom η, where s is the stage at which x is appointed. For any

other ball z in x’s entourage (this notion is described shortly) we let ξ(z) = ξ(x).

To get the reducibilities Hn 6α Ei ⊕ Hn−1, to every ball (number) which is

targeted for Hn, we need to assign a trace which is targeted for Hn−1 or for Ei. The

resulting string of balls y0, y1, y2, . . . , yk is called an entourage; y0 is the follower and

yi+1 is yi’s trace. In a sense, the entire entourage, albeit changing in its elements,

is the basic unit on the machine. For example, all balls in the same entourage have

the same priority (that of the follower), and when a stronger ball or agent receives

attention, all balls of the entourage are cancelled (removed from the machine).

There are four possible situations in which an entourage may find itself. Sup-

pose that η is an agent which targets its followers for Hn, n > 0.

1. η has appointed a follower x, which gets a trace t targeted for Ei (i = n

mod 2). The follower and its trace are waiting at η.

2. x is realized; the entourage is waiting, in a descending fashion, at gates

below η. In more detail: the entourage y0, . . . , yk is partitioned into seg-

ments (y0, . . . , yl1), (yl1+1, . . . , yl2), . . . , (ylm−1+1, . . . , ylm); for j < m we let

ȳj = (ylj+1, . . . , ylj+1
) (where l0 = −1). Each segment ȳ0, . . . , ȳm−2 (which in

fact consists of one or two balls) is waiting in a corral which lies just behind

a gate ρ ⊂ η; ȳj+1 lies below ȳj. The last segment ȳm−1 is located at a gate,

at the same height at which ȳm−2 is waiting, or below it. The last ball of the

entourage is targeted either for some Ej or for H0.

3. The entourage is partitioned as before, and as before all but the last segment

wait in corrals in a descending fashion. The last segment is lying at the
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bottom of the machine in the permitting bin. The next to last ball in the

entourage is targeted for H0 or for some Ej, and the last ball is targeted for

B. At most one ball in this last segment is targeted for some Hn.

4. The entourage is partitioned as before and again all segments but the last

lie in corrals in a descending order. The last segment (which again has a

last trace targeted for B) is waiting in some cage which lies behind some

pregate ρ ⊂ η. It is not necessarily the case that this pregate ρ lies below

(or at the same level of) the corral in which the one-before-last segment of

x’s entourage lies.

The possible movement balls in an entourage might go through correspond to

these positions.

1. When η is accessible and x is realized, x and t will be dropped from η. They

arrive at the highest gate ρ below η. x is placed in ρ’s corral, and t is placed

in the gate.

2. The last segment is located at gate ρ, and ρ, ξ(x) � dom ρ are accessible.

This last segment is released from the gate ρ and falls down to the next gate

ρ′; all but the last ball of the segment are placed in the corral belonging to

ρ′, and the last ball is placed in the permitting bin and is appointed a trace,

targeted for B. If ρ is the lowest gate below η, then all the balls which were

released are placed in the permitting bin and are assigned a trace targeted

for B.

3. At some stage, the follower x is permitted by U . There are two possibilities:

(a) There is no ball targeted for some Hn among the balls in x’s entourage

which are waiting in the permitting bin. In this case all balls in the
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permitting bin are enumerated into their target sets. The new last ball

of the entourage is now waiting in some corral below η; it rolls out to

the corresponding gate, and is assigned new traces (as will be described

shortly).

(b) There is one ball y in x’s entourage, which is waiting in the permitting

bin and is targeted for Hn. y is enumerated into C
[n]
0 , but the ball y is

not discarded from the entourage. The last trace (for B) is enumerated

into B (and the ball is discarded). The balls left in the bin receive a

new trace for B and are all placed in the cage which lies just behind the

unique pregate ρ ⊂ η such that n(ρ) = n. [The tracing instructions will

show that balls in an entourage associated with hole η are only targeted

for Hk such that k < n(η), so such a pregate exists.]

4. ρ, ξ(x) � dom ρ are accessible. If x is not promptly permitted by U then

x and the rest of its entourage are cancelled. If it is, then the balls which

were waiting in the cage are released and roll down to the bottom of the

machine. The unique ball y which was waiting at ρ’s cage and which is

targeted for some Hn is enumerated into C
[n]
1 and into Hn; the rest of the

balls are enumerated into their target sets. If the follower x was not just

enumerated into its target set, then as in case (3)(a), the new last ball of

the entourage rolls out from a corral and is assigned new traces. If x was

enumerated then η declares victory and cancels all other followers which

belong to η.

Remark 3.2. Every entourage receives attention finitely many times. In particular,

the composition of the entourage and the balls’ location on the machine are well-
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defined at limit stages.

We said (cases (3)(a) and (4)) that when a new last ball of the entourage rolls

from the corral into the gate, it is assigned new traces. The traces are appointed

not to interfere with the preservation that is performed by nodes in the block below

the gate. Suppose that ρ is a gate and nodes in the block below ρ are working for

Ym,Φ; we do not want balls targeted for both Hm−1⊕Ej and Fj (j = m mod 2) to

lie at the gate at the same time (unless they are targeted for the intended infimum

Hm). This can always be done. Suppose that a ball x, targeted for Hn, just rolled

out to the gate. Let i = n mod 2.

• If m = n then ρ does not care about x; a trace targeted for Ei is fine.

• If m 6= n but i = j, then x is targeted for Fi; we cannot appoint a trace for

Ei. But we can appoint a trace y0, targeted for Hn−1 (which is different from

Hm−1) and appoint a trace y1 for y0, targeted for E1−i.

• If m 6= n and i 6= j then a trace may be targeted for E1−j = Ei, about which

ρ does not care.

If ρ is an A-gate then ρ’s only wish is that two balls targeted for Hns will not cross

at the same time. Thus when a ball waiting at ρ’s corral rolls out to the gate, it

is assigned a trace for Ei.

To achieve the technical condition which prohibits more than one ball targeted

for some Hn to lie in an entourage segment which is waiting at the permitting bin,

we stipulate that the lowest gate is always an A-gate.

We remark that followers which are targeted for Gn, n /∈ H, do not need

any traces, and so, when released from their hole η, they fall immediately to the

permitting bin, where they do not receive a trace for B. These balls are considered
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as all other balls as far as permission from U is concerned; when permitted (parallel

to case (3)(a) above) they are enumerated into their target set and the agent η

declares victory.

We also remark that balls targeted for H0 do not need traces; nevertheless,

whether followers or traces, they need to participate in the machine. For example,

when a follower for H0 is realized, it is only dropped to the highest gate below its

hole; only when its guess ξ is deemed correct is it allowed to roll down to the bin,

where it needs a trace for B. When permitted it is enumerated into C0, gets a new

trace for B, and is placed in the lowest pregate, awaiting prompt permission.

The positive ordering requirement Gj 6α Gi ⊕ L (if j 4 i) is met by applying

the classical strategy. If a follower x for a Dj,Ψ requirement is enumerated into

Gj, then it is also enumerated into L. If a follower x for an Ni,j,Ψ requirement is

enumerated into Gj then it is also enumerated into every Gk for k such that j 4 k.

As is in the classical construction, this does not disturb the machine part because

the hns are all 4-minimal.

Whenever any trace y (which is not a follower) is enumerated into a set Hn

then it is also enumerated into L. Again as is in the classical case, this does

not disturb the realization of y’s follower even if the associated requirement is

an N -requirement; this is because y is appointed after x is realized (the first trace

appointed for x is targeted for Ei and not for any Hn) and so is too large to disturb

that realization.

Priority. A follower x is permitted at s if some y 6 x enters U at s; it is promptly

permitted at s if some y 6 x enters U by stage pU(s), where pU is a recursive

function witnessing the fact that U permits promptly, with respect to the various

r.e. sets we use in the verifications. See the remarks after the proof of lemma E.2.
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Just as in the classical construction, for any hole η, we can calculate a finite

number which is the number of permissions (either regular or prompt) a follower

issued by η needs before it is enumerated into its target. We can therefore assign

(shifting) priorities as is done in [NSS98]. The priority of x is determined first

by the lexicographic priority of η, then by the lexicographic priority of ξ(x), next

by the number of permissions it has already received (the more the merrier), and

finally by its size (which is the same as by the date of birth, as new followers are

chosen large). As in the classical construction, when a follower receives permission

it might need to cancel other followers for the same hole, which were previously

stronger.

As usual, if some node η′ which lies to the left of η (i.e. is smaller with regard

to the lexicographic ordering on the tree induced by the natural ordering on α) is

accessible, or balls issued by η′ receive attention, then η is initialized and all of its

followers are cancelled (removed from the machine and never considered again).

Also as usual, if a ball x issued by η receives attention then all balls issued by

η which are weaker than x (according to the priority system just described) are

cancelled.

However, we also cancel a ball x which belongs to node η at a stage s at which

the following occurs: at s, there is a node η′ ( η which is accessible, r(η′) [s] = 0

but ξ(x)(dom η′) > 0. It makes sense to do so, because at s we discover that

x’s guess about the final value of r(η′) (this is the liminf of r(η′)[s]) is incorrect:

either r(η′) = 0 is the correct guess; but even if not, then r(η′) > s and clearly

ξ(x)(dom η′) < s. When cancelling a follower x for this reason, we do not initialize

η or any weaker agents, nor do we cancel other followers for η which may be weaker

than x but whose guess is not yet found to be incorrect.
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The following fact, which is true in the classical construction, has even greater

importance here.

Lemma 3.3. Let y, z be two balls which are on the machine at some stage s and

which belong to different entourages. Then y is stronger than z (at s) iff y < z.

Proof. Say that y < z. Since new balls are chosen large, y is appointed before

z. When z is appointed, y is stronger than z (or y gets cancelled immediately).

z in fact remains weaker than y as long as y is left on the machine, since z’s

strengthening beyond y will immediately lead to y’s cancellation. Note also that

as long as z is on the machine, y cannot receive attention.

This shows that at any given stage, the priority ordering on balls is a well-

ordering. During the construction we will need to pick, among a perhaps infinite

set of balls which require attention, the strongest such ball, and this gives us the

justification to do so.

SW Ingredients

As in the classical construction, the part of the construction which is devoted to

building the SW set parameters (namely those agents which work for K, M and T

requirements) has very little interaction with the machine. We can therefore make

the same definitions for these elements of the construction, remembering that we

are working above B.

T Requirements. Suppose that pregate ρ is assigned to Tn. ρ defines a functional

Γρ, with the intention of having Γρ(Gn ⊕P ) = Q. ρ may only add an axiom to Γρ

when it is accessible.
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All uses of Γ functionals are successor ordinals; γρ(x) = γρ(Gn ⊕ P, x) denotes

the length of the use of the computation Γρ(Gn⊕P, x) minus one, so enumerating

it into Gn or P destroys the computation.

Chits. Suppose that agent η works for M = MΘ,Φ,W . η defines weak functionals

∆η,j for every j 6 n(η), with intended oracle B ⊕W ; the intention is that if the

hypothesis of M holds then for some j 6 n(η) we’ll have ∆η,j(B ⊕W ) =∗ Gj.

η is allowed to extend the definition of ∆η,j(B ⊕W ) (i.e. to enumerate a new

axiom into ∆η,j) at stages which are η-expansionary. As is implies by the intention,

η always defines the value of ∆η,j(B ⊕W,x)[s] to be Gj(x)[s].

η makes ∆η,j monotone, so that at any stage we’ll have dom ∆η,j(B ⊕W ) an

ordinal. If η wishes to extend ∆η,j at s then it defines one new axiom on the

input x = dom ∆η,j(B ⊕W ) [s] (we’ll ensure that the use is larger than the uses

δη,j(B ⊕W, y) [s] for all y < x so that indeed monotonicity is maintained.)

To each computation (ζ⊕σ;x, l) ∈ ∆η,j is associated a chit (y, π) (we sometimes

also refer to y as the chit). When η wishes to define ∆η,0(x) at stage s, it picks

a new suitable chit. A chit (y, π) is suitable to be picked for a new computation

∆η,0(B ⊕W,x) [s] if:

1. y ∈ α[η].

2. y < `(M)[s].

3. φ(B ⊕W ⊕ P, y)[s] = ζ ⊕ σ ⊕ π.

4. y > init(η)[s] and y > t for any t < s at which η defined any ∆η,0 compu-

tation.
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If s is η-expansionary and there is a suitable chit y, then it defines ∆η,0(B⊕W,x)

with use ζ ⊕ σ.

Now let j > 0. Suppose that at s, η wishes to define ∆η,j(B ⊕W,x). To do

so, it needs to find a chit (y, π) which is suitable to be picked for this computation

(we also say that the chit is j-suitable). The suitability conditions are:

1. (y, π) is a chit for a computation ∆η,j−1(B ⊕W,x′)[s] (whose use is ζ ⊕ σ).

2. Further, that chit is still active, which means that π ⊂ P [s] (an inactive chit

is also called cancelled).

3. The computation ∆η,j−1(B ⊕W,x′)[s] is failed , which means that its value

disagrees with Gj−1(x
′) (necessarily x′ entered Gj−1 at some stage after the

computation was defined).

4. The size condition: y > t for any t < s at which η defined any ∆η,j compu-

tation.

If such a chit is found then η defines ∆η,j(B⊕W,x)[s] with the same use ζ ⊕σ

as the accompanying computation ∆η,j−1(B ⊕W,x′)[s].

If a computation ∆η,j(B ⊕W,x) which is defined at s becomes incorrect at a

later stage t (that is some number smaller than the use enters B or W ) then the

accompanying chit (y, π) is cancelled and never considered again. Note again that

if (y, π) is a chit for ∆η,j(B⊕W,xj) for j 6 i (where i 6 n(η)) then the uses of all of

these computations are the same and so all such computations disappear together).

However, (2) shows that the chit may be cancelled even if the computations still

hold.

At stage s, η may wish to use a chit (y, π) for purposes of victory. Suppose

that ρ ⊂ η is a pregate which works for Tn (n(ρ) = n). A chit (y, π) is cleared by ρ
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at stage s if ¬(Γρ(B⊕Gn⊕P, y) ↓= 0[s]), or if Γρ(B⊕Gn⊕P, y) ↓= 0[s] with use

γρ(y)[s] > domπ. The chit y is victorious if it is M -confirmed at s, still active, is

greater than Rest(η) [s], and is cleared by all pregates ρ below η.

Pointers. An agent η working for a requirement KΞ,K keeps a pointer i(η)[s],

which is the next element of K of which it needs to take care. Unless initialized,

at a limit stage s we have i(η)[s] = min(K \ sup{i(η)[t]}t<s). When η is initialized

we set i(η) = minK. If η acts at s then we update the pointer: i(η)[s + 1] =

min(K \ i(η)[s] + 1). If i(η)[s] = maxK and η acts at s then η declares victory.

3.1.2 Construction

Each stage of the construction is divided into three phases. At the first phase,

agents working for lowness requirements act; as in the construction of chapter 2,

this is done even before δ [s] is calculated because of the incompatibility between

lowness and the tree construction. At the second phase, the path of accessible

nodes is computed and then finitary-type action takes place: balls moving on the

machine, numbers enumerated into sets, new followers being appointed, agents

declaring victory. At the third phase, agents along δ [s] enumerate new axioms

into the functionals they are building (but further initializations may occur).

We emphasize that at any stage s (and any phase of that stage), if η is an agent

which declared victory at some stage t < s and η was not initialized between t and

s, then η does not require attention at s and does not make any action.

As in chapter 2 we let init(η) [s] be the supremum of stages t < s at which η

is initialized.
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First Phase

An agent η is allowed to act at the first phase of stage s if there was a stage t < s

at which η was accessible, such that between t and s, neither was η initialized, nor

did it act. An agent η on the tree, working for KΞ,K , wishes to act at the first

phase of s if

i(η) ∈ Ξ(R⊕ P ⊕Q⊕ L) [s].

We let every agent η which is allowed to act and wishes to act initialize all agents

on the tree which are weaker than η (again we note that the priority (lexicographic)

ordering on agents is linear but not well-founded, so there may not be a strongest

node which acts; nevertheless all such η must either act or be initialized, so we let

them all act, and of course if there is no strongest one they all get intialized.) We

also update i(η) as described in section 3.1.1. Also, η may declare victory.

Second Phase

First, we calculate the path of accessible nodes δ [s]. Agents which are weaker than

δ [s] are initialized. We also calculate the restraint which accessible agents impose,

and cancel balls whose guess about the restraint imposed is found to be incorrect.

We say that a follower x on the machine (which is not neccessarily issued by

an accessible agent; it could be an agent to the left of δ [s]) requires attention at s

if one of the following holds.

1. The end of x’s entourage is waiting at a gate ρ, and ρ, ξ(x) � dom ρ are

accessible.

2. x is waiting at its appointing hole η and is realized; η is accessible [Note that

we do not require that ξ(x) be accessible].
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3. The end of x’s entourage is waiting in a cage associated with a pregate ρ,

and ρ, ξ(x) � dom ρ are accessible.

4. The end of x’s entourage is waiting in the permitting bin and x is permitted

by U at s.

If a follower x which was issued by agent η requires attention then we also say that

η requires attention. In addition, an accessible hole η which works for an N or D

requirement requires attention if:

5. No follower for η is waiting at the hole η, and no other follower for η requires

attention.

An accessible agent η which works for M = MΘ,Φ,W requires attention if:

6. There is some σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s] and some x < domσ s.t. σ(x) = 0 & x ∈ W [s],

or if

7. r(η) [s] = 0 and there is a victorious chit y for η which is promptly permitted

by U .

We already noticed that the balls on the machine at this phase are well-ordered,

and so there is a strongest ball which requires attention. Also, δ [s] is well-ordered,

and only accessible nodes require attention independently (i.e. not via any fol-

lower). Thus there is, overall, a strongest agent η which requires attention. If

some follower for η requires attention then we let x be the strongest such follower.

We initialize agents weaker than η and cancel balls weaker than x (note that x

may have just received new permission so it may cancel balls which were up to

now stronger).

In any case, we let η act according to the relevant case.
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1-4. η acts according to the instructions above (section 3.1.1). Recall that in case

2, if x is not targeted for any Hn then we simply put it in the permitting bin.

5. η appoints a new, large follower x, and if necessary, appoints a trace.

6. η initializes weaker requirements and declares “easy” victory.

7. y is enumerated into Q, and for all pregates ρ ⊂ η, if Γρ(Gn(ρ)⊕P, y) ↓= 0 [s],

then ρ puts γρ(y) [s] into P . η declares victory.

Third Phase

At the third phase, every accessible agent (which was not just initialized) working

for M or T may extend the functionals it defines.

An accessible pregate ρ extends Γρ by defining it on the least x such that

Γρ(Gnρ ⊕ P, x) ↑ [s], with new large use and value Q(x) [s].

An accessible agent η which works for MΘ,Φ,W is allowed to define new ∆η,j

computations only if s is η-expansionary. The definitions are as described above.

Further, if η defines ∆η,j(x) and η′ ⊃ η is an agent which has x as a ball in one of

its entourages, then η′ initializes all agents weaker than itself.

That’s the end of the construction.

3.2 Verifications

True Path

The true path is obtained effortlessly as in section 2.3.3, because of the properties

of the approximations p [s] and f [s]. However, unlike that section, we do need an

inductive definition of δ.
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Lemma 3.4. Let η be an agent on the tree. Suppose after some stage s∗, no agent

to the left of η is ever accessible. Then

{t > s∗ : η ⊂ δ [t]}

is closed.

Proof. Suppose not. Let t > s∗ be a stage which is a limit of stages at which η is

accessible, and suppose that η is not accessible at t. It is impossible that δ [t] is

properly contained in η, because the construction of δ [t] is halted only when we

get to a node which is not an agent; η (and every η′ ⊂ η) is an agent. It follows

that η lies to the left of δ [t]. Let β be the least such that η(β) 6= δ(β) [t]; so

η(β) < δ(β) [t]. Let

ε = ε(η � β + 1) = ε(δ � β + 1 [t]).

We, of course, have two cases.

1. β is odd. In this case, we know that the set of stages s < t at which

p(ε) [s] = η(β) is unbounded in t; this happens at each stage at which η is

accessible, by the definition of δ [s]. However, p(ε)[t] = δ(β)[t] > η(β). This

can only happen if η(β) = 0 but the set of s such that p(ε)[s] = 0 is closed;

contradiction.

2. β is even. Let n = n(η � β). η � β ⊂ δ [t] implies that η’s and δ [t]’s opinion

on f � n are the same: for all m < n, f(m)[t] = f(m)[s] where s is any

stage at which η is accessible. However, η(β) < δ(β)[t] again implies that

η(β) = 0, that is, f(n)[s] = ε whenever η is accessible but f(n)[t] > ε. But

again, if for unboundedly in t many s we have f(n)[t] = ε then we must have

f(n)[t] 6 ε; contradiction.
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Lemma 3.5. There is a true path δ : λ→ α such that for all β < λ,

1. δ � β is α-finite and is in fact an agent on the tree.

2. δ � β is accessible unboundedly often.

3. There is some stage s < α after which no agent η which lies to the left of

δ � β is ever accessible.

Proof. By induction on β < λ we define δ up to β and show that (1-3) hold for

the nodes defined.

We first notice that if for some γ, δ � γ is defined and satisfies (1-3), then

by lemma 3.4, the set of stages after s (which is given by (3)) at which δ � γ is

accessible is a (recursive) club.

Suppose that δ � β is defined and that (1-3) hold for δ � β; we define δ(β).

Let ε = ε((δ � β)a0). If β is even, then if ε ∈ range f then δ(β) = 0, otherwise

δ(β) = 1. If β is off and ε /∈ dom p then δ(β) = 0, otherwise δ(β) = p(ε).

We now show that (1-3) hold for δ � (β + 1). (1) is immediate. For (2), let C

be a recursive club of stages at which δ � β is accessible. If β is even then let E be

a recursive club of stages at which ε ∈ range f [s] is correct; if β is odd let E be a

recursive club of stages at which p(ε)[s] = p(ε) (or p(ε)[s] = 0 if ε /∈ dom p). Then

on C ∩ E, δ � (β + 1) is accessible.

For (3), suppose that after s0, no agent to the left of δ � β is ever accessible. If

δ(β) = 0 then clearly after s0 no node to the left of δ � (β + 1) is ever accessible.

Otherwise, if β is even, choose n minimal such that f(n) > ε; then f(n) > ε and

we can find some s1 > s0 after which we always have f(n)[s] > ε. Then if s > s1

and δ � β is accessible at s, then at s, ε is not guessed to be in the ranges of f and

so (δ � β)a0 is not accessible at s. As s1 > s0 it follows that no node to the left of
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δ � (β + 1) is ever accessible after s1. If β is odd, then ε ∈ dom p and we can find

some s1 > s0 after which we always have p(ε)[s] = p(ε); after s1, no node to the

left of δ � (β + 1) is ever accessible.

Now suppose that β is a limit ordinal and that δ is defined up to β; and that

(1-3) hold for δ � γ for all γ < β. We need to verify that (1-3) hold for δ � β.

For (1), we show that the function γ → δ � γ, defined on β, is recursive, hence

α-finite. We can define this function by induction, using the following sets and

functions:

• β \ dom p;

• p � (β ∩ dom p);

• β ∩ range f .

The first is Π2(Jα) and so α-finite (as β < λ); the second is now ∆2(Jα) and so α-

finite (using Σ2-admissibility); the third is finite and so α-finite. Now the induction

is straightforward; given δ � γ, ε((δ � γ)a0) is computed and δ(γ) is computed as

it was defined above we note that always ε((δ � γ)a0) < β.

For γ < β let sγ be the least stage witnessing (3) for δ � γ. As γ → δ � γ is

recursive, γ → ssγ is Π1(Jα) and so α-finite. For γ < β let

Eγ = {s > sγ : δ � γ ⊂ δ[s]};

Eγ is a club, and these clubs are uniformly recursive. It follows that E = ∩γ<βEγ

is a club of stages at which δ � β is accessible, so (2) holds. Also, sβ = supγ<β sγ

witnesses that (3) holds for δ � β.

Lemma 3.6. For every requirement R there is some β < λ such that δ � β is

assigned to work for R.
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Proof. This amounts to showing that for every kind of requirement X, the order-

type of the set of β < λ such that δ � β is assigned to a requirement of kind X, is

λ. This is why we required f(n + 1) > f(n) · 2. For kind X and every n, there is

a block of nodes of δ which has length at least f(n) and is devoted to X; so there

are at least f(n) many nodes on the true path working for X requirements. As f

is cofinal in λ we’re done.

Define χ : λ → α by letting χ(β) = lim infs r(δ � β)[s]. In fact we know

that either there are unboundedly many δ � β-expansionary stages, in which case

r(δ � β)[s] = 0 on a club of stages and χ(β) = 0, or from some stage onward,

r(δ � β)[s] is constant (is the supremum of all δ � β-expansionary stages) and

equals χ(β).

Lemma 3.7. For all β < λ the following holds.

1. χ � β is α-finite.

2. δ � β, χ � β are accessible on club many stages.

3. There is some stage t after which for all γ < β, whenever δ � γ is accessible,

we have r(δ � γ)[s] > χ(γ).

Note that the third condition is stronger than saying that after some stage,

whenever δ � γ is accessible, χ[s] is not lexicographically to the left of χ � γ, but is

immediately implied by the statement that χ“β is bounded below α (any bound

witnesses (3)).

Proof. Fix β < λ. Let K be the set of γ < β such that there are unboundedly

many η � γ-expansionary stages. K is a Π2(Jα)-definable subset of β which in turn

is smaller than λ = %2
α; it follows that K is α-finite.
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Now χ � β is defined as follows:

• If γ ∈ K then χ(γ) = 0.

• If γ /∈ K then χ(γ) = t where t is δ � γ-expansionary, or a limit of δ � γ-

expansionary stages, but there is no s > t which is δ � γ-expansionary.

As γ → δ � γ is recursive, we see that χ � β is Π1(Jα) and so α-finite.

Again let sβ be the least stage after which no node to the left of δ � β is ever

accessible, and let Eβ be the club of stages after sβ at which δ � β is accessible.

Let tβ = supχ“β. For γ ∈ K, let Dγ be the set of stages after sβ at which

r(δ � γ)[s] = 0 (i.e. the δ � γ-expansionary stages or limits of those). Dγ is a club

and the Dγs are uniformly recursive. It follows that

E = [tβ, α) ∩ Eβ ∩ (
⋂
γ∈K

Dγ)

is a club of stages at which δ � β, χ � β are accessible. Also, tβ witnesses (3) for

β.

Fairness

Definition. An agent η ⊂ δ on the tree is treated fairly if init(η)[α] < α. If

β < λ and δ � β is treated fairly then we let r∗β be the maximum of init(δ � β)[α]

and the least stage t witnessing (3) of lemma 3.7

Suppose that η = δ � β is treated fairly, let r∗ = r∗β, and just for this subsection

let χ = χ � β. We examine how η affects weaker agents. The only agents which

initialize weaker agents are agents working for M,K,D and N requirements.

If η works for an M requirement then M initializes weaker agents at most once

after r∗.
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Lemma 3.8. Suppose that η works for KΞ,K. Then after some stage, η does not

initialize weaker agents, and the requirement is met.

Proof. After init(η)[α], i(η)[s] is non-decreasing. Let

K ′ = {i(η)[s] : s > init(η)[α]};

K ′ is α-finite as it is an initial segment of K. The function which takes x ∈ K ′

to the least s > r∗ at which i(η)[s] = x is recursive and so bounded by some s∗.

After s∗, η does not initialize weaker agents.

If η acts at s > init(η)[α] then i(η)[s] ∈ Ξ(R⊕P ⊕Q⊕L) is permanently cor-

rect. Thus if η declares victory after init(η)[α] then the requirement is positively

met.

If not, let i be the final value of i(η)[s], stabilizing after s∗. For no s > s∗ do

we have i ∈ Ξ(R⊕ P ⊕Q⊕ L) [s] and so the requirement is met vacuously.

Suppose then that η works for a D or an N requirement.

Observation 3.9. A non-deficiency stage for the construction is a stage s such that

no ball on the machine at the end of s will ever receive attention again. There

are unboundedly many such stages. For if t is any stage, we can let x be the

smallest follower ever to receive attention after t and let s be the last stage at

which x receives attention. Now after x receives attention at s, all balls left on

the machine are at least as strong as x, hence not larger; they will never receive

attention again. It may be the case that some of these balls will later be cancelled.

If s is a non-deficiency stage for the construction, then all sets constructed are

correct up to s at s, and all computations which are left at the end of s will never

be destroyed; this is because these computations have use at most s, and the only

balls to receive attention after s are those appointed after s, which are larger than
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s. Note that this applies only to sets constructed by the machine, namely, Gn, Ci,

Ei and L; P and Q are excluded from this discussion.

Lemma 3.10. Eventually, η stops appointing new followers.

It follows that there is a stage after which no followers for η receive attention.

Proof. Assume the contrary; we compute U . We know that no follower is enumer-

ated after r∗. Of course it cannot be the case that some follower x is appointed

after r∗, is never cancelled, and is never realized at a stage at which η is accessible.

Also, for every follower x appointed after r∗, for all β < dom η, ξ(x)(β) > χ(β). In

fact, if ξ(x) 6= χ then if not cancelled earlier, x will be cancelled at a stage at which

η, χ are accessible. If ξ(x) = χ then at every stage at which η, χ are accessible

and at which x has ball waiting at a gate or in a cage, x will require attention.

It follows that no follower can have balls permanently stuck at some gate or in

some cage. Thus every follower appointed after r∗ is either eventually cancelled,

or becomes realized and some balls of its entourage get permanently stuck in the

permitting bin.

For shorthand, call a follower x for η such that ξ(x) = χ a follower for η, χ.

We claim that if η appoints unboundedly many followers, then it appoints

unboundedly many followers for η, χ. Suppose not; suppose that after stage s0 >

r∗, η does not appoint any followers x with ξ(x) = χ. Let s1 > s0 be a non-

deficiency stage. Let s2 > s1 be a stage at which η appoints some follower x (so

at s2, no follower occupies the hole), and let s3 > s2 be any stage at which η, χ

are accessible. For all y appointed by η after s1 we have, by assumption, ξ(y)

weaker than χ; it follows that at s3, all such balls are cancelled. However, all balls

appointed before or at s1 do not require attention after s1. Thus at s3, no follower
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for η requires attention and the hole at η is empty. At s3 requires attention and

receives it (as s3 > init(η)[α]) and appoints a new follower – contradiction.

Let m < ω be the largest number such that unboundedly many followers x

for η, χ are permitted m many times. Say that all followers for η, χ appointed

after s0 > r∗ are permitted at most m times; letting s1 > s0 be a non-deficiency

stage for the construction, we know that all followers x for η, χ which receive

attention after s1 are permitted at most m times. Also, we note that after s1,

only followers appointed after r∗ receive attention, and so if x is a follower which

receives attention after s1, then for all β < dom η, ξ(x)(β) > χ(β).

Claim 3.11. There are unboundedly many followers x for η, χ which at some s > s1

are permitted for the mth time and are never later cancelled by other balls.

Note that followers for η, χ have the correct guess so they can only be can-

celled by stronger balls, or by asking for prompt permission and being denied that

permission.

Proof. For any non-deficiency stage s2 > s1, consider the smallest x which is a

follower for η, χ and which receives permission for the mth time at some stage after

s2; suppose this happens at s3 > s2.

Every ball appointed after s3 is always going to be weaker than x, as it can

never receive more permissions than x. Suppose that at the end of s3, y is a ball

on the machine. At s3, y is stronger than x and so smaller than x. If y does not

belong to η then it belongs to a stronger node; y will not receive attention later

since we are after init(η)[α]. If y is a follower for η then ξ(y) is at least as strong

as χ (or y is cancelled at s3). If ξ(y) is stronger than χ then as mentioned above,

y was appointed before r∗ and so does not receive attention after s1. Assume then
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that y is a follower for η and that ξ(y) = χ.

x not cancelling y at s3 implies that by the beginning of s3, y has already

received at least m permissions. By minimality of x, the mth permission for y

must have been granted before or at s2. As s2 is a non-deficiency stage, we know

that y does not receive attention after s2 and so will never cancel x.

We note that all entourages for η follow exactly the same path down the tree;

this is because we let balls wait at gates even if those gates are occupied by stronger

balls. It follows that the status of the entourage (last segment waiting at a gate or

in a cage) after receiving m permissions is the same for all followers for η. We claim

that after receiving m permissions, it cannot be the case that the last segment lies

in a cage.

Suppose not; then after receiving the mth permission, followers have balls wait-

ing in the cage behind pregate ρ. There are unboundedly many followers x for η, χ

with the following property: At some stage s2 > s1, x is permitted for the mth

time and at the next stage s3 > s2 at which ρ, χ � dom ρ is accessible, x is still on

the machine, requires attention and receives it (any follower which is permitted m

times and not cancelled by stronger balls would fit this description). Now none of

these balls can be permitted once more, so all are cancelled when at s3 they ask

for prompt permission. However, the set of such xs is recursively enumerable; this

contradicts the fact that U is promptly simple.

Let ϕ(x, s) be the statement: “x is a follower for η, χ and s > s1. η, χ are

accessible at s. At the end of s, x is on the machine (uncancelled) and has some

balls waiting in the permitting bin. Further, before s, x has already been permitted

m times.” ϕ is computable.

The analysis above shows that for every follower for η, χ which is permitted for
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the mth time at some stage after s1 and not later cancelled by stronger balls, there

will be some s such that ϕ(x, s) holds: at the last stage at which such a follower

x receives attention, balls of its entourage are placed in the permitting bin where

they are to reside for ever. It follows that there are unboundedly many followers

x such that at some s, ϕ(x, s) holds.

We show that if ϕ(x, s) holds then x will in fact never be cancelled after s, and

so that U � x [s] = U � x – this gives us an algorithm to calculate U . Take such

x and s. Of course, we know that x will not be permitted again, and so will not

receive attention again and will not be cancelled at a later stage due to lack of

prompt permission. Also, as noted earlier, x’s guess ξ is correct and so x will not

be cancelled due to finding its guess is incorrect.

Let t 6 s be the stage at which x last receives attention (at t, balls in x’s

entourage are placed in the bin). Balls which at the end of t are weaker than x are

cancelled at t; as above, new balls appointed after t will always be weaker than x

since they cannot be permitted more times than x. Consider a ball y which at the

end of t is stronger than x. If y is not a follower for η then y cannot receive any

attention after t. Suppose that y is a follower for η. We know that if y receives

attention after t then ξ(y)(β) > χ(β) for all β < dom η. If χ 6= ξ(y) then y is

weaker than x and so is cancelled at t. We thus assume that y is a follower for

η, χ.

By t, y has already been permitted m times, and so either has balls in the bin

(in which case it will never receive attention after t and will thus never cancel x)

or has balls waiting at a gate ρ. The latter is impossible though: if that were the

case, then at some stage after t, but not later than s, ρ, χ � ρ is accessible and y

requires attention and cancels x.
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Corollary 3.12. η satisfies its requirement.

Proof. Suppose that at s > init(η)[α], η enumerates a follower x into its target set

and declares victory. At t < s the follower is found to be realized and is dropped

from the hole; it cancels weaker balls. Smaller (stronger) balls do not receive

attention until s, since that would cancel x. All balls appointed later are larger

than t, hence larger than the use of the computation which realizes x. Also, x’s first

trace is targeted for some Ei and so does not destroy the realizing computation;

all other traces are appointed after t so are too large to destroy that computation.

Thus x is still realized at s. At s, all other balls associated with η are cancelled

and η never acts again. Agents weaker than η are initialized at s and later appoint

large balls. Agents stronger than η never act after init(η)[α]. It follows that the

computation realizing x is preserved for ever and so the requirement is positively

met.

Suppose this does not happen. After stage s0 > r∗, η appoints no new followers,

and no followers for η receive any attention. There is a stage s1 > s0 after which

no balls associated with η are ever cancelled (the set of such balls is r.e., hence α

finite). Let s2 > s1 be a stage at which η is accessible. At that stage, there must be

a follower x for η which occupies the hole, unrealized; otherwise, η would appoint

a follower at s2, as no follower requires attention at s2. x is never cancelled and

never receives attention. It follows that x is not correctly realized – if it is at some

stage, then at the next stage at which η is accessible, x requires attention, even if

its guess is incorrect (too strong). Thus the requirement is met negatively.

Suppose that ρ ( η works for M = MΘ,Φ,W ; let j 6 n(ρ). What follows is

identical to the arguments given in section 2.2.4 (observation 2.10 and its sequel).
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Observation 3.13. Suppose that s > t > init(ρ)[α]. Suppose that ∆ρ,j(B⊕W,x) ↓

[t] with use ζ ⊕ σ, that ζ ⊂ B [s] and that σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s]. Then ρ does not redefine

∆ρ,j(x) at stage s. For if it does, then ∆ρ,j(B ⊕ W,x) ↑ [s] which means that

σ 6⊂ W [s] anymore; necessarily some y < domσ entered W between t and s. But

then ρ can get an easy victory at s and defines nothing.

Let K(η) be the final set of balls issued by η which are never cancelled (it is

α-finite), and let r∗∗ > r∗ be a stage after which η neither appoints any followers,

nor does any follower receive attention or get cancelled. Suppose that x ∈ K(η)

and suppose that at some stage s > r∗∗, ρ defines ∆ρ,j(x), say with use ζ ⊕ σ. At

some stage t > init(η)[α], x is chosen as a follower for η. Since large followers

are chosen, we must have t < s; so η initializes weaker agents at s. η’s action at

s ensures that σ ⊂ Θ(R) and ζ ⊂ B from s onwards (this is because s > r∗∗). It

follows that ρ will not redefine ∆ρ,j(x) at any other stage after r∗∗.

Let K ′(η, ρ, j) be the set of followers x ∈ K(η) such that η initializes for the

sake of a ∆ρ,j(x) computation after stage r∗∗. K ′(η, ρ, j) is an r.e. subset of K(η)

hence is α-finite. By Σ2-admissibility, we know that there is a bound to the stages

at which η initializes weaker agents because ρ defines a ∆ρ,j computation.

Also, the set of pairs (ρ, j) for which η ever initializes is α-finite; again by Σ2-

admissibility, we know that after some stage, η stops initializing on behalf of any

stronger ρ.

We have proved:

Corollary 3.14. If η is any node which is treated fairly, then after some stage η

doesn’t initialize weaker nodes.

Now fairness follows easily.

Lemma 3.15. Every node on the true path is treated fairly.
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Proof. By induction on β < λ, we show that init(δ � β)[α] < α. Suppose up to

β. There are two kinds of nodes which may initialize δ � β.

• Nodes δ � γ for γ < β. By induction and by corollary 3.14, for each such γ,

there is some stage s after which δ � γ does not initialize weaker nodes. Let

sγ be the least such stage; γ → sγ is Π1(Jα) hence bounded.

• Nodes η which lie to the left of δ � β. We know that after some stage s∗,

no such node is ever accessible. Thus the set of nodes which are to the left

of δ � β and are ever accessible is α-finite. After s∗, each such node may

act at most once; the set of nodes which do is r.e. and so α-finite. It follows

that after some stage, no node which lies to the left of δ � β initializes other

nodes.

Corollary 3.16. Every finitary-type requirement (that is, a requirement of type

N,D,K) is met.

Positive Ordering Requirements

A number y goes into Hn iff y enters C
[n]
1 ; so Hn 6α C1.

Lemma 3.17. For every n, Hn 6α C0.

Proof. Let ρ be the nth pregate on the true path, and let r∗ be the stage which

witnesses that ρ is treated fairly. Let χ be the correct guess of outcomes up to

dom ρ.

Every y which enters Hn also earlier enters C
[n]
0 . On the other hand, suppose

that y enters C
[n]
0 at some stage s0 > r∗ (and is placed in some cage). Let s1

be the least stage after s0 at which ρ, χ are accessible. We claim that either y is

enumerated into Hn at s1 (or earlier), or it is never enumerated into Hn. As we
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can find s0 from y using the C0 oracle and can find s1 from s0 effectively, this gives

us the required reduction.

Suppose then that y is not enumerated into Hn by stage s1. If y was issued by

a node to the right of ρ then it is cancelled by s1. Otherwise, at the beginning of

s1, y is waiting in ρ’s cage. If ξ(y) is to the left of χ then we know that after s1, y

will never require attention and so will not end up in Hn. If ξ(y) lies to the right

of χ then y is cancelled by s1. If ξ(y) extends χ then at s1, y requires attention.

If it is not enumerated into Hn then it must be cancelled at s1 (by a stronger ball,

or because of failure to be promptly permitted).

Lemma 3.18. For every n > 0, Hn 6α Hn−1 ⊕ En mod 2.

Proof. This is classical. Whenever x is a ball on the machine targeted for Hn, x

has a trace y targeted for either Hn−1 or for En mod 2. x does not enter Hn unless

y enters its target set; and there are only finitely many such traces appointed.

Exactly as before, if j 4 i, then Gj 6α Gi ⊕ L. Also, as balls entering any set

need permission (either prompt or regular), all sets are recursive in U .

Infima

Let η be an agent on the true path which works for an infimum requirement Z ∈

{AΦ, Yn,Φ}. In the first case, let X0 = C0, X1 = C1 and X = H<n(η) = ⊕k<n(η)Hk.

In the second case, let X0 = Hn−1 ⊕ En mod 2, X1 = Fn mod 2, and X = Hn.

Suppose that the hypothesis of the requirement holds: Φ(X0) = Φ(X1) is total;

we want to show how to calculate this function from X. Let r∗ witness that η is

treated fairly and let χ be the correct guess of outcomes up to dom η+1. There are

unboundedly many η-expansionary stages, so χ(dom η) = r(η) = 0 is the correct

outcome.
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In the analysis which follows, it is important not only at what stage various

events happen but also at what phase. For notational simplicity, we refer to “mo-

ments” in time, but write down the stage only. In particular, the moment a certain

computation is injured is the exact moment at which the injuring balls enter the

relevant set; and the moment at which η is expansionary is the beginning of phase

two of an η-expansionary stage, just when δ [s] is computed and balls are cancelled,

but before balls move.

We need to better define some notions and to describe η’s unique point of view,

which we shall adopt in this subsection. Suppose that Z = AΦ. A ball, targeted

for some Hn, residing at a gate, hole, corral or in the bin is said to be also targeted

for C0; such a ball crosses η when it is released by a gate above η and ends up

residing below η. A ball, targeted for some Hn, which resides in some cage ρ, is

said to be also targeted for C1; such a ball crosses η when it is released from the

gate and enumerated. In fact, η thinks of these as two different balls, the second

one issued by ρ, rather than by η.

However, if Z = Yn,Φ, then balls lying in a cage are not considered by η to

really reside in that cage; in η’s eyes, they are still waiting for enumeration at the

bottom of the machine, so the notion of a ball lying below η depends on Z.

Because of that, balls released from a cage above η are not considered by η to

be crossing η at that stage. It follows that in either case, in η’s eyes, any ball can

cross η at most once.

Definition. A ball z which is on the machine at stage s > r∗, is called dormant

at that stage if one of the following occurs:

• z belongs to a hole which is stronger than η.
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• Members of z’s entourage are waiting in the bin or in some cage and have a

trace for B which is not an element of B.

• Members of z’s entourage are waiting at a gate ρ below η and ξ(z) is to the

left of χ � dom ρ.

Lemma 3.19. 1. If z is dormant at s then no balls of z’s entourage ever enter

any sets; in fact if they ever receive attention after s it is to ask for prompt

permission, at which point they are cancelled.

2. If η, χ are accessible at s and z is a ball which lies below η at s and never

receives attention after s, then z is dormant at s.

3. The relation “z is dormant at s” is recursive in B.

4. If z is dormant at s, t > s and z is not already cancelled at t, then z is

dormant at t.

Proof. (1). Let z be dormant at s. If z is issued by a hole which is stronger than

η, then z cannot receive attention after s since s > r∗. If balls in z’s entourage

are waiting in the bin and have a trace for B which does not enter B then z does

not receive attention after s. If balls in z’s entourage are waiting in some cage

and have a trace for B which does not enter B, then these balls can never receive

permission; they are either cancelled, or never receive attention after s. If balls

in z’s entourage are waiting at some gate ρ below η, and ξ(z) is to the left of

χ � dom ρ, then these balls never receive attention after s, because ξ(x) � dom ρ is

never accessible after s.

(2). Suppose that at s > r∗, a ball z lies below η and never receives attention

after s; suppose also that η, χ are accessible at s. There are three possibilities
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for the status of z’s entourage. z may be waiting at a hole, so belongs to a hole

stronger than η. Balls of z’s entourage may be waiting in the bin or in some cage

on the machine; the fact that z never receives attention after s implies that the

last trace for B will not enter B. Finally, balls in z’s entourage may be waiting

at some gate ρ, necessarily below η, and z belongs to a hole which extends η (if

it belongs to a hole to the right of η then z is cancelled at s). ξ(z) is at least as

strong as χ � dom ρ since otherwise z gets cancelled at s, as its guess is discovered

to be incorrect. If χ � dom ρ ⊂ ξ(z) then z requires attention at s. Thus if z never

requires attention then it must be the case that ξ(z) lies to the left of χ � dom ρ.

In all cases we see that z is dormant at s.

(3) and (4) are easy.

Let y < α. For shorthand, let, for i < 2, ui [s] = φ(Xi, y) [s]. Consider a

moment s after r∗ at which the following holds:

1. η, χ are accessible at s.

2. `(Z) [s] > y.

3. For both i < 2, X � ui [s] is correct.

4. Every ball on the machine which lies below η at s is dormant at s.

Call such a moment y-safe. The set of y-safe moments is (uniformly in y)

recursive in X.

Lemma 3.20. For every y < α, there are unboundedly many y-safe moments.

Proof. Suppose that after s0 > r∗, `(Z) > y is witnessed by correct Φ computa-

tions. Let s1 > s0 be a non-deficiency stage for the construction, and suppose that
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s2 is the least moment after s1 at which η, χ is accessible. We claim that in fact

no balls on the machine at s2 ever receive attention after s2; it will follow that all

balls on the machine at s2 which lie below η at s2 are dormant at s2.

Suppose that at s2, z is a ball which lies below η. We claim that z must have

been on the machine at the end of s1, and so does not receive attention after

s1. Suppose not. As η is accessible at s2 and z is not immediately cancelled, we

know that z belongs to some node η′ extending η (it cannot be appointed by some

stronger node after s1 since that would initialize η). Also, χ ⊂ ξ(z) since otherwise

z would be cancelled at s2. Further, the follower x to which z belongs must have

been appointed after s1, since no followers which are on the machine at s1 ever

receive attention and so do not appoint new traces. But s2 is the least stage after

s1 at which η, χ are accessible, and so x could not have been appointed before s2;

this is a contradiction.

The following clears a hurdle that does not exist in classical recursion theory.

Lemma 3.21. For every s > r∗, s is η-expansionary iff η ∈ δ [s] and r(η) [s] = 0.

Proof. We need to show that if s > r∗ is a limit of η-expansionary stages then it

is η-expansionary. Let s be such a stage, let s0 < s be η-expansionary (s0 > r∗)

and let y < `(Z) [s0].

As long as we can, we define a double sequence of moments 〈tj, sj〉j<ω: tj is the

least moment after sj (but before s) at which one of the computations Φ(X0, y)[sj],

Φ(X1, y)[sj] is injured. sj+1 is the least η-expansionary moment after tj. Note

that sj+1 is the least moment after tj at which η is accessible and r(η) = 0. Also,

sj+1 < s because s is a limit of η-expansionary stages.
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We claim that the sequence 〈tj, sj〉 is finite. This will imply that after some

t < s, the computations Φ(Xi, y) are not injured, which implies that these compu-

tations still exist at s (before balls move, but when δ [s] is calculated). It follows

that for every η-expansionary s0 < s we have `(Z) [s0] 6 `(Z) [s]; as s is a limit of

expansionary stages, we get that s is η-expansionary.

Let xj be the ball which injures the relevant computation at tj. Let x be

the smallest follower such that some xj is in x’s entourage; let xj∗ be the last

xj which is in x’s entourage. We claim that xj∗+1 cannot exist. Suppose that it

does, and let x′ be the follower to whose entourage xj∗+1 belongs. For some i < 2,

xj∗+1 < ui[sj∗+1] and so xj∗+1 and x′ are on the machine at sj∗+1.

s0 > r∗ so x′ is issued by a node no stronger than η. η is accessible at sj∗+1 so

x′ is really issued by a node extending η; in particular dom η < dom ξ(x′). Also,

r(η)[sj∗+1] = 0 and x′ is not cancelled at sj∗+1 so ξ(x′)(dom η) = 0. This implies

that x′ could not have been appointed between tj∗ and sj∗+1. x′ is thus on the

machine at stage tj∗ , and is not cancelled at tj∗ by x, so x′ < x – contradiction.

Let s∗ be a y-safe stage.

Definition. A moment t > s∗ is superb, witnessed by i < 2 and x < α, if the

following holds at t:

1. At t, both computations Φ(X0, y) and Φ(X1, y) converge.

2. η is accessible at t and r(η) [t] = 0.

3. The computation Φ(Xi, y)[t] is X-correct.

4. x is a ball which crosses η at t, and will injure Φ(Xi, y).

5. Every ball which lies below η at t is dormant.
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Suppose that one of Φ(X0, y)[s
∗] or Φ(X1, y)[s

∗] is injured after s∗; say Φ(Xi, y)

is injured first, by some ball x.

Lemma 3.22. x crosses η at some moment t > s∗ which is superb (witnessed by

i and x).

Proof. x cannot belong to a node stronger than η, since s∗ > r∗. x was on the

machine at s∗ since x < ui[s
∗]; η is accessible at s∗ and so x cannot belong to a

node to the right of η; thus x belongs to a node which lies above η. At s∗, x (and

its entire entourage) lies above η since every ball below η at s∗ is dormant.

It follows that x crosses η after s∗; let t be the moment at which x crosses η.

Of course, neither computation Φ(Xj, y)[s
∗] was injured before t so (1) and (3)

hold. Also, χ is accessible at s∗ and x is not cancelled at s∗, so ξ(x)(dom η) = 0;

so r(η)[t] = 0, so (2) holds. It remains to show that (5) holds.

Let z be a ball which lies below η at t. If z is stronger than x then z does

not receive attention between s∗ and t; it follows that z was below η at s∗, so was

dormant at s∗, so it dormant at t. Of course z cannot be weaker than x. We claim

that z cannot belong to x’s entourage.

If x is released from a gate at t then it is clear that all balls of x’s entourage

which do not cross η together with x, lie above η at t. So assume that x is targeted

for C1 and is released from a cage at t. Let u be the moment at which x was

enumerated into C0. There are two cases:

• u < s∗. In this case, between u and t, x’s entourage does not receive atten-

tion. At s∗, no balls in this entourage lie below η and so they don’t lie below

η at t.

• If u > s∗ then we know that x must have crossed η between s∗ and u at some
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moment v. Now as η works in this case for AΦ we know that x is the smallest

ball crossing η at v (perhaps with one trace for some Ej). Every z < x which

is in x’s entourage is left above η at v in some corral, and does not leave

the corral until after t. Of course every z > x which is in x’s entourage at t

crosses η together with x at t.

Lemma 3.23. If t is superb, witnessed by i and x, and Φ(X1−i, y) is injured after

t, then there is another superb moment v > t, witnessed by 1− i and some z 6 x,

at which the computation Φ(X1−i, y) is the same as the computation at t.

Proof. Let u be the moment at which x enters Xi and let z be the first ball which

injures Φ(X1−i, y) [t].

Claim 3.24. z enters X1−i after u, and immediately after u, z resides above η.

Proof. We know that z is on the machine at t. If z is stronger than x then z does

not receive attention between t and u; also, it cannot reside below η at t (by (5) at

t). z must belong to a node above η since η is accessible at t (and t > r∗). Thus z

resides above η at t, and so at u.

z cannot be weaker than x, since then it would be cancelled at t. Assume then

that z belongs to x’s entourage. We know that every ball in x’s entourage either

crosses η with x at t or at t lies in a corral above η. If z does not belong to x’s

segment at t, then it does not move until u, so the claim holds. Suppose then that

z crosses η together with x.

We first claim that we cannot have Z = Yn,Φ. Because in that case, we know

that the only way that two balls crossing η at the same time, one targeted for X0

and the other for X1, is if the smaller one is targeted for X = Hn. We know that x

is not targeted for X as Φ(Xi, y)[t] is X-correct. Thus z < x; but X � x is correct
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at t and so z cannot enter X – impossible.

If Z = AΦ then we know that at each time, only one ball targeted for some

Hn crosses η (whether it is released by a gate or a cage). Thus z = x. Since x is

not targeted for X = H<n(η), we know that at u, x = z is retargeted for C1 and is

placed in a cage which lies above η.

It follows that z crosses η after u; let v be the moment at which z crosses η,

we show superbness. (4) holds by definition. For (2), note that z is not cancelled

at t, at which η was accessible and r(η) = 0, so ξ(z)(dom η) = 0. It follows that

at v, η must be accessible and r(η) = 0. Lemma 3.21 implies that v is actually

η-expansionary, so (1) holds at v.

For (3), we show that X � u1−i[t] is correct at t. This is because x < ui[t] and

so X � x is correct at t, and x eliminates larger balls at t (x being targeted for Xi

implies that no immediate trace of x can be targeted for X). Of course new balls

appointed are greater than u1−i[t].

All balls of z’s entourage not crossing η together with z at v are, at v, lying in

corrals above η. This is the same argument as is given at the end of the proof of

lemma 3.22, with z in place of x, t in place of s∗ and v in place of t. Let b be a

ball which lies below η at v. It follows that b is stronger than z, and so did not

receive attention between t and v. It follows that b was below η at t, and so was

dormant then, and so is dormant at v. This is (5).

It follows that the value of Φ(Xi, y)[s
∗] is correct, because the sequence of

superb stages given by lemmas 3.22 and 3.23 must be finite (as z 6 x, and each x

can occur at most twice); at the last such stage, there is a permanent computation.

η thus meets its requirement.
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Success of Pregates

This is exactly as in chapter 2. Let η be the pregate on the true path working for

Tn, and let r∗ witness that η is treated fairly.

Claim 3.25. If Γη(Gn ⊕ P, y) ↓ then Γη(Gn ⊕ P, y) = Q(y).

Proof. Let s > r∗, and suppose that Γη(Gn ⊕ P, y) ↓ [s] and that at s, agent ρ,

working for MΘ,Φ,W puts y into Q. ρ cannot be stronger than η since s > r∗. Also,

ρ cannot be to the right of η; η defined Γη(y) at stage t < s and initialized all

nodes to its right at t; and new chits y are picked large. Thus η ⊂ ρ.

Therefore ρ puts γn(y)[s] into P at s, removing the computation Γρ(Gn⊕P, y).

If the computation is defined later it must be correct.

Claim 3.26. Suppose that β < α and that Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) � β stabilizes by some

α-finite stage. Then Γη(Gn ⊕ P, β) ↓.

Proof. Suppose that after t > r∗, Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) � β is fixed. At every later stage at

which η is allowed to define Γρ, if Γρ(Gn ⊕ P, β) ↑ then it gets defined, say with

use τ . At such a stage enumerate τ into a functional Ξ. Let ρ be the agent which

works for KΞ. At some stage t > s, Ξ acts and so preserves τ ⊂ Gn ⊕ P .

Lemma 3.27. Every T requirement is met.

Proof. For every β, Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) � β eventually stabilizes. This follows from the

fact that Gn ⊕ P is admissible and is proved by induction. Assume up to β; the

function taking y < x to the stage at which the correct computation Γη(Gn⊕P, y)

is defined is weakly recursive in Gn ⊕ P and so is bounded.

It follows that Γη(Gn ⊕ P ) = Q. As Gn ⊕ P is admissible, Q 6α Gn ⊕ P .
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The Minimality Requirements

Again this is exactly as in chapter 2. Let η be the agent working for M = MΘ,Φ,W ,

and let r∗ witness that η is treated fairly.

Observation 3.28. Suppose that s > t > r∗. Suppose that at t, (y, π) is picked

as a chit for a computation ∆η,0(x) with use ζ ⊕ σ. Suppose that at s, (y, π) is

transferred as a chit for a ∆η,j computation. Definitions of ∆ computations are

done only at η-expansionary stages, so y < `(M)[t] < `(M)[s], so y is M -confirmed

at s. Also, (y, π) is still active at s. This implies that φ(B⊕W⊕P, y)[s] = ζ⊕σ⊕π

(we use niceness of Φ here). Thus σ ⊂ Θ(R)[s]. Note that once the chit is cancelled

it is never active again (and will never be picked again as a new chit for ∆η,0 as

we pick large chits).

Lemma 3.29. If η declares victory after r∗ then the hypotheses of M do not hold.

Proof. If easy victory is declared then η preserves a discrepancy between Θ(R)

and W . Suppose that at s > r∗, η enumerates a victorious chit y into Q. Let

ζ ⊕ σ ⊕ π = φ(B ⊕W ⊕ P, y)[s]. σ ⊂ Θ(R) [s] holds by observation 3.28 and is

preserved by η’s action at s (so if σ 6⊂ W we again get an easy win.) We claim

that ζ ⊕ π ⊂ B ⊕ P is preserved (and so that y is not M -confirmed at α). The

only obstacle can be the uses of the form γρ(Gn ⊕ P, y) which η enumerates into

P as it declares victory. A use of this kind is enumerated only if Γρ clears y at s,

thus all γρ(Gn ⊕ P, y) enumerated are greater than domπ.

Assume that the hypotheses of M hold. Then lims→α `(M) [s] = α. It follows

that there are unboundedly many M -expansionary stages.

Let n = n(η).
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Claim 3.30. Let j 6 n. For all x, there is a stage after which η stops defining

∆η,j(x).

Proof. At each stage s at which η defines ∆η,j(x), say with use ζ ⊕ σ, enumerate

ζ⊕ θ(R; domσ) [s] into a functional Ξ (recall observation 3.28). The success of the

agent ρ which works for KΞ ensures that if unboundedly many attempts at defining

∆η,j(x) are made, then both ζ ⊂ B and θ(R; domσ)[s] for some such definition

will be preserved. By observation 3.13, ∆η,j(x) doesn’t get redefined after s.

Claim 3.31. dom ∆η,0(B ⊕W ) = α.

Proof. By induction on x, we show that ∆η,0(B⊕W,x) ↓. If x 6 dom ∆η,0(B⊕W ),

then we know that ∆η,0(B⊕W ) � x eventually stabilizes. It is enough now to show

that for unboundedly many s, ∆η,0(B ⊕W,x) ↓ [s]; by claim 3.30, after some t, η

stops defining ∆η,0(x), hence all computations ∆η,0(B⊕W,x)[s] for s > t must be

the same computation, which is permanent.

Suppose that by s∗ > r∗, ∆η,0(B ⊕W ) � x is permanent. Suppose that t > s∗

and ∆η,0(W,x) ↑ [t]. Find some η-expansionary stage s > t such that `(M)[s] is

large enough so that there is some y ∈ α[η] such that t < y < `(M)[s]. Now if

η didn’t define ∆η,0(x) between t and s, then y is a suitable chit (because η did

not define any ∆η,0 computations between t and s), thus η would define ∆η,0(x) at

s.

Claim 3.32. Say j ∈ [1, n]. If there are unboundedly many chits which are even-

tually j − 1-suitable (and never cancelled), then dom ∆η,j(B ⊕W ) = α.

Proof. This is like the previous claim. Letting x, s∗, t be as above, we find an

expansionary stage s > t such that at s, there is a chit y which is already j − 1-
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suitable and is never cancelled, such that t < y < `(M)[s]; this is possible by the

assumption that there are unboundedly many such y.

Claim 3.33. Suppose that at stage s, y is an active chit for a failed ∆η,j compu-

tation. Suppose that ρ ⊂ η works for Tj. Then Γρ clears y at s.

Proof. We show that if Γρ(Gj ⊕ P, y) ↓ [s] then this computation must have been

defined after the stage t < s at which the chit was originally picked as a chit

for a computation ∆η,j(x). Obviously (by the size requirement for y) we have

x 6 y. As the computation is failed at s, x enters Gj at a stage u ∈ (t, s);

now x 6 y 6 γρ(Gj ⊕ P, y) [u] (if Γρ(Gj ⊕ P, y) ↓ [u]), destroying the latter

computation.

Lemma 3.34. There cannot be unboundedly many chits which are eventually n-

suitable and which are never cancelled.

Proof. We show that if there are unboundedly many such chits then η declares

victory after r∗.

By assumption we can find unboundedly many y > Rest(η) and a stage s at

which η is accessible, r(η)[s] = 0 and Rest(η) [s] = Rest(η), such that at s, y is

an active chit for a failed ∆η,n computation and such that y < `(M)[s]. Then y

is victorious at s, and at s, η may win by enumerating y into Q, if y is permitted

promptly by U . The set of such ys is r.e. and unbounded and so one will be

permitted.

As in chapter 2, the following concludes the verifications.

Lemma 3.35. Suppose that j 6 n and dom ∆η,j(B⊕W ) = α but ∆η,j(B⊕W ) 6=∗

Gj. Then there are unboundedly many chits which are eventually j-suitable and

are never cancelled.
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Proof. Much of the proof goes along classical lines. Fix β < α. Let the functional

Ξ converge at t > r∗ with use ζ ⊕ ρ⊕ π ⊂ B ⊕R⊕ P [t] if there is some σ ⊂ W [t]

such that σ ⊂ Θ(ρ)[t] and there is some y > β such that at t, (y, π) is an active

chit for a failed ∆η,j computation with use ζ ⊕ σ. If Ξ converges unboundedly

often, the success of KΞ would show that there is some j-suitable chit which is

never cancelled and which is greater than β (protection of ζ ⊕ ρ⊕ π ⊂ B ⊕R⊕ P

ensures that σ ⊂ W ).

Suppose that t∗ > r∗ is any stage. Take some x > β, t∗ such that ∆η,j(W,x) 6=

Q(x). Suppose that the correct ∆η,j(x) computation is defined at stage s > t∗ with

associated chit (y, π). Let t > s be the stage at which this computation fails; some

agent ρ enumerates x into Gj at t. The standard argument shows that η ⊂ ρ;

ρ cannot be stronger than η as t > r∗, and η cannot lie to the right of ρ since

η initializes nodes to its right at s and s > x. This argument shows that x is a

follower for ρ at s and so that ρ initializes weaker requirements on η’s behalf at s.

Let u be the least stage greater than t at which r(η) = 0. The key is noticing

that u is M -expansionary, as it cannot be a limit of M -expansionary stages. Thus

y < `(M)[u].

We verify that π ⊂ P is preserved until u. As mentioned, ρ initializes weaker

agents at s. ρ is not initialized until at least after t, as x is still a follower at t.

Thus π ⊂ P is preserved between s and t by ρ’s action. Between t and u, restraint

which is imposed by η protects π ⊂ P ; recall that s is an M -expansionary stage.

Now at u, y is M -confirmed so σ ⊂ Θ(R)[u] (note that σ ⊂ W is always true

since we picked the correct ∆η,j(B⊕W ) computation). Thus Ξ(B⊕R⊕P ) ↓ [u].



CHAPTER 4

A NEGATIVE RESULT CONCERNING EFFECTIVE SUCCESSOR

MODELS

We prove quite the opposite of the result of chapter 3 for a wide class of

admissible ordinals α.

4.1 Preparation: Some Complexity Calculations

Let U be an amenable set. We calculate the complexities of some relations.

Let Tot(U) = {e < α : Φe(U) is total }. Let 〈Φe〉 be an effective list of all nice

functionals. σ ⊂ U for a string σ is ∆0(Jα, U). σ ⊂ Φe(U) is Σ1(Jα, U). Tot(U)

is Π2(Jα, U). Note that {Φe(U) : e ∈ Tot(U)} only varies over all amenable sets

recursive in U ; we don’t mind as we only need r.e. degrees.

A U-index is an element of Tot(U). For shorthand, we write Xe instead of

Φe(U) for all e ∈ Tot(U). We consider the following relations among U -indices:

Φe(Xa) = Xb is Π2(Jα, U) because σ ⊂ Φe(Φi(U)) is Σ1(Jα, U). Thus Xa 6α Xb

and Xa ≡α Xb are Σ3(Jα, U).

Xa = We is Π2(Jα, U). Thus Xa ≡α We and “Xa has r.e. degree” are Σ3(Jα, U).

There is a recursive function join such that for all a, b ∈ Tot(U), Xjoin(a,b) =

Xa ⊕Xb.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose that A(x, y) is Σn(Jα, U) (n > 0). Then the formula

“t is finite & ∀x ∈ t A(x, y)”

is also Σn(Jα, U).
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Proof. We first prove this for n = 1. This is fairly easy. Suppose that C is a

bounded formula such that A(x, y) ⇔ ∃z C(x, y, z). Then the required formula is

equivalent to

“t is finite & ∃u ∀x ∈ t∃z ∈ u C(x, y, z)”;

this is because Jα is closed under taking finite subsets.

Suppose by induction that the statement holds for n. Let A(x, y) be a formula

which is Σn+1(Jα, U) and let C be the Πn(Jα, U) formula such that for all x and

y, A(x, y) ↔ ∃zC(x, y, z). Let ψ(x, y, u) be the formula

“if u is finite then ∃z ∈ u C(x, y, z)”.

By the induction hypothesis, ψ is Πn(Jα, U). By quantifier contraction,

∀x ∈ t ψ(x, y, u)

is also Πn(Jα, U). Again because Jα is closed under taking finite subsets, the

required formula is equivalent to

“t is finite & ∃u (u is finite & ∀x ∈ t ψ(x, y, u)) ”

which is easily seen to be Σn+1(Jα, U).

4.2 More on Effective Models

Recall that the correctness condition χeffective(p̄, ē), defined in the beginning of

chapter 3 states that p̄ codes an effective successor model of arithmetic, witnessed

by ē. We note that if χeffective(p̄, ē) holds, then the function taking x ∈ Mp̄ to∑
p̄ x is definable from p̄ (uniformly in such p̄).
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Fix p̄, ē satisfying χeffective. Let U be an amenable r.e. set which computes

all the parameters p̄, ē. Using the notation of the first subsection, consider the

following relations.

• “Xa ∈ 0Mp̄” is Σ3(Jα, U) (as we can use a particular U -index for an element

of 0Mp̄).

• There is a Σ3(Jα, U) relation S such that for all a, if deg(Xa) ∈ Mp̄ then

for all b ∈ Tot(U), S(a, b) holds iff deg(Xb) = (deg(Xa) + 1)Mp̄ . S is the

following relation:

Xb >α b & Xb 6α r & q 6α Xb∨p &
∨
i<2

(Xb 6α Xa ∨ ei & Xb 6α fi) .

• “Xa ∈ nMp̄” (for n < ω) is Σ3(Jα, U). It holds iff there is a string σ of length

n + 1 such that Xσ(0) ∈ 0Mp̄ and for all i < n, S(σ(i), σ(i + 1)). This uses

lemma 4.1.

We now add our assumption on U and α which is: every Σ3(Jα, U) relation

with domain ω is uniformized by some α-finite function.

Let ψ(n, (a, e)) be the relation

“a ∈ Tot(U) & Xa ∈ nMp̄ & Xa = We”.

ψ is Σ3(Jα, U). By assumption, there is an α-finite function f : ω → α2 which

uniformizes ψ. Let

C =
⊕
n<ω

W(f(n))1 =
⊕
n<ω

X(f(n))0 .

C is r.e. and recursive in U .

Lemma 4.2. In the r.e. degrees below U , C is the least upper bound for the stan-

dard part of Mp̄ ({nMp̄ : n < ω}).
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Proof. Suppose that Y 6α U is amenable and that for all n, nMp̄ 6α Y . Let

R(n, e) be the relation Φe(Y ) = X(f(n)1). This is Σ3(Jα, U); again by assumption

we get an α-finite function g : ω → α uniformizing R; g gives us a way to uniformly

compute C from Y .

Lemma 4.3. If x belongs to the nonstandard part of Mp̄ then
∑

p̄ x 
α C.

Proof. For every nonstandard y ∈ Mp̄ and every n < ω, nMp̄ 6
∑

p̄ y and so

C 6α

∑
p̄ y. Suppose that x ∈ Mp̄ is nonstandard and assume for contradiction

that
∑

p̄ x 6α C, so we have
∑

p̄ x ≡α C. x is nonstandard so there is some

y <Mp̄ x which is also nonstandard;
∑

p̄ y 6
∑

p̄ x so we have
∑

p̄ y =
∑

p̄ x.

This is impossible because 〈
∑

p̄ y : y ∈Mp̄〉 is strictly increasing with <Mp̄ (for

example, y 6
∑

p̄ x and y 

∑

p̄ y.) This is a contradiction.

Let θ(x, c, p̄) state that x ∈ Mp̄ and
∑

p̄ x 6 c. We thus see that θ(Rα, c, p̄)

is the standard part of Mp̄. We have shown:

Theorem 4.4. Suppose that α is admissible U is an amenable r.e. set and that

every Σ3(Jα, U) relation with domain ω is uniformized by an α-finite function.

Then for all p̄, ē below U satisfying χeffective, there is some c 6α U which is the

least upper bound in the degrees below U of the standard part of Mp̄ and moreover

that standard part is definable as θ(Rα, c, p̄).

We remark again that for the αs discussed in chapter 3, the models constructed

show that the above statement does not hold for any promptly simple U .

4.3 Examples of α and U

We give three examples for pairs α and U satisfying the above assumption. In all

cases we of course must have cfΣ3(Jα)(α) > ω.
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4.3.1 %2
α = α and U is low

In this case, Σ3(Jα, U) = Σ3(Jα), and every Σ3(Jα) function from ω to α is α-finite.

Let C be a Σ3(Jα, U)-relation with domain ω. U is low so U is admissible and

so Σ2(Jα, U) is the same as r.e. in U ′ which is the same as r.e. in 0′ which is the

same as Σ2. By Jensen’s uniformization theorem, C can be uniformized by some

Σ3 function f : ω → α.

Let A be a Π2(Jα) relation such that f(n) = γ iff ∃z A(n, γ, z). Consider A

as a relation between n and (γ, z); by Jensen’s uniformization theorem there is a

function g which is Σ3(Jα) and uniformizes A. As by assumption cfΣ3(Jα)(α) > ω,

it follows that there is some α-finite β > sup range f such that for all n < ω there

is some z < β such that A(n, f(n), z) holds. A∩(ω×β2) is α-finite by assumption,

and f can be effectively defined by that set.

4.3.2 α is Σ2-admissible and U is low2

In this case too we have Σ3(Jα, U) = Σ3(Jα) and every Σ3(Jα) function from ω to

α is α-finite.

Let V = U ′. We work in the admissible structure M = (Jα, 0
′). V is low in

the M -degrees; again we get that Σ2(M,V ) = Σ2(M). But Σ2(M) = Σ3(Jα) and

Σ2(M,V ) = Σ3(Jα, U) because Σ2(Jα, U) = Σ1(Jα, V ) (by U ’s admissibility) and

the latter is the same as Σ1(M,V ) as 0′ 6α V .

Let C be a Σ3(Jα, U) relation with domain ω. So C is Σ3(Jα) and so can be

uniformized by some Σ3(Jα) function f : ω → α.

Again work in M . f is Σ2(M). Given any f : ω → α which is Σ2(M) (and so

actually ∆2(M), we get an M -recursive approximation f [s] to f ; by the fact that

cfΣ2(M))(α) > ω we know that the approximation has to stabilize by some α-finite
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stage, so f [s] = f for some s < α; by admissibility of M , f [s] ∈ Jα.

4.3.3 α is Σ3-admissible, cfΣ4(Jα)(α) > ω and U is in any r.e.

degree

In this case every Σ3(Jα, U) relation is Σ4(Jα) relation and so can be uniformized by

a Σ4(Jα) function. Now if f : ω → α is Σ4(Jα) then it is Σ2(M) where M = (Jα, 0
′′)

is admissible and as in the previous subsection we get that f is α-finite.

4.3.4 %3
α = α, cfΣ4(Jα)(α) > ω and U is in any r.e. degree

Again, Σ3(Jα, U) is Σ4 and every Σ4 function f : ω → α is α-finite; this is as in

subsection 4.3.1.



CHAPTER 5

A NONEMBEDDING RESULT

We show that lattices with critical triples (for example, the 1-3-1) cannot be

embedded below a degree which cannot compute a cofinal ω-sequence in α.

Definition. Let A ⊂ α be amenable and let Ψ be a nice functional. γ < dom Ψ(A)

is a Ψ, A-closure point if for all β < γ, ψ(A; β) < γ.

Proposition 5.1. Let A be amenable, Ψ a nice functional, and suppose that

dom Ψ(A) = α. Also assume that rcf(A) > ω. Then the collection of Ψ, A-closure

points is a club of α which is recursive in A.

Proof. It is immediate from the definition that the collection of closure points is

closed. The function γ → ψ(A; γ) is weakly recursive in A. For all γ < α, the

sequence 〈γn〉n<ω defined inductively by γ0 = γ, γn+1 = ψ(A; γn + 1) is strictly

increasing and weakly recursive in A; hence, bounded below α. Its supremum is a

Ψ, A-closure point.

Since we’d like to get points which are both Ψ0, A- and Ψ1, A-closure points,

we mention

Proposition 5.2. Suppose that C,D are clubs of α and that rcf(C⊕D) > ω. then

C ∩D is a club.

If A is r.e., then we can guess, at some stage s < α, whether some γ is a closure

point: we say that γ < dom Ψ(A) [s] is a Ψ, A-closure point at s if for all β < γ,

ψ(A; β)[s] < γ.
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Observation 5.3. Suppose A is r.e. and amenable, and that γ is a Ψ, A-closure

point. There is some s < α such that A � ψ(A; γ) = A[s] � ψ(A; γ). Then for all

t > s, γ is a Ψ, A-closure point at t, detected by the correct computations.

Definition (Weinstein [Wei88]). Suppose L is an upper semi-lattice. A weak

critical triple in L is a triple a0, a1, b such that a0 ∨ b = a1 ∨ b, a0 
 b and there is

no e 6 a0, a1 such that a0 6 e ∨ b.

Suppose that A0, A1 and B are amenable and r.e., and that A0 ⊕ B ≡α A1 ⊕

B. Then there are nice functionals Ψ0 and Ψ1 such that Ψ0(B ⊕ A1) = A0 and

Ψ1(B ⊕ A0) = A1. Let A = B ⊕ A0 ⊕ A1. Assume that rcf(A) > ω.

We construct an r.e. set E. For all γ < α and s < α we’ll have E[γ][s] ∈ α.

The instructions are: Suppose that at stage s, γ is both a Ψ0, B ⊕ A0 and a

Ψ1, B ⊕A1-closure point, and that a change in A0 or A1 is detected below γ (that

is, Ai � γ[s] 6= Ai � γ[t] for all t < s for i either 0 or 1.) It follows that either

B � γ[s] 6= B � γ or A1−i � γ[s] 6= A1−i � γ. We can effectively find some stage

t > s at which some x < γ enters either B or A1−i.

Say that we found a change at A1−i below γ. We then enumerate E[γ][s] into

E[γ] at s.

By permitting (and the fact that γ 6 〈γ, i〉 for any i), E 6α A0, A1.

We give an algorithm to compute both Ai from E ⊕ B. At stage s, suppose

that γ is both a Ψ0, B ⊕ A0 and a Ψ1, B ⊕ A1-closure point and that B � γ[s]

is correct. Then Ai � γ[s] are correct iff E[γ][s] /∈ E[γ]. All of Ai can be thus

computed, because there are unboundedly many γ which are both Ψ0, B⊕A0 and

Ψ1, B⊕A1-closure points (and that fact is eventually approximated, witnessed by

the correct computations).
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Thus we can conclude:

Theorem 5.4. If rcf(a) > ω then in the α-r.e. degrees, there is no weak critical

triple below a.



CHAPTER 6

EMBEDDING THE 1-3-1 LATTICE

This chapter complements chapter 5 by proving:

Theorem 6.1. If D is a collapsible r.e. set, then there is an embedding of the

1-3-1 lattice in the α-r.e. degrees below D.

For the notion of a collapsible set (or degree) see appendix D.
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Figure 6.1: The 1-3-1 lattice

For the construction, we use ideas for working below nonlow2 degrees from

[DS96] and Fejer’s construction of a branching degree ([Fej82]).

6.1 Preparation

Let D be an amenable r.e. set such that there is some bijection p : ω ↔ α, weakly

recursive in D.

Lemma 6.2. There is a recursive approximation p[s] for p with the following

properties:

• For every s there is some n < ω such that ¬ (p(n)[s] = limt→s p(n)[t]).
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• There is an increasing sequence 〈βn〉, weakly recursive in D, such that after

βn, p � n[s] is permanent.

Proof. Let p0[s] be a recursive approximation for p which we get by approximating

p’s computation from D. Define p[s] by induction on s. If limt→s p(n)[t] does not

exist for some n < ω then let p[s] = p0[s]. Otherwise, let p[s] be p0[u] for the least

u > s such that for some n, p0(n)[u] 6= limt→s p(n)[t]. If p0 � n[s] is correct then so

is p � n.

〈βn〉 is necessarily cofinal in α. For s < ω we let n(s) be the least n such that

either limt→s p(n)[t] does not exist, or exists and is not equal to p(n)[s]. For all

s > βk we have n(s) > k.

Proposition 6.3. For every f : ω → α which is weakly recursive in 0′, there is

some g : ω → α, weakly recursive in D, which is not dominated by f , i.e.

{n < ω : g(n) > f(n)}

is infinite.

Proof. By Shore ([Sho76b]), D′ ≡α 0′′.

Consider the admissible collapse above D (see appendix D). Let D be D’s

collapse and let K >T D be 0′’s collapse. Theorem D.11 implies that K′′ ≡T D′′.

In other words, K ∈ L2(D). In particular, K is not high over D. Thus, for every

f 6T K there is some g 6T D which is not dominated by f .

By the definition of the admissible collapse, we have, for every f : ω → ω which

is weakly recursive in 0′, there is some g : ω → ω, not dominated by f , which is

weakly recursive in D.
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Let f : ω → α be weakly recursive in 0′. For k < ω let f̃(k) be the least n such

that f(k) < βn. f̃ is weakly recursive in 0′, so there is some g̃ : ω → ω, weakly

recursive in D, which is not dominated by f̃ . Let g(k) = βg̃(k); g is as required.

Proposition 6.4. There is a function f : ω → α, weakly recursive in 0′, such that

for every r.e. set W , if for all n < ω, W [n] \ βn is finite, then for all but finitely

many n < ω, f(n) > maxW [n].

Proof. The set {e : We is infinite } is r.e. This is because every infinite r.e. set W

contains an infinite, α-finite r.e. set, which is enumerated into W by an α-finite

stage. Thus this set is recursive in 0′. Given e such thatWe is finite, 0′ can compute

maxWe (that is to say, the function e→ maxWe, defined on all e such that We is

finite, is weakly recursive in 0′.)

Thus the function m(e, n), which returns maxW
[n]
e \βn if W

[n]
e \βn is finite and

nonempty, and βn otherwise, is weakly recursive in 0′. So we can let

f(n) = max{m(p(k), l) : k, l 6 n}

Let g : ω → α be weakly recursive in D, which is not dominated by f (of

proposition 6.4). Let g[s] be a recursive approximation for g which we get from

approximating g’s computation from D. For every n, D can effectively find a stage

after which g � n[s] is permanent. We may assume that sup range g[s] 6 s.

6.2 The Embedding

We construct A0, A1, A2 and B fulfilling the requirements:

P : otp¬B = ω.

HΨ,i: Ψ(B) 6= Ai.
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GΦ,i,j: If i 6= j and Φ(B ⊕ Ai) = Φ(B ⊕ Aj) = C then C 6α B.

and such that Ai 6α B ⊕ Aj ⊕ Ak, and B,Ai 6α D.

6.2.1 Elements of the Construction

All functionals given are nice. At stage s < α, we enumerate ¬B as 〈bi[s]〉i<α

(At the end of the construction, enumerate ¬B as 〈bn〉n<ω.) As we expect to have

otp¬B = ω, we only consider computations which mention finitely much negative

information about B. That is, we only regard computation with use bounded

below bω[s].

Whenever a number bn[s] enters B, we also enumerate all of {bm[s] : m > n}

into B; we may do this because we just realized that our guess about the value for

each such bm was incorrect.

We order H and G requirements effectively in order-type α. The tree of strate-

gies will be 2<ω. At stage s, we declare that agents of level n work for requirement

p(n)[s].

Notation. Throughout, we denote a node working for an H requirement by the

letter η (and sometimes call it a “hole”). A node working for a G requirement is

called a “gate” and is denoted by ρ.

Convention. At the beginning of stage s, all numbers involved in the construction

are below ωs. At stage s we add finitely many elements to the construction (balls,

markers) which are “large”, these will be chosen from (ωs, ω(s+1)); this will ensure

this convention holds at s + 1. Also note that at stage s we do not choose ωs to

be any new ball or marker; this is not very significant but will help us show that

otp¬B > ω.
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The basic strategy for P

P is a global “dumping” requirement. At every stage s, P enumerates all but

finitely many numbers < ωs into B.

The basic strategy for H

Holes and Gates follow Lachlan’s ideas for embedding the 1-3-1 in the ω-r.e. de-

grees, modified to use Fejer’s method of constructing branching degrees. The

construction is a pinball machine on the tree of agents; all followers and traces are

balls on the machine, which can reside at various nodes.

A hole η working for HΨ,i appoints a follower x and waits for it to be realized,

i.e. for Ψ(B, x) ↓= 0. Positive order requirements are met by a tracing procedure.

Any ball y0 targeted for Ai is appointed a trace y1 which is targeted for either Aj

or Ak, where {i, j, k} = 3. The trace y1 receives a trace of its own, a stage after

being appointed. As in chapter 2, the collection of balls consisting of a follower

and closed under taking traces, is called an entouage.

Once a follower x for η is released from its hole, its entire entourage moves

down the tree, to the next η-gate. An η-gate is a gate ρ such that ρa0 ⊂ η (here

0 denotes the infinitary outcome). At the next stage at which η is accessible, the

ρ-permissible tail of x’s entourage is released from ρ and descends to the next

η-gate. The ρ-permissible tail is the longest final segment of the entourage which

does not contain both a ball targeted for Ai and a ball targeted for Aj, where ρ

works for GΦ,i,j. This procedure repeats itself; each time η is accessible, there is a

final segment of x’s entourage, waiting at some η-gate ρ (the rest of the entourage

lies at higher gates), and the ρ-permissible tail descends further to the next η-gate.

An entourage tail which is released from the lowest η-gate is placed in the
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permitting bin. After balls in the tail are permitted to enter the sets for which

they are targeted, the new tail of the entourage is residing at some η-gate ρ, and

the process repeats itself.

Once a follower x is enumerated into its target set Ai, η declares victory and

ceases all action (until the next time it is initialized).

This orderly picture relies upon the fact that there is always a nonempty ρ-

permissible tail; this is ensured by the entourage being finite. Thus at the beginning

of every stage we winnow out entourages and make them all finite. This winnowing

is coded into B, and so does not interfere with the tracing procedure.

When appointing new traces to the end of an entourage residing at a gate ρ,

we target the new traces such that the ρ-permissible tail of the entourage does not

get shorter. This implies that whenever some tail of the entourage leaves ρ, at

least one ball in that tail originated above ρ and arrived at ρ at some point, and

was not appointed as a trace at ρ. We thus have

Lemma 6.5. For any follower x there are only finitely many stages at which balls

from x’s entourage move.

The basic strategy for G

A gate ρ builds a functional Γρ with intended oracle B. The intention is that

Γρ(B, n) = Φ(B ⊕ Ai; bn), so if there is agreement between Φ(B ⊕ Ai; bn) and

Φ(B⊕Aj; bn) at a certain stage, ρ would like to set this common value as Γρ(B, n).

When ρ defines Γρ(B, n), the use will always be (B � bm + 1)[s] for some m > n.

That number bm[s] is called the marker for this computation and is (sloppily)

denoted by γρ(n). When instructed to remove the computation Γρ(B, n)[s], ρ

enumerates γρ(n)[s] into B (in this way ρ will be able to remove computations
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that are seen to be incorrect). Of course we also require that γρ(n+ 1) > γρ(n) so

dom Γρ(B)[s] is closed downwards; at s we only define Γρ(B, dom Γρ(B)[s]).

Definition. If ρ works for GΦ,i,j, then a computation Γρ(B, n) = σ is semi-

believable (at stage s) if domσ = bn [s] [if a computation is not even semi-believable,

then it has no hope.] It is l-believable (for l ∈ {i, j}) if it is semi-believable and

Φ(B ⊕Al; bn) = σ [s]. It is believable if it is either i-believable or j-believable; it is

doubly believable if it is both i- and j-believable.

At every stage, after every time numbers enter sets, all gates ρ on the tree

examine their Γρ(B) and search for computations which are not believable (“un-

believable” computations). If one is found, it is to be removed.

While removing computations, numbers go into B, rendering even more com-

putations unbelievable. These too will have to be removed immediately. And so

on, until only believable computations are left. This process is called cascading .

To maintain order, when a gate ρ acts and removes computations, it initializes

all nodes to the right of ρa0. ρ does not initialize nodes which extend ρa0, Since

if the correct outcome is 0 (agreement), ρ will remove computations unboundedly

often.

We remark that the dumping requirement ensures that after acting, for every

gate ρ, dom Γρ(B)[s] is finite.

Permission

It may be that a tail of an entourage of a follower for hole η will wait in the

permitting bin eternally. To counter this, as usual, η will appoint more followers.

When all followers have entourage tails in the permitting bin, η appoints a new
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follower. The dumping requirement P will ensure that at every stage, a hole has

only finitely many followers on the machine.

The priority ordering between followers is determined by date of birth (which

is the same as by size, as we appoint large followers).

We say that a number m is permitted at s if for some k 6 m,

¬
(
g(k)[s] = lim

t→s
g(k)[t]

)
(in particular if the limit does not exist.) A tail of the entourage for the mth

follower (in strength) of η is permitted at s exactly when m is permitted. Note

that when permission is obtained, the balls must be enumerated immediately, even

if η is not accessible.

Initialization

We explained when gates initialize other nodes. Holes also initialize other nodes;

whenever a hole, or one of its followers, receives attention (which includes appoint-

ing a follower, some part of an entourage of a follower moves or gets enumerated,

or some other special delicacy I’m reserving for later), the hole initializes all weaker

nodes: nodes above and to the right (this kind of action is finitary).

Also as usual, the accessible nodes initialize nodes to the right.

Now what happens when a node is initialized? If it is a hole, then all of its

followers are removed from the tree, and if it declared victory before, it is restored

to the hungry state of dissatisfaction. If it is a gate, then all Γ computations are

cancelled and the gate needs to define them afresh.
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Accessible nodes

Accessible nodes are defined at each stage very much as is the custom for tree

constructions. For the GΦ,i,j requirement, define

`(Φ, i, j)[s] = max{β : Φ(B ⊕ Ai; β) ↓= Φ(B ⊕ Aj; β) ↓ [s]}.

We say that ρ is expansionary at s if it is accessible at s, and if for all t < s at

which ρ was accessible, `(Φ, i, j)[s] > `(Φ, i, j)[t].

For future reference we note

Lemma 6.6. If ρ is expansionary at s then Γρ(B)[s] is doubly believable.

Proof. Unbelievable computations are removed, hence Γρ(B)[s] is believable. Let

m+ 1 = dom Γρ(B)[s];

and say

Φ(B ⊕ Ai; bm) ↓ [s] = Γρ(B,m) [s] = σ.

Now the computation Γρ(B,m) = σ was enumerated into Γρ by ρ at an earlier stage

t < s, at which ρ was accessible. Now bm[t] = bm[s] (or the computation becomes

unbelievable). ρ defines a Γ computation only if there is agreement between Ai

and Aj; thus `(Φ, i, j)[t] > bm[s]. Thus `(Φ, i, j)[s] > bm[s]. This implies that

Φ(B ⊕ Aj; bm) ↓= σ[s] as required.

As usual we have

Lemma 6.7. If the hypothesis of GΦ,i,j is correct then lims→α `(Φ, i, j)[s] = α.

Proof. Let β < α. We have Φ(B⊕Ai; β) = Φ(B⊕Aj; β), and these computations

hold from some stage s onwards; after s we always have `(Φ, i, j) > β.
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At stage s, after some initial action by P , we determine which nodes are acces-

sible by induction. If η is a hole which is accessible, then ηa0 is accessible; if ρ is a

gate and is expansionary at s, then ρa0 is accessible, otherwise ρa1 is. Note that

the calculations of ` are done after P ’s action, and after some cascading took place.

The definition of the accessible nodes ends when we get to a node which requires

attention, or to a node that was just initialized (by P , or during cascading).

The postal service comes to rescue on an eagle’s wings

Now here’s a delicate point. We saw how to protect a follower’s realization by finely

managing its entourage’s movements and cancelling weaker balls and markers. The

idea is that at every stage from the follower’s realization onward, all of the η-gates

act in concert to protect x; we manage the entourage in such a way so that no

η-gates would enumerate a troublesome marker, even if the computations making

things believable grow and prosper.

There is a snag though, and it is the cascading. At any stage, to follow P ’s

strategy, we dump many numbers into B. x can prevent B from directly injuring

the computation realizing x by imposing restraint on P . However, P ’s action may

also make some Γρ computations (for ρ an η-gate) unbelievable, prompting markers

γρ to go into B, and perhaps destroy x’s realization. If dom Γρ(B)[s] is finite, then

the total restraint that needs to be imposed on P to prevent such a chain of events

will be finite (i.e. bounded below bω[s]). But at the beginning of some limit stages

it could be the case that dom Γρ(B) = ω, and then it is possible that enumerating

any bm[s] into B will prompt a cascading effect which will destroy x’s realization.

The amount of restraint needed to prevent this occurrence is infinite, and this is

bothersome for P ; in fact, this would derail the entire construction.
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The solution is to protect, for every follower x and η-gate ρ, a computation

Γρ � nρ(x) (nρ is called a stamp). The ultimate goal is that together, all stamps

for x set a barrier γ, making sure that for all η-gates ρ, Γρ � nρ(x) is believed due

to some computation with use less than γ, but all the markers for computations

Γρ(nρ(x)) are greater than γ. Thus all cascading must stop at nρ(x).

The main idea in carrying out this strategy is that at every stage at which balls

of x’s entourage are enumerated into their sets, we activate the stamps nρ(x), which

simply means enumerating γρ(nρ(x)) into B, thereby removing unprotected Γρ

computations. Thus at the end of the stage, we have, for all η-gates ρ, dom Γρ(B) =

nρ(x) [s]. That is, we ensure that there are no dangerous markers because all

computations are protected.

This action, though, is not enough, and we now explain why. Suppose that

at stage s, balls from x’s entourage enter their sets, and that the new end of the

entourage lies at gate ρ∗ (so ρ∗ and all gates below it become safe at s). Now all

Γρ � nρ(x) are only singly-believable, since it is most likely that computations for

one side were injured by the aforesaid enumeration.

These computations come back slowly and gradually, from the lower η-gates up

to ρ∗. But by the time we get to ρ∗ (i.e. at the first time t it is expansionary since s),

lower η-gates ρ have defined computations Γρ(nρ(x)) (for they cannot wait for ρ∗ or

for x), with uses γρ(nρ(x)) which are smaller than the use of the new Φ computation

for ρ∗ (on the side that was injured). Now if we do nothing and activate all stamps

at a later stage, we shoot ourselves in the foot, because we eliminate one side for

ρ∗, while letting balls cross ρ∗ which will eventually destroy the other side, leaving

us “bald on both sides”. We violated the principle of protecting both sides when

ρ∗ is safe, not by appointing small markers, but rather because of the necessary
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increase of the barrier γ. The solution is immediate: increase nρ(x). We can do

this because after s, all ρ ⊆ ρ∗ are safe. Note that for ρ ) ρ∗, we do not (and

cannot) increase nρ(x) since they are unsafe; but neither do we wish to, because

they were not accessible between s and t, and so didn’t appoint new markers. Also

note that such gates ρ are not bothered by the entire pandemonium, since they

are only protecting one side, which existed before s.

We can thus describe the complete instructions for handling the stamps. Let

η be a hole and x be a follower. At stage w0, x is realized and released. At this

stage we issue the stamps: we set nρ(x) = dom Γρ(B) for all η-gates ρ. We noted

earlier that this is finite.

Now at every stage s at which balls from x’s entourage get enumerated into

their target sets, we activate all stamps (enumerate all γρ(nρ(x)) into B for ρ such

that Γρ(B, nρ(x)) ↓ [s].)

At each such stage s, we let ρ∗ = ρ∗(x, s) be the gate at which the new end

of x’s entourage is waiting. At the first stage t > s at which ρ∗ is expansionary,

we perform the echo effect : we redefine, for all ρ ⊆ ρ∗, nρ(x) = dom Γρ(B)[t] [We

note that Γρ(B) is doubly believable at t because ρ is expansionary at t]. We also

initialize all nodes weaker than η and declare that ρ∗ is the last node accessible at

t.

Note that nρ(x) is only updated once after each stage at which x enumerates

balls, which we showed happens only finitely many times. Thus we have

Lemma 6.8. nρ(x) is redefined finitely many times.

This implies that at limit stages, nρ(x) is well-defined and finite.
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Restraint

Recall that the strategy to satisfy the P requirement is at every stage s, to enu-

merate all but finitely many numbers < ωs into B. This clearly suffices. However,

it is easily noticed that such wild action may be harmful to other requirements,

and so, most nodes will wish to impose restraint on P . We need to make sure,

though, that such restraint is indeed finite.

Thus at the beginning of the stage we initialize all nodes at levels greater than

n(s). Also, for every hole η, we eliminate all but the strongest n(s) followers.

The restraint on P at the beginning of s consists of the following:

1. For every gate ρ, let mρ[s] = min{n(s), dom Γρ(B) [s]−1}. Suppose that the

computation Γρ(B,mρ[s]) was defined at some t < s. Then ρ restrains P

from enumerating numbers below ωt into B.

2. For every hole η and uncancelled follower x for η (even if already enumerated),

η restrains P from enumerating numbers below ωt, where t < s is the last

stage at which x received attention.

3. P restrains itself from enumerating bn(s)[s] into B.

The total restraint on P is denoted by r(s). To act, P enumerates every number

between r(s) and ωs into B.

As defined, the restraint on P imposed by any ball or node is finite (in the

sense that it protects only a finite initial segment of ¬B from entering B. The

instructions will show that at the beginning of every stage, after removing balls and

initializing nodes, there are only finitely many balls on the machine and finitely

many noninitialized nodes. We thus have:
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Lemma 6.9. For every s, if ¬B ∩ ωs is infinite, then r(s) < ωs.

Attention

Suppose that η is a hole which is accessible at stage s. We say that η requires

attention if it is not yet satisfied, and if one of the following holds:

1. η has a follower x on the machine, and x’s entourage’s end is waiting at a

gate.

2. η has a follower x waiting at the hole, and x is realized.

3. There is no follower waiting at the hole.

We also say that a gate ρ requires attention if

4. ρ is an η-gate for some hole η, which has a follower x on the machine; at

some stage t < s, numbers from x’s entourage were enumerated into their

sets, and s is the least stage after t at which ρ is expansionary, and the new

end of x’s entourage is now lying at ρ.

In cases (1) and (2) we say that x requires attention, and we give attention to

the strongest such x (while removing all weaker followers). In case (1), we let the

permissible tail of the entourage’s end move to the next η-gate, or to the permitting

bin if there is no such gate. In case (2), We let x’s entire entourage move to the

highest η-gate; we issue stamps.

In case (3), we appoint a large new follower x and place it at the hole. If ρ

requires attention (case (4)), we perform the echo effect for x: we redefine stamps

as described above, and initialize nodes weaker than η.
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Enumeration

After P ’s action, and before defining accessible nodes, we check to see if some

balls in the permitting bin are permitted. If there are some such, we choose the

strongest follower x (from the strongest hole η) which has numbers permitted; we

initialize nodes weaker than η, remove followers for η which are weaker than x,

enumerate the numbers into their sets, and activate all stamps nρ(x).

If a follower x was enumerated, then all other followers for its hole are cancelled,

and the hole declares victory and considers itself satisfied (until the next stage at

which it is initialized) [If x is ever cancelled, it is because the hole is initialized].

We will see that indeed if η declares victory and is not later initialized then its

requirement is met.

Defining Γρ

Suppose that ρ is expansionary at s. Then when we get to ρ, we wish to extend

Γρ. If m = dom Γρ(B)[s] is under agreement (which means that Φ(B ⊕Ai; bm) ↓=

Φ(B ⊕ Aj; bm) ↓ [s]), then we define Γρ(B,m) with the correct value and with a

new, large marker.

6.2.2 Construction

We give the instructions for stage s of the construction.

• Act for P : initialize all nodes of length > n(s). Also, remove all followers for

holes η, except for the strongest n(s) many followers. Calculate the restraint

on P , and let P dump balls into B. Winnow entourages, to make them finite:

remove all balls (in all entourages), which are at place k in their entourage,
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where bk[s] > r(s). [Note that a follower is never winnowed]. Now remove

unbelievable Γρ computations and cascade.

• See if some balls in the permitting bin are permitted. If so, enumerate balls,

initialize as described, and skip the next sub-stage. Remove unbelievable Γρ

computations and cascade.

• Find which nodes are accessible and require attention; extend Γρ functionals

for ρ which are expansionary (where it is possible) and then act for the first

node which requires attention. Perform the echo effect if necessary.

• Appoint new traces at the end of every entourage.

That’s the construction.

6.2.3 Verifications

Success of P

At every stage, the restraint on P is finite, which implies that otp¬B ∩ s < ω for

all s < α; thus otp¬B 6 ω.

Lemma 6.10. otp¬B > ω.

Proof. By induction on k, we show that |¬B| > k. Suppose this holds for k. There

is some stage sk > βk+1 such that for i < k, bi[sk] = bi. Consider the stage tk > sk

at which bk[sk] enters B (if there is no such stage then we’re done). After P ’s

action we have bk[tk] = ωtk; this number is never chosen as a marker.

After stage tk > βk+1, P is restrained from enumerating bk[tk] into B. Thus

bk[tk] = bk and |¬B| > k + 1.
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We also note that the Ai are amenable; at stage s, after P ’s action, we have

only finitely many balls on the machine. New balls are appointed large. Hence

Ai � s differs from Ai[s] � s by only finitely many numbers, hence is α-finite.

The same observation gives us even more.

Lemma 6.11. For all X, if Ai 6wα X then Ai 6α X.

Proof. To enumerate Ai � s, X can first look at the construction at stage s. A

look on the machine reveals finitely many balls which have a chance to enter Ai;

by assumption, X can tell which ones will, and so determine Ai � s.

The concert is sonorous and harmonious

Lemma 6.12. Suppose that x is a follower for η which works for HΨ,k, and that

x is realized at some stage and then dropped from its hole. Then as long as x

is not cancelled (even after it is enumerated), it is still realized by the original

computation.

Proof. Suppose that x is dropped from the hole at t0. Let s1, s2, . . . , sN be the

stages at which members of x’s entourage are enumerated into their target sets,

and let ti be the stage at which the echo effect (of si) occurs. We let, for i < N ,

ρ∗i be the η-gate at which the end of x’s entourage lies at the beginning of ti (so

ρ∗0 is the highest η-gate).

For every η-gate ρ (working for GΦ,i,j) and stage s at which there are numbers

of x’s entourage below ρ, there is one side lρ(x)[s] ∈ {i, j} which is protected

from injury: no balls targeted for lρ(x)[s] crossed ρ at the last time balls from x’s

entourage crossed ρ.

At stage s, the computation Φ(B⊕Al;nρ(x)) [s] is protected for l = lρ(x) [s] or

for both l ∈ {i, j} if s ∈ (ti, si+1] and ρ ⊆ ρ∗.
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A quick inspection shows that the only danger to protected computations may

come from markers for η-gates. For by definition, balls from x’s entourage can-

not destroy a protected computation; the moment that balls from x’s entourage,

targeted for Ai, cross an η-gate ρ, The computation Φ(B ⊕ Ai;nρ(x)) ceases to

be protected. Of course stronger balls don’t move before x is cancelled; the same

goes for marker for gates ρ such that ρa0 <L η. Balls weaker than x and markers

weaker than η are always cancelled when x receives attention, in particular in every

ti and si, so are large. Also note that η imposes sufficient restraint on P to prevent

this dumping requirement from intervening.

By induction on s > t0 we can show that all protected computations are pre-

served (from the moment they are declared protected until they cease to be pro-

tected) and that all markers γρ(nρ(x)) [s], if defined, are large. This is because after

each ti and si, for all η-gates ρ, we have Γρ(B, nρ(x)) ↑ [s], so new markers are cho-

sen large. Thus by induction we can show that if Φ(B⊕Al;nρ(x)) [s] is protected,

then Γρ(B;nρ(x)) [s] is l-believable and so small markers are not enumerated into

B.

Fairness, true path and success of the holes.

Lemma 6.13. If η is a hole which is accessible α many times and eventually never

initialized, then eventually η stops acting.

Proof. If there is a follower which is never realized or cancelled, then after ap-

pointing it, η never acts (and wins). If after r∗ = init(η)[α], a follower for η is

enumerated into its target set (say at stage s > r∗), then at s, all other followers

are removed and realization of the follower is preserved; after s, η does not act,

and it wins.
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Assume that no follower is ever enumerated into the target set after r∗ and that

every appointed follower is later either cancelled or realized (in which case some

entourage part gets stuck in the permitting bin).

Let W be an r.e. set defined as follows: s > r∗ is enumerated into W [m] if an

mth follower for η at s receives attention at s.

For all t > βm we have n(t) > m. Thus after βm, no kth follower for η, for

k 6 m, can be removed by P . Every follower receives attention finitely many

times; it follows (by induction on k 6 m) that there are only finitely many kth

followers appointed after stage max{βm, r
∗}. It follows that W [m] \βm is finite. By

the properties of f and g, there is some large m such that g(m) > maxW [m].

Let x be the last mth follower appointed. We claim that x cannot have balls

stuck indefinitely in the bin. For suppose there are, and that they got to the bin

at stage s. s enters W [m], and so g(m) > s. Since g(m)[s] < s, we must have a

change in g(m) at some stage t > s, at which x is permitted and the balls would

be enumerated into their sets; contradiction.

We define the true path, as usual, to be the left-most nodes which are visited

α many times. We can now prove fairness.

Lemma 6.14. A node on the true path is not injured α many times.

Proof. By induction on the length of the node. Suppose this holds for all τ ( σ

where σ is on the true path. We know that eventually every τ ( σ stops initializing

σ.

Of course, after some stage P does not injure σ.

Let s0 be a stage after which neither P nor any τ ( σ injure σ, and after which

no node to the left of σ is accessible. At s0, there are finitely many nodes to the
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left of σ which are not initialized at s0.

Holes η <L σ have finitely many followers at s0, and do not appoint any new

ones. Each such follower initializes σ at most twice (when elements of its entourage

are enumerated into their sets, and later when an echo effect is performed for that

enumeration).

Gates ρ such that ρa0 <L σ have finitely many Γρ computations defined at s0,

and never define more. ρ may injure σ each time it removes computations, but

this occurs finitely many times.

Thus eventually no node to the left of σ injures σ.

D knows all

Lemma 6.15. Ai 6α D.

Proof. Say that x < α, and that D is asked whether x ∈ Ai or not. First, D takes

a look at stage x; if x is not a ball on the machine, targeted for Ai, and is not yet

in Ai, then it will not enter Ai.

Suppose that x is a ball, which is part of the mth entourage for some hole η.

D can calculate a stage t after which m will never be permitted. After this

stage, x will not be permitted by D. Thus if x is not yet in Ai at t and is still on

the machine, D can guarantee that x will not be enumerated into Ai: it will either

be cancelled, or parts of its entourage will for every lie in the permitting bin.

We now need to see how D can compute B. P ’s action is not a problem here,

as it is restrained by n(s), and 〈βk〉 is computable from D. Also, since D knows

Ai, it can predict which balls will activate stamps. However, D cannot predict

what kind of effect cascading may have on B. To overcome this problem we note

that (as we needed for the success of the stamps), there are naturally occurring
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“dams” against cascading which protect B and can be detected by D. We define

some γ to be stable at s > γ if the following hold:

1. For all ρ (working for GΦ,i,j), if Γρ(B,m) ↓ [s] and γρ(m) < γ, then there is

an l ∈ {i, j} such that Γρ(B,m) is l-believable at s by a Φ-computation with

use less than γ.

2. If x is an mth follower for its hole at s and there is a stamp nρ(x)[s] such

that γρ(nρ(x))[s] < γ, then m will never be permitted after s.

3. If bk[s] < γ then s > βk.

4. For i < 3, Ai � γ [s] = Ai � γ.

Lemma 6.16. If γ is stable at s then B � γ[s] = B � γ.

Proof. The third condition implies that after s, P will not enumerate numbers

smaller than γ into B.

The second condition guarantees that no activations of stamps put numbers

smaller than γ into B after s.

We show by induction on t > s that no numbers smaller than γ enter B at

stage t. Induction up to t, together with the fourth condition, imply that at t,

all Γρ computations with small markers (which necessarily were defined prior to

s) are believable via the same computations which existed at stage s (by the first

condition). It follows that at t, no such markers are put into B by gates removing

unbelievable computations.

Lemma 6.17. There are unboundedly many γ such that for some t > γ, γ is stable

at t.
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Proof. Suppose that at some stage w, a follower x∗ for a hole η∗ which lies on the

true path is enumerated into its target set, and further suppose that η∗ (and so

x∗) is never injured after w. Let γ = ωw.

Any y < x∗ which is on the machine at w is stronger than x∗, hence will never

receive attention. All weaker balls are cancelled at w, and new ones appointed are

large. It follows that for i < 3, Ai � γ [w] = Ai � γ.

At w, all stamps nρ(x
∗) for η∗-gates ρ are activated. As was shown in the

proof of lemma 6.12, The computations Γρ � nρ(x
∗) are permanent, so markers

enumerated by η∗-gates after s are picked after w hence are greater than γ. No

other gates may enumerate markers which are smaller than γ, and P too is pre-

vented (by x∗) from enumerating numbers smaller than γ into B. It follows that

B � γ [w] = B � γ.

Suppose that s > w and suppose that ρ is a gate and that Γρ(B,m) ↓ [s] with

use γρ(m)[s] < γ. Necessarily, this computation was defined before w and was

believable at w, by a Φ-computation with use < γ (at w, all computations have

use < γ). This Φ-computation is preserved.

We can thus let s be a stage greater than w and βk (where γ = bk[w]) and late

enough such that n(w) will not be permitted after s. We claim that γ is stable at

s. This suffices since we can clearly find such γ as large as we like.

We know that the first, third and fourth conditions hold. We show that the

second condition holds too. Suppose that at s, x is a follower on the machine and

there is a stamp nρ(x)[s] such that γρ(nρ(x))[s] < γ. Necessarily, the computation

Γρ(B, nρ(x)[s]) is defined prior to stage w, and does not change until s. Every

follower y appointed at t > w which defines a stamp nρ(y) will have nρ(y) =

dom Γρ(B)[t] > nρ(x)[s]. Hence x is already on the machine at w, so is the mth
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follower for its hole, m < n(w) (other followers are removed at w). After s, x will

not be permitted.

Finally, we can see that D can tell whether some γ is stable at a stage s. The

first condition is computable. The second can be decided by D because it controls

the permitting. The third, because D can compute βn; and the last, because

Ai 6α D. We have proven

Lemma 6.18. B 6α D.

The Top

Lemma 6.19. Ai 6α B ⊕ Aj ⊕ Ak.

Proof. To find if x ∈ Ai, we first look at stage x, to see if x is a ball on the machine,

targeted for Ai. If so, at that stage, x is the nth element of its entourage. Using B

we can find a stage s > x such that bn+1[s] = bn+1. If x is still on the machine at

s, then a trace for x will never be winnowed after x.

The usual argument shows that after s, x has only finitely many traces, and

the last one either enters its set at the same time x enters Ai, or doesn’t, in which

case x /∈ Ai.

Success of the Gates

Lemma 6.20. Suppose that ρ working for GΦ,i,j is on the true path, and assume

that the hypothesis of GΦ,i,j holds. Then Γρ(B) = Φ(B ⊕ Ai).

Proof. ρ is expansionary α many times.

By induction on n, we show that Γρ(B, n) ↓= Φ(B⊕Ai; bn). Assume up to n−1

and assume that after s0, ρ is never initialized; for m < n, Γρ(B,m) computations
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are defined with correct markers (so they will not end up in B) and correct Φ-

computations from both sides; bn[s0] = bn, and Φ(B ⊕ Al; bn) is correct for both

l ∈ {i, j}. Assume also that s0 is expansionary.

At every expansionary stage s > s0, Γρ(B;n), if not already defined, gets de-

fined (because the agreement between Φ(B ⊕ Ai) and Φ(B ⊕ Aj) is permanent).

At s0, if we have an incorrect computation, then it gets removed; all later com-

putations are always doubly believable (and give the correct answer). Such a

computation cannot be removed by P (it is prohibited; n(s) > n). The believ-

ability also implies that such a computation cannot be cancelled during cascading.

The only reason that Γρ(n) may be cancelled again is that n = nρ(x) for some

follower x.

At s0, there are finitely many xs on the machine such that nρ(x) = n, thus

eventually (after some s1), none of these balls activate their stamps.

If at s > s0, some follower y defines nρ(y), then ρ is expansionary at s. Thus

before the definition, ρ got to define Γρ(n). Thus nρ(y) > n. Thus after s1, no

stamp nρ(x) = n will be activated.

Thus we eventually get a permanent computation.



APPENDIX A

BASICS

It is convenient to use Jensen’s Jα hierarchy. This is a cumulative hierarchy

of the constructible universe L. Readers who are unfamiliar with this hierarchy,

may ignore the letter J throughout this work and replace it by the letter L. A

formal definition of the Jα hierarchy and an investigation of its basic properties can

be found in texts such as Jech [Jec03] or Dodd [Dod82]. The advantage of using

Jα over Lα is that it behaves nicely with respect to the notion of the projectum,

which is discussed in appendix C. Essentially, Jα+1 is obtained from Jα by closing

Jα ∪ {Jα} under a finite collection of rudimentary functions (similar to the Gödel

operations). Jα ∩On = ωα, the αth limit ordinal.

For our purposes, let an amenable structure be a structure of the form (Jβ,∈, X)

where β > 1 is an ordinal and X ⊂ Jβ is amenable (set) for Jβ, that is, for every

x ∈ Jβ, X ∩ x ∈ Jβ. Amenable sets are also called regular .

Since ∈ is a relation in all amenable structures, we suppress it in notation and

refer to the structure (Jβ, X). We write Jβ for both the set and the structure

(Jβ, 0). If M = (Jβ, X) is an amenable structure then we sometimes use M to

denote the universe Jβ.

The Levy hierarchy for formulas in the language of set theory, augmented by

a unary predicate, is the familiar one. For any amenable structure M , ∆0(M) de-

notes the collection of subsets of M defined by bounded formulas, with parameters

in M . Similarly we have Σn(M), Πn(M).

Fact. If M is an amenable structure then every A ∈ ∆0(M) is amenable for M .

Various set-theoretic notions have also recursion-theoretic names. Let M be

an amenable structure. A set x is M-finite if x ∈ M (we usually say β-finite
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instead of Jβ-finite). The sets which are Σ1(M) are also called M-recursively

enumerable. ∆1(M) sets (i.e. those which are both M -r.e. and M -co-r.e.) are

called M-recursive. A partial function f : M → M is M -recursive if it is M -r.e.

(as a set of pairs).

Fact. For every β, there is a β-recursive bijection between Jβ and ωβ = Jβ ∩On.

Thus, for the purposes of recursion theory, we do not care if the sets considered

are subsets of Jβ or of ωβ.

We write β-r.e. instead of Jβ-r.e. and β-recursive instead of Jβ-recursive. When

β is fixed we omit the prefix β.

We never write “finite” instead of β-finite. It is in fact the theme of this thesis

to exhibit the fundamental difference between finite and β-finite.

An amenable structure M is admissible if the image of every M -finite set,

under an M -recursive function, is bounded (say in <J). An amenable set X ⊂ Jβ

is called admissible (when β is fixed) if (Jβ, X) is admissible. Admissible sets

are also called “regular and hyperregular”. An ordinal α is admissible if Jα is

an admissible structure. Throughout this thesis, α always denotes an admissible

ordinal.

Fact. Let M = (Jα, X) be admissible.

1. α = ωα; Jα = Lα.

2. M satisfies ∆1-comprehension: every A ∈ ∆1(M) is amenable for M .

3. M satisfies Σ1-bounding: the image of an M -finite set under an M -recursive

function is M -finite. In fact, if f is partial M -recursive, x is M -finite and

x ⊂ dom f , then f � x is M -finite.
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4. If A is M -r.e. then ∀x ∈ y A is also M -r.e.

5. All familiar elementary theorems of ω-recursive function theory hold (enu-

meration theorem, s-m-n theorem, definition by induction, recursion theo-

rem, etc.)

A semi-admissible structure is an amenable structure (Jα, X) where α is ad-

missible. We will almost always work with semi-admissible structures.

Functionals and Reducibilities

Let M = (Jβ, X) be an amenable structure. An M-enumeration functional is an

M -r.e. set whose elements are pairs (p, x), where p is a partial string , that is, a

function with domain a set of ordinals and range 2.

If Ψ is an M -enumeration functional and p is any partial string (not necessarily

M -finite), we let

Ψ(p) = {x : ∃p0 ⊂ p [ (p0, x) ∈ Ψ]}.

Let A ⊂ ωβ. We say that B ⊂M isM-r.e. in A if there is someM -enumeration

functional Ψ such that B = Ψ(A). A partial function is M-weakly recursive in A

if it is M -r.e. in A as a set of pairs. A set B ⊂ α is M -weakly recursive in A (we

write B 6wM A) if it is both M -r.e. and M -co-r.e. in A.

An M-functional (also known as a Turing functional or as a strong functional)

is an M -enumeration functional whose range also consists of partial strings. When

we use an M -functional Ψ we use ∪Ψ(p) instead of Ψ(p) (and write Ψ(p) for the

former, just to confuse things. However we only use this notation if Ψ(p) is a

function.)
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Let A,B ⊂ ωβ. B is strongly M-r.e. (or tamely M -r.e.) in A if

{K ⊂ B : K ∈M}

is M -r.e. in A (Here we regard B as a set rather than as its characteristic function).

B is M-recursive in A (we write B 6M A) if both B and ¬B = ωβ \ B are

strongly M -r.e. in A. B is M -recursive in A iff

{p ∈M : p is a partial string & p ⊂ B}

is M -r.e. in A.

The relation 6M is a reflexive and transitive relation on the subsets of α. The

equivalence classes are called M -degrees, or X-degrees (when α is understood).

Jα-degrees are usually called α-degrees.

Lemma A.1. Let M = (Jβ, X) be amenable and let A ⊂ ωβ be amenable. Let

B ⊂M . Then B is M-r.e. in A iff it is (M,A)-r.e.

Proof. Suppose that B = Φ(A) where Φ is an M -enumeration functional. Then

x ∈ B ↔ ∃p ⊂ A [(p, x) ∈ Φ] which is Σ1(M,A).

Suppose that B ∈ Σ1(M,A) (defined by the formula B(x); say B is over Sγ,

γ < ωβ.) Let

Φ = {(p, x) : dom p > γ & (Sdom p, X � dom p,A � dom p) |= B(x)}.

Then Φ(A) = B.

Thus B 6wM A iff B is (M,A)-recursive.

Lemma A.2. Let M = (Jβ, X) be amenable and let A ⊂ ωβ be amenable. For all

A,B,C ⊂ ωβ, B is M-r.e. in A⊕ C iff it is (M,A)-r.e. in C.
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Note that this follows from lemma A.1 if C is amenable.

Proof. Suppose that Φ is an M -enumeration functional such that A = Φ(B ⊕ C).

Let

Ψ = {(p, x) : ∃q ⊂ A [((q, p), x) ∈ Φ]}.

Ψ is (M,A)-r.e. and Ψ(C) = B.

Suppose that Ψ is (M,A)-r.e. and that Ψ(C) = B. Then by lemma A.1, Ψ is

M -r.e. in A; say Θ is M -r.e. and Θ(A) = Ψ. Let

Φ = {((q, p), x) ∈M : (q, (p, x)) ∈ Θ}.

Then Φ is M -r.e. and Φ(A⊕ C) = B.

Corollary A.3. Let M = (Jα, X) be amenable and let A ⊂ α be amenable. For

all B,C ⊂ α, B 6M A⊕ C iff B 6M,A C and B 6wM A⊕ C iff B 6w(M,A) C.

Thus the (M,A)-degrees are isomorphic to the cone of M -degrees above A.

Lemma A.4. If M is admissible, then every M-r.e. set is also strongly M-r.e.

Thus if (Jα, A) is admissible then for all B, B 6wα A iff B 6α A.

Regular Functionals

From now, we fix an admissible ordinal α and work, for simplicity, in Jα. All

results can be relativized to admissible structures (Jα, X).

An enumeration functional Ψ is called regular if its domain consists of strings

– partial strings whose domain is an ordinal.

Lemma A.5. Let Ψ be an enumeration functional. There is an regular enumera-

tion functional Φ such that for all amenable A ⊂ α, Φ(A) = Ψ(A).
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An r.e. index for Φ can be uniformly obtained from an r.e. index for Ψ.

Proof. Let S be the set of α-finite strings, and let

Φ = {(p, x) : p ∈ S & x ∈ Ψ(p)}.

Let p be a string. Φ(p) ⊂ Ψ(p). On the other hand, if p0 is a partial string, x ∈

Ψ(p0) and p is any string extending p0 then x ∈ Φ(p). The conclusion follows.

Claim A.6. Let A,B ⊂ α and suppose that B is amenable. Then B 6α A iff

{B � β : β < α}

is r.e. in A.

Proof. Easy, because given a string p we can (uniformly) enumerate all partial

strings extended by p.

A functional is regular if it is regular as an enumeration functional and if its

range consists of strings.

Lemma A.7. Let A,B ⊂ α be amenable. Then B 6α A iff there is some regular

functional Φ such that B = Φ(A).

An index for Φ and an index for a reduction of B to A are uniformly inter-

changeable.

Proof. If Ψ is a regular enumeration functional which enumerates, with oracle A,

all α-finite partial strings extended by B, then simply take Φ = Ψ ∩ S2, where as

before S is the set of α-finite strings. On the other hand, if Φ is a regular functional

and Φ(A) = B then considered as an enumeration functional, Φ(A) enumerates

B � β for cofinally many βs; one can now enumerate all strings extended by strings

in Φ(A).
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Recursively Enumerating Recursively Enumerable Sets

Suppose that A is an r.e. set. A is identified with the formula defining it over Jα.

Assume the parameters used lie in Jβ (β < α). β can be uniformly obtained from

an index for A (which can be taken to be the formula A. In this way we identify

the set A with its index).

We let A[s] = 0 for s < β and for s > β we let

A[s] = {x ∈ Js : Js |= A(x)}.

The sequence 〈A[s]〉s<α is increasing, continuous, recursive and⋃
s<α

A[s] = A.

Nice Functionals

If Φ is an enumeration functional then for all s, Φ[s] is an enumeration functional

too. We write Φ(p) [s] for Φ[s](p). The relation x ∈ Φ(p) [s] is recursive.

Definition. A regular enumeration functional Φ is nice if for all α-finite p and x,

(p, x) ∈ Φ iff x ∈ Φ(p)[dom p].

If Φ is a nice enumeration functional then for all α-finite p and x, x ∈ Φ(p)

iff (p, x) ∈ Φ; this is because Φ[s] is increasing. If Φ is nice then Φ, and so the

relation x ∈ Φ(p), are recursive.

Lemma A.8. Let Ψ be a regular enumeration functional. There is some nice

enumeration functional Φ such that for all amenable A ⊂ α, Φ(A) = Ψ(A).

A recursive index for Φ can be uniformly obtained from an r.e. index for Ψ.

Proof. Let

Φ = {(p, x) : x ∈ Ψ(p) [dom p] }.
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Note that if Φ is nice then the map p→ Φ(p) (ranging over α-finite strings p)

takes values in Jα and is recursive.

Definition. A functional Φ is nice if it is nice, considered as an enumeration

functional, and furthermore:

1. It is consistent: for all strings p, Φ(p) is a string.

2. It is downward closed: For all strings p and q, if q ⊂ Φ(p) then (p, q) ∈ Φ.

Lemma A.9. Let Ψ be a functional. There is some nice functional Φ such that

for all amenable A, if Ψ(A) is a function then Φ(A) = Ψ(A).

Proof. We may assume that Ψ is a nice enumeration functional. Now let

Φ = {(p, q) : Φ(p) is a function & q ⊂ Φ(p)}.

Note that if γ < α, q ∈ Jγ and q0 ⊂ q is a string then q0 ∈ Jγ. This preserves the

fact that Φ is nice as an enumeration functional.

As was discussed before, we have:

Corollary A.10. Let A,B ⊂ α be amenable. Then B 6α A iff there is some nice

functional Φ such that Φ(A) = B.

Sometimes an enumeration functional is used to enumerate graphs of functions.

We then call it a weak Turing functional . Such a functional Φ is called nice if it

is nice as an enumeration functional and it satisfies consistency: for all strings p,

Φ(p) is a function (but not necessarily with ordinal domain). Similarly to lemma

A.9, we get
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Lemma A.11. Let Ψ be an enumeration functional. There is some nice weak

functional Φ such that for all amenable A, if Φ(A) is a function then Φ(A) = Ψ(A).

Proof. Again we may assume that Ψ is a nice enumeration functional, and we let

Φ = {(p, x) : x ∈ Φ(p) & Φ(p) is a function}.

Thus for amenable A ⊂ a and any B ⊂ α, B 6wα A iff Φ(A) = B for some

nice weak functional Φ.

Use

If Φ is a nice functional, p is a string and β 6 dom Φ(p), then we let Φ(p; β) =

Φ(p) � β and φ(p; β) be the shortest q ⊂ p such that β 6 dom Φ(q). This is the

use of the computation Φ(p; β). We sometimes confuse φ(p; β) with its domain.

We write Φ(p; β) ↓ if β 6 dom Φ(p).

We have: if γ < δ and Φ(p; δ) ↓ then φ(p; γ) 6 φ(p; δ). If δ is a limit ordinal

then φ(p; δ) = supγ<δ φ(p; γ). For all γ such that Φ(p; γ) ↓ we have φ(p; γ) > γ.

For particular values of a computed function we use the notation Φ(p, γ) =

Φ(p)(γ); here Φ can be either a strong or a weak functional. For a weak functional

Φ we write Φ(p, γ) ↓ if γ ∈ dom Φ(p). We also define the use in an analogous way:

φ(p, γ) is the least string q ⊂ p such that Φ(q, γ) ↓.

Recursive Approximation

Let A be an r.e. set and let A[s] be its canonical recursive enumeration. When we

take A[s] as an oracle we regard it as a string of length s, and let Φ(A)[s] = Φ(A[s])

(note that this conflicts with our previous definition of Φ(p) [s], where the object

enumerated was Φ rather than the oracle. Since we will use nice functionals, which

are recursive, we will have no use for the original notation.)
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Assume that A is amenable. By admissibility of α, we have that for every

β < α, A � β ⊂ A[t] from some stage s < α onwards. Thus if x ∈ Φ(A) then from

some s onwards, x ∈ Φ(A)[t]. However it is of course possible that for some x and

s we have x ∈ Φ(A)[s] but x /∈ Φ(A); x is enumerated at stage s by a computation

that does not agree with A, which is later discarded. In fact if A is not low then

this may occur for some x at unboundedly many stages s.

Miscellany

Theorem A.12 (Sacks). If a is an r.e. degree then there is some amenable, r.e.

A ∈ a.

Proof. See [Sac90].

Lemma A.13. If A 6α B and C is r.e. in B then C is r.e. in A.

As in classical recursion theory, for A,B ⊂ α we say that B 6mα A if there is

some recursive function f such that f−1B = A.

Lemma A.14. Suppose that B is r.e. in A and that C 6mα B. Then C is r.e. in

A.

Proof. Suppose that f is recursive and that f−1B = C. If B = Φ(A) then C =

Ψ(A) where

Ψ = {(p, x) : (p, f(x)) ∈ Φ}.

Recursive Cofinality

Let Γ be a class of functions. We let

cfΓ(α) = min{γ : ∃f ∈ Γ (f : γ → α is cofinal) }.
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For example, Γ may consist of the functions which are Σn(Jα) or more generally,

Σn(Jα, A) for some amenable A ⊂ α. α being admissible means cfΣ1(Jα)(α) = α.

Even if A is not amenable then we can let Γ be the class of all functions which

are weakly recursive in A. In this case we write rcf(A) instead of cfΓ(α). Note

that rcf(0′) = cfΣ2(Jα)(α).



APPENDIX B

THE JUMP

In what follows we confuse functionals and r.e. sets with their indexes. For any

amenable A we let

A′ = {(Φ, x) : x ∈ Φ(A)}

where Φ ranges over an effective list of nice enumeration functionals. A′ is r.e. in

A; in fact there is a nice enumeration functional Φjump such that for all amenable

A, Φjump(A) = A′. The usual diagonal argument shows that A′ 
wα A.

Characterizations of the Jump

Lemma B.1. Let A be amenable. If f 6wα A and B = lims→α f then B 6wα A
′.

If A is admissible and B 6wα A
′ then for some f 6wα A, B = lims→α f .

Proof. Suppose that f 6wα A, B = lim f . Let Ξ be a nice weak functional such

that Ξ(A) = f .

W = {(x, s) : ∃t > s [f(x, t) 6= f(x, s)]}

is r.e. in A (since it is Σ1(Lα, A) and A is amenable), say W = Ψ(A) = (A′)[Ψ].

Also say (A′)[Λ] = A. Let

Φ =

(p, x) :
p is a partial string &

∃s [p(Ψ, (x, s)) = no & Ξ(p[Λ], (x, s)) = yes]

 .

Then Φ(A′) = B, so B is r.e. in A′. Similarly we have ¬B r.e. in A′ so B 6wα A
′.

Suppose now that A is admissible and that B 6wα A′. By Sacks’s theorem

relativized to A we get an r.e. C ≡α A
′ which is amenable. Let Ψ be a nice weak

functional such that Ψ(C) = B. Let 〈C[s]〉 be an enumeration of C, recursive

147
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in A. Let f(x, s) = Ψ(C[s], x) if the latter converges and no otherwise. By the

admissibility of A, for all β < α, eventually C[s] � β ⊂ C so indeed lim f = B.

Lemma B.2. Assume that A is admissible. Then B ⊂ α is r.e. in A′ iff it is

Σ2(A).

Proof. If B ∈ Σ2(A), say x ∈ B ↔ ∃y C(x, y) where C ∈ Π1(A); C(x, y) ↔

(C, x, y) /∈ A′. It is now easy to see how to enumerate B with oracle A′.

Let B be r.e. in A′. Again by Sacks’s theorem we get an r.e. C ≡α A
′ which

is amenable; B = Φ(C) for some nice enumeration functional Φ. Let Ψ be a nice

enumeration functional such that C = Ψ(A). By admissibility of A we have that

every α-finite K ⊂ C is enumerated by a finite stage, so we have

x ∈ B ⇔ ∃K,L, p

 L ∩ C = 0 & p ⊂ A & ∀x ∈ K ((p, x) ∈ Ψ &

(L× {0} ∪K × {1}, x) ∈ Φ

 .
L ∩ C = 0 is Π1(A) and all other clauses in the matrix are recursive in A.

Lowness

A set A is weakly low if A′ 6wα 0′. Suppose that A is r.e. and amenable, and fix

an effective enumeration 〈A[s]〉 of A. A nice enumeration functional Ψ is weakly

low for A if Ψ(A) = A′ and in addition, for all x, if

{s < α : x ∈ Ψ(A)[s]}

is unbounded in α, then x ∈ A′.

Lemma B.3. An amenable r.e. set A is weakly low iff there is some functional

which is weakly low for A. .
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Proof. Suppose that Ψ is weakly low for A. Let

W = {(x, s) : ∃t > s : x ∈ Ψ(A)[t]}.

¬A′ is r.e. in W as x /∈ A′ iff for some s, (x, s) /∈ W . W is r.e., so W 6α 0′. Thus

¬A′ is r.e. in 0′. A 6α 0′ thus A′ is r.e. in 0′; so A′ 6wα 0′.

Now suppose that A is weakly low; let f(x)[s] be a recursive function whose

limit is A′. Let

Ψ = {(p, x) : (p, x) ∈ Φjump & f(x)[dom p] = yes}.

Ψ(A) ⊂ A′ and if x ∈ A′ and s > φjump(A, x) is such that f(x)[s] = yes then

(A � s, x) ∈ Ψ, thus Ψ(A) = A′.

Suppose that x /∈ A′; say that for all s > s0, f(x)[s] = no. Suppose that

A[s1] � s0 = A � s0. Then for s > s1, s0 we cannot have x ∈ Ψ(A)[s]; If (p, x) ∈ Ψ

and p ⊂ A[s] then since p 6⊂ A we must have dom p > s0 and so f(x)[dom p] = no,

contradiction.

We say that a set A is low if A′ 6α 0′.

Lemma B.4. For all A,

{K ∈ Jα : K ⊂ ¬A′}

is many-one reducible to ¬A′.

Thus for all B, if ¬A′ is r.e. in B then it is also strongly r.e. in B.

Proof. The reduction is the (recursive) function f such that for all K, f(K) is the

functional which performs all computations Φ(A, x) for (Φ, x) ∈ K simultaneously

and halts if one of these computations halt. Namely:

f(K) = {p : ∃(Φ, x) ∈ K [x ∈ Φ(p)]}.
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Corollary B.5. Suppose that A is admissible and that B >α A. Then A′ 6α B

iff A′ 6wα B.

Proof. A′ is r.e. in A, thus strongly r.e. in A (lemma A.4), thus strongly r.e. in B.

¬A′ is r.e. in B hence strongly r.e. in B (lemma B.4).

Again suppose that A is r.e. and amenable, and fix an effective enumeration

〈A[s]〉 of A. A nice enumeration functional Ψ is low for A if it is weakly low for

A, and further, for all α-finite K ⊂ A′, eventually K ⊂ Ψ(A)[s].

Lemma B.6. If A is r.e. and amenable and there is some functional which is low

for A then A is low.

Proof. Suppose that Ψ is low for A. Then we already know that A′ 6wα 0′, so

again we know that ¬A′ is strongly r.e. in 0′; we need to show that A′ is strongly

r.e. in 0′. But it is strongly r.e. in

W = {(K, s) : ∃t > s : K 6⊂ Ψ(A)[t]}

which is r.e.

Lemma B.7. If A is low, r.e. and admissible, then any functional which is weakly

low for A is low for A.

The circle is closed via

Lemma B.8. If A is a low r.e. set then A is admissible.

Proof. By Shore [Sho76b], if rcf(A) < α then 0′′ 6α A
′, so A′ 6α 0′ is impossible.

Also, if A is r.e. and rcf(A) = α then A is amenable so A is admissible.

Thus an amenable r.e. set A is low iff some functional is low for A.
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Uniform Lowness

A sequence of sets 〈Ai〉i∈I is uniformly low if there is a recursive sequence 〈Φi〉i∈I

such that for all i, Φi(0
′) = A′

i. Any finite collection of low sets is uniformly low.

If 〈Ai〉 are uniformly low and Ψ is an enumeration functional then

{(i, x) : x ∈ Ψ(Ai)}

is weakly recursive in 0′.



APPENDIX C

THE PROJECTUM

Let M = (Jβ, X) be amenable. We define %
M

(also denoted %β,X) to be the

least ordinal γ such that

Σ1(M) ∩ P(ωγ) 6⊂ Jβ.

%
M

is the Σ1-projectum of M . We write %β for %β,0. %β is also denoted β∗.

Claim C.1. If 1 < %
M
< β then %

M
= ω%

M
.

Proof. If %
M
< β then M |= “ω%

M
is a cardinal”, and so is closed under the

function γ → ωγ.

If %M = 1 then we often confuse 1 and ω in this context (so we may write

%M = ω, meaning the same thing).

Remark C.2. For all M , %
M

is admissible.

Definition. We say thatM is 1-sound if there is some partialM -recursive function

f : %
M

� M .

Lemma C.3. For every β, Jβ is 1-sound.

(This is easy if β is admissible).

Proof. Let p be the least (in <L, or in any canonical well-ordering of finite sets

of ordinals) finite set of ordinals such that some A ⊂ %β is Σ1(Jβ) definable with

parameters from %β ∪ p but is not an element of Jβ. Let h be the canonical Σ1-

Skolem function computed in Jβ. Let X = h“%β ∪ {p}, and let π : X → Jγ be the

collapse. A = π“A is Σ1(Jγ) so γ = β (or else A ∈ Jβ). Also, it is Σ1-definable in

Jβ from %β ∪ π(p) so by minimality π(p) = p. It follows that π = id. So h(−, p) is

the desired function.
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Suppose that M is 1-sound, and fix a canonical f : %
M

� M , say the least one

(in <L). We let AM = f−1B where B is the canonical Σ1(M)-complete set. We

let M ′ = (J%
M
, AM).

If in turn M ′ is amenable and 1-sound then we say that M is 2-sound and we

can proceed to define M ′′, etc.

Lemma C.4. (see [Cho84],[Jen72] or [Dod82]) For all β > 0 and n < ω, Jβ is

n-sound.

The idea is to imitate the proof of 1-soundness above, lifting π : Jγ → (Jβ)(n−1)

to a Σn-elementary map π̄ : Jδ → Jβ. We also use

Fact. For all B ⊂ %
M

, B ∈ Σ1(M
′) iff B ∈ Σ2(M).

Lemma B.2 gives the proof when M is admissible. It is, however, possible for

M to be admissible and for M ′ not to be admissible.

For M which is (n − 1)-sound, we let %n
M

= %
M(n−1)

. The above facts show

that %n
M

is the least γ such that Σn(M) ∩ P(ωγ) 6⊂ M , the greatest γ such that

for all B ∈ Σn(M) ∩ P(ωγ), (J%n
M
, B) is amenable and that there is a partial

function pn : ω%n
M

� M which is Σn(M). Combining with the canonical Σ1–

Skolem function, we get

Corollary C.5 (Jensen’s uniformization theorem). For all β, every Σn(Jβ)

relation can be uniformized by a Σn(Jβ) function.



APPENDIX D

THE ADMISSIBLE COLLAPSE

In this appendix we review in a unified setting various results of Maass’s

([Maa78]) and Sy Friedman’s ([Fri82]) regarding isomorphisms between cones of

Turing degrees and α-degrees. All references will refer to these two papers.

Definition. An amenable B ⊂ α is collapsible if there is some bijection p : ω ↔ α,

weakly recursive in B. A collapse of such a degree is some B ⊂ ω such that for all

A ⊂ ω, A is ω-r.e. in B iff it is α-r.e. in B.

First, we justify the names:

Theorem D.1 (Maass). Every collapsible α-degree with an amenable element

has a collapse.

Proof. Let B be amenable and let p : ω ↔ α be a bijection, weakly recursive in B.

Let

B = {(n, e, s) : p(n) ∈ Φ(B)[p(s)], where Φ = p(e)}.

B codes the canonical enumerations of all sets r.e. in B.

If A is ω-r.e. in B, then B can enumerate it α-recursively, because B can α-

enumerate all finite substrings of B.

In the other direction, note that for every C ⊂ α which is α-r.e. in B, p−1C is

ω-r.e. in B. If A ⊂ ω is α-r.e. in B then C = p“A is also α-r.e. in B which implies

that A = p−1C is ω-r.e. in B.

Next we show some criteria sufficient for the existence of collapsible α-degrees.

An amenable structure M = (Jβ, X) is weakly admissible if cfΣ1(M)(ωβ) > %M .
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Lemma D.2. Suppose that α is admissible and that M = (Jα, A) is weakly ad-

missible. Then there is a bijection f : cfΣ1(M) ↔ α which is Σ1(M).

Proof. See [Sac90, IX 2.6].

Theorem D.3 (Shore). If A is amenable, r.e. and incomplete (i.e. 0′ 
α A) then

rcf(A) > %α,A,

that is, (Jα,∈, A) is weakly admissible.

Proof. See [Sho76b].

Thus every amenable, incomplete r.e. set with recursive cofinality ω is collapsi-

ble.

Let B be collapsible, and let B be a collapse of B.

Theorem D.4 (Friedmann). Every (Jα, B)-degree contains an amenable set.

In fact, since B is amenable, it follows that every α-degree above B contains

an amenable set. Thus every α-degree above B contains a collapsible set.

Lemma D.5. The collapse is a well-defined embedding (preserving 
) of the

(Jα, B)-degrees into the (Vω,B)-degrees.

Proof. Suppose that A,C >α B are amenable and let A, C be any collapses of A,C

respectively.

Suppose that A 6α C. A and ¬A are ω-r.e. in A, hence are α-r.e. in A, hence

are α-r.e. in C, hence are ω-r.e. in C, so A 6T C.

Suppose that A 6T C. Let p : ω ↔ α be a bijection, weakly recursive in B.

Consider Â = {K ∈ Lα : K ⊂ A} and ¬̂A = {K ∈ Lα : K ⊂ ¬A}. Both sets are

α-r.e. in A, hence p−1Â and p−1¬̂A are α-r.e. in A, hence are ω-r.e. in A, hence are

ω-r.e. in C, hence are α-r.e. in C, and so Â and ¬̂A are α-r.e. in C, so A 6α C.
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In fact, we want to show that the collapse map is an isomorphism.

Definition. A set C ⊂ ω is immune if every α-finite partial string q ⊂ C with

dom q ⊂ ω is finite.

Lemma D.6. The following are equivalent for immune A,C ⊂ ω:

• A 6T C ⊕ B.

• A 6wα C ⊕B.

• A 6α C ⊕B.

Proof. We are asking whether an enumeration of finite (=α-finite) substrings of A

can be done with oracle C by a functional recursive in B, or in B. Since we can

restrict ourselves to ω, this is the same question.

Theorem D.7 (Maass, Friedman). Every (Jα, B)-degree contains an immune

set, and every (Vω,B)-degree contains an immune set.

It follows that taking a B-degree of an immune set A to the B-degree of A is

well-defined and is an isomorphism between the B degrees and the B degrees. We

want to show that this map is the same as the admissible collapse. We need to

show

Lemma D.8. Let A >α B be amenable, let A be its collapse, and let E be an

immune set such that E ≡B A. Then E ≡B A.

Proof. A 6wα A, and so A 6wB E. This implies that there is some weak (Jα, B)-

functional Φ such that Φ(E) = A. Consider Φ0 = Φ ∩ Vω. Φ0 is still α-r.e. in B,

and Φ0(E) = A because E is immune. Φ0 is ω-r.e. in B, so A 6T B ⊕ E, in other

words, A 6B E.

On the other hand, E 6wα A, and so E 6T A.
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Let j be the inverse of the collapse map, from the Turing degrees above B to

the α-degrees above B (equivalently, from the B-degrees to the B-degrees).

The Collapse and Recursively Enumerable Degrees

Lemma D.9 (Maass, Friedman). A B-degree d contains a set ω-r.e. in B iff

j(d) contains a set which is strongly α-r.e. in B.

Corollary D.10. For every B-degrees d1 6 d2, d2 contains a set ω-r.e. in d1 iff

j(d2) contains a set strongly α-r.e. in j(d1).

Proof. Lemma D.9 implies that a Turing degree d above B contains a set ω-r.e. in

B iff j(d) contains a set α-r.e. in B. Now relativize this lemma, using d1 as the

base of the cone.

Theorem D.11 (Maass). An α-degree d above B is r.e. in B iff j−1(d) is r.e.

and above a degree a which is r.e. and above B.

As a corollary, we have that for every Turing degree d above B, j(d′′) = j(d)′.



APPENDIX E

PROMPT PERMISSION

In this appendix we develop some of the theory of promptly simple sets in the

context of admissible recursion theory. In fact, in the context of the r.e. degrees

(rather than the lattice of sets), the basic notion seems to be that of prompt

permitting.

Definition. An amenable r.e. set A permits promptly if there is some effective

enumeration 〈A [s]〉 of A and a recursive function p such that for all s, p(s) > s,

and for all e such that We is unbounded in α, there is some x ∈ We which enters

We at some s (according to the canonical enumeration of the Wes) and such that

A � x+ 1 [s] 6= A � x+ 1 [p(s)].

Lemma E.1 (Uniform Slowdown Lemma). There is a recursive function f

such that for all ε, if ε is a recursive index for an array of enumerations 〈Ue [s]〉

of r.e. sets Ue, then f(ε) is a recursive index for a total recursive function g such

that for all e, Wg(e) = Ue and every number in Ue enters Ue (according to the given

approximation) before it enters Wg(e) (according to the canonical enumeration).

Proof. We observe that the classical proof of the slowdown lemma (see [Soa87,

XIII 1.5]) is easily generalized to the admissible context and is uniform. For any

recursive index ε, let

U ε
e [s] = ∪{ϕε(e, x) : x < s, ϕε(e, x) ↓ [s]}.

Find some recursive function h such that for all ε, e, i,

Wh(ε,e,i) = {x : ∃s (x ∈ U ε
e [s] \ Wi [s])}.
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By the recursion theorem with parameters, find some recursive function k such

that for all e and ε, Wk(ε,e) = Wh(ε,e,k(ε,e)). Let f(ε) be the index for k(ε,−).

Lemma E.2. Suppose that 〈Ue [s]〉 is an effective enumeration of an array of r.e.

sets Ue such that there is a recursive bound for ∪{Ue [s] : e 6 s}, and suppose

that A permits promptly. Then there is some recursive function q such that for all

s, q(s) > s and such that for all e, if Ue is unbounded then there is some x ∈ Ue

which enters Ue at s and such that

A � x+ 1 [s] 6= A � x+ 1 [q(s)].

An index for q can be obtained uniformly from an index for 〈Ue [s]〉.

Proof. Suppose that p and 〈a [s]〉 witness that A permits promptly. Find a recur-

sive g such that for all e, Wg(e) = Ue and the former is enumerated more slowly.

Define

q(s) = sup {p(t) : ∃x, e (x enters Ue at s & x enters Wg(e) at t)}.

An index for q can be obtained from an index for g.

The last lemma justifies the technique used in chapter 2 to use prompt permis-

sion. In the verifications of that chapter, we use a variety of r.e. sets constructed

during the construction and argue that during the construction, those sets which

are unbounded received prompt permission. This is legal because by the recursion

theorem, we could use a permitting function p which permits with respect to the

sets being constructed.
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